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Abstract
The primary aim of this thesis has been to study examples of the application of de­
lay differential equations to both physiology and epidemiology. As such, the thesis 
has two main strands. The physiological application is represented by mathematical 
models of the glucose-insulin interaction in humans. We provide a detailed intro­
duction to recent and current literature associated with this area, together with an 
overview of the physiological processes involved. Two systems explicitly incorpo­
rating a discrete delay are proposed and positivity and boundedness of solutions to 
these models are established. Sufficient conditions for global stability of the steady 
state of both systems are derived using both Lyapunov methods and comparison 
principles. Physiological interpretations of the analysis are provided.
The simpler of the two models is then extended to represent a person being given 
periodic infusions of both insulin and glucose. Positivity of solutions of this system 
is established and the existence of a positive periodic solution is proved using the 
coincidence degree theory method.
The epidemiological application of delay differential equations is represented 
by mathematically modelling the transmission dynamics of tuberculosis. A brief 
overview of the current impact of the disease is given and some of the problems 
public health officials face in combatting it are discussed. A summary of work in 
the literature on this subject is provided.
The effect of migration on the spread of tuberculosis is considered. Patch type
11
models consisting of just two patches are proposed, each patch considered to be a 
country. We allow for the possibility tha t migration between two countries is often 
more one way than the other so diffusion is not the discrete analogue of Fickian 
diffusion. Conditions for both local and global stability of the disease-free steady 
state are determined using a variety of methods.
A model with a continuous representation of space incorporating Fickian diffu­
sion is then proposed. This is assumed to be more appropriate for various animal 
species than for humans. The possibility of a travelling wave-front solution is in­
vestigated and the minimum speed of such a solution is determined. Numerical 
simulations support these results. Finally the model is adapted to incorporate the 
tendency to move towards a focal point. Using numerical simulations, the effect of 
random dispersal and purposeful movement towards a focal point are investigated.
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Introduction
The aim of this thesis is primarily to study delay differential equations tha t model the 
glucose-insulin interaction and the transmission dynamics of tuberculosis. Detailed 
introductions on these specific areas are provided in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6 . 
Accordingly, this introduction aims to summarise mathematical modelling and delay 
equations in physiology and epidemiology in general.
Over the last few decades, mathematics has come to play an increasing role in 
the biological sciences. The general philosophy of using mathematics in this area 
is to develop models tha t in the first instance describe in only a qualitative way 
the observed biological process. As in all areas of modelling, the real test of such 
a model is tha t it not only agrees qualitatively with the biological process but also 
has the ability to make predictions and to bring deeper insight to the biological 
situation. Models of this type generally consist of a system of ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs) or partial differential equations (PDEs). A number of good text 
books provide an overview of this subject and the interested reader is referred to 
books by Murray [82] & [83], Jones & Sleeman [55], Britton [18], Keener & Sneyd 
[60] and Hoppensteadt & Peskin [52], all of which cover a mix of topics largely taken 
from population biology, physiology and epidemiology.
In the following sections, we give some examples of the principal applications of 
mathematics to both physiology and epidemiology. It is by no means an exhaustive 
introduction to the topics involved and is intended simply to give the reader some
idea of the range of applications studied.
1.1 M athem atical m odels applied to physiology
Mathematical models have been applied to a wide range of physiological problems. 
From the last century through to the current era, physiologists have repeatedly 
used mathematical models to help their understanding of physiological processes. 
Models have been developed describing the physiology of the circulatory system, 
muscle, hormones and the kidneys, to name just a few areas within this field. Here 
we give two examples of the current role mathematics plays in physiology.
1.1.1 Wound healing
Wound healing is a vast subject encompassing aspects of almost every field in biology. 
Cellular, biochemical and biophysical phenomena are all involved. The process of 
wound healing is generally divided into three stages: inflammation (involving blood- 
clot formation and influx of leukocytes), wound closure and formation of scar tissue. 
In a deep wound, the injury removes both the dermis and the epidermis. Wound 
closure is accomplished by the migration of epidermal cells across the wound and 
the contraction of the main body of the wound causing the wound edges to move 
inwards. Work in the literature encompasses both epidermal and dermal wound 
healing.
E p id erm al w ounds Wound closure in an epidermal wound is entirely due to 
epidermal migration, the mechanism of which is still not entirely understood, despite 
its intense study. Epidermal wound healing is an interesting source of free boundary 
problems and also an area in which the study of travelling waves is important. 
Investigators have focused for many years on studying existence, stability, what 
initial conditions evolve to a travelling front solution and the propogation speed of
the “healing” wave.
Chen and Friedman [26], for example, consider a system of two semilinear 
parabolic reaction-diffusion equations with a free boundary, arising from a model 
of epidermal wound healing on the cornea. They prove tha t the initial-boundary 
value problem has a unique solution and tha t complete healing is achieved in finite 
time. They also establish the existence of a travelling wave solution of the same 
system. Dale et al. [30] also illustrate the role of travelling waves in wound healing 
by reviewing a model for surface wound healing on the cornea and focusing on the 
speed of healing as a function of the application of growth factors. Travelling wave 
front solutions are an aspect we investigate in this thesis applied to the transmission 
dynamics of tuberculosis. An extensive review of epidermal wound healing is given 
by Sherratt [97].
D erm al w ounds Dermal wounds are deep wounds to the skin and their healing is 
crucial for preserving organ integrity after tissue loss. Such wounds frequently lead 
to a severe scar, an indication tha t wound healing is a process of repair rather than 
regeneration. Furthermore, healing frequently involves significant contraction which 
can cause loss of functionality. It is mainly these two aspects of wound healing that 
have been the focus of mathematical models to date. [30] is an example of work 
in this area, in which the authors considered the role of travelling waves in dermal 
wounds by presenting a model for scar tissue formation in deep wounds and focusing 
on the role of key chemicals in determining the quality of healing. The paper by 
Maini, Olsen & Sherratt [71] provides a review of the authors’ recent work on m ath­
ematical modelling of cell interaction with extracellular m atrix components during 
the process of dermal wound healing. Models are of partial differential equation 
type and allow detailed investigation of how various mechanochemical eflfects may 
be responsible for certain wound healing disorders.
1.1.2 Tumour modelling
Mathematical modelling has been rapidly growing in importance as a fundamental 
tool in advancing understanding of cancer and its treatment. Like wound healing it 
is a vast area covering a number of research topics. These include models of angio- 
genesis, models of tumour cords and the effects of radiation and chemical treatment, 
control of immunotherapy, the complexity of cell cycle effects of anticancer drugs, 
models of solid tumour growth and models of the dynamics of the interactions be­
tween solid tumours and lymphocytes. The interested reader is referred to [31], an 
interesting collection of recent work in this area, and to Bellomo & Adam [9 ], a 
collection of seven interdisciplinary surveys on modelling tumour dynamics and in­
teractions between tumours and immune systems. Each survey covers a specialized 
field and provides a detailed description of the current state of research. Topics 
covered include: general tumour biology modelling; growth kinetics; kinetic cellular 
theory; tumour-immune system interactions; and heterogeneity and growth control. 
Modelling and simulation of general behaviours of immune systems is also discussed..
Solid tu m o u r  g ro w th  The early stages of tumour development have been studied 
experimentally by observing clusters of cancer cells known as multicellular spheroids 
(MCS). Experimental results have to a large extent dictated progress in modelling 
tumour growth, resulting in the majority of mathematical models focusing on avas­
cular tumour growth. MCS consist of a central core of necrotic cells surrounded by 
a layer of non-proliferating cells. The outer, nutrient-rich layer, comprises prolifer­
ating cells.
Early attem pts at modelling solid tumour growth can be divided into two cat­
egories. The simplest approach was to use ODE models to predict variation in 
concentration of oxygen and other nutrients through a spheroid (see e.g. Mueller- 
Klieser [81], Groebe Sc Mueller-Klieser [45]). A more sophisticated approach was
based on the influential paper of Greenspan [44], dividing proliferating, quiescent 
and necrotic cells into separate compartments, with behaviour controlled by mitotic 
inhibitors. This reduces the problem to determining the location of the interfaces 
between the compartments, which are controlled by nutrient and inhibitor levels. 
This approach was widely adopted (see e.g. Adam [1], Chaplain & Britton [23]), 
Extensions include a study of asymmetric growth (Byrne Sz Chaplain [2 1 ]) and de­
tailed analytical studies of model solutions (Byrne [20], Friedman & Reitich [39]).
More recently, alternative techniques have been proposed. In 2001 Sherratt & 
Chaplain [98] proposed a new model for avascular tumour growth which did not 
assume sharp divisions in space between cell types, and in which tumour growth 
was driven by cell movement acting in concert with proliferation. In 2003, Byrne et 
al. [2 2 ], developed a two-phase theory to describe solid tumour growth, contending 
tha t this multi-phase approach represents a more general and more natural modelling 
framework than existing theories.
A ngiogenesis Angiogenesis is the process by which tumours induce blood ves­
sels in the host tissue to sprout capillary tips which migrate towards the tumour, 
eventually providing it with a circulatory blood supply and thereby a good source 
of nutrients. It is a process tha t enables a tumour to change from its relatively 
harmless avascular state to the much more dangerous vascular state. A vascularized 
tumour is able to invade its surrounding tissue and metastasize to other parts of the 
body. There are a number of works in the literature on this area, see for example 
the review article by Agur et al. [2 ] and papers by Chaplain & Sleeman [24], Plank 
et al. [85], and Valenciano & Chaplain [109] & [110].
1.2 M athem atical m odelling in epidem iology
Epidemiology is the study of the spread of diseases in space and time, with the objec­
tive to trace factors either responsible for, or contributing to, their occurrence. The 
transmission dynamics of a variety of diseases have been modelled mathematically, 
and in this introduction we mention some of the more well-known.
1.2.1 AIDS and HIV
The first cases of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) were diagnosed in 
the early 1980s and soon after, the infectious agent of AIDS, human immunodefi­
ciency virus (HIV), was isolated. Since the mid 1980s the worldwide cases of AIDS 
and HIV has risen dramatically, hence mathematical modelling of HIV and AIDS 
represents a large body of work. The majority of this work has concentrated on 
the sexual spread of the disease (see, for example, work by Koopman et al. [61] 
and Huang et al. [53]). In recent years, an increasing number of articles concerned 
specifically with modelling the spread of HIV amongst populations of intravenous 
drug users have appeared in the literature. Populations of intravenous drug users 
are particularly vulnerable to HIV infection due to the common practice of sharing 
needles. One of the first papers on this subject was written by Kaplan [56]. This 
paper was a starting point for much of the literature concerned with HIV spread 
in IV (intravenous) drug users. Kaplan and O’Keefe [57] extend Kaplan’s original 
model to allow addicts to clean injection equipment prior to use and Lewis and 
Greenhalgh [6 6 ] extended the resulting system further to allow for a three stage 
infectious period.
1.2.2 Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis (TB) is a disease tha t is rapidly on the increase in many countries 
around the world. The second part of this thesis deals with the transmission dy­
namics of the disease and a more detailed introduction to published works in this 
area is given in Chapter 6 .
1.2.3 SARS
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is a new respiratory disease which was 
first identified in China’s southern province of Guangdong. Chowell et al. [27] 
developed a simple model for the disease dynamics of this disease fitted to data from 
the Toronto, Hong Kong and Singapore outbreaks. A model developed by Webb et 
al. [113] is used to describe the disease dynamics in Toronto. The authors use a 
model similar to tha t used in this thesis to describe the transmission of tuberculosis.
1.3 Delay differential equations
The mathematical models described so far in this introduction assume that the 
future state of the system is determined solely by the present. Whilst appropriate 
to those particular processes, there are cases for which such models can only be a first 
approximation to the situation they describe. Time delays play an important role 
in many biological and physiological processes. These delays relate to the fact that 
changes to an environment do not necessarily have an instantaneous effect. To take a 
physiological example, secretion of a hormone by one of the body’s major glands will 
not have an immediate effect on its target tissue. The hormone is secreted into the 
blood and then dispersed to cells within the body, hence a circulatory transport time 
lag is inevitable. In this thesis we consider systems of delay differential equations 
(DDEs), mathematical models tha t incorporate past history either implicitly or 
explicitly.
1.3.1 DDEs applied to ecology
Though not the main focus of this thesis, mathematical ecology is an important 
application of delay differential equations. DDEs have been used to model ecolog­
ical population models since the early twentieth century. In his study of predator- 
prey models in 1928, Volterra investigated a two dimensional system of DDES and 
Wangersky and Cunningham [112] studied similar interactions in 1957. However, 
application of DDEs to population dynamics did not really gain momentum until 
the last three decades. Since tha t time, they have been used more frequently and 
significant work in this area has been undertaken by a number of academics. Notable 
works on the modern theory of DDEs applied particularly to population dynamics 
include books by Kuang [64], Wu [117] and Gopalsamy [43].
Despite this burgeoning interest in delay equations for ecological population mod­
els, the usage of DDEs in models with a physiological or epidemiological application 
has been less frequent. The following section gives some examples of research areas 
in physiology for which the application of delay equations is appropriate.
1.3.2 DDEs applied to physiology and epidemiology
T h e  im m u n e  sy stem  A number of models of the response of the human immune 
system within a human to an invading virus have used delay differential equations. 
Marchuk [73], [74] & [75] formulated a system to describe the interactions between 
the immune system and viruses and virus particles. However, the immune sys­
tem is extremely complicated and, despite some simplification, the Marchuk model 
consisted of ten differential equations for ten principal variables. This high dimen­
sionality of the system made analysis extremely difficult and subsequently, several 
other authors have looked at reduced and simplified models, (see, for example, [6 ] 
and [37]). One such model was developed by Tang et. al [105]. This model contained 
three variables: healthy cells in the organ (i7(i)), infected cells in the organ {P{t))
and viral particle concentration {V{t)). It took the following form:
H'{t) = - f {V { t ) )H { t )  +  a{H{t))g{T -  H{t) -  P{t))H{t)
P \ t )  = f { V { t ) ) H { t ) - a i H { t - n ) ) C { P { t - n ) , V { t - n ) ) P { t ) - d p P { t )  
V^t)  =  -a f ( V { t ) ) H { t )  -  a(H{t ~  T2 ))h{V{t  -  T2 ))V{t) -  dvV{t)
~{'(b k d p ^ P ( t ^  ( 1 .3 . 1)
with initial conditions
H{s) > 0, P { s ) > 0 ,  y  (a) >  0, f o r s e [ - r ,  0]
m s) - \ - P { s )  < T
iJ(0) > 0, P(0) +  y ( 0 ) > 0 ,
where r  =  max{Ti, 72}. f { Y )  is the specific infection rate of healthy cells by free 
viral particles V"; <j{H) is the health state of the body H\ g{x) is the indicator 
of the level of the total concentration of cells in the virally infected organ below 
the normal value T  {x = T  — H  — P)\ G{H)g{x) is the specific regeneration rate 
of healthy cells in the virally infected organ; C(P, V)  is the proliferation rate of 
killer T  cells; a{H)C{P,V)  is the specific death rate of virally infected cells by 
CTL action; a  is the average number of free viral particles invading each healthy 
cell; h{V)  is the proliferation rate of B cells; dp is the specific death rate of virally 
infected cells; dy  is the specific neutralization rate of free viral cells by phagocytes;
b is the average rate of release of new viral particles into the plasma compartment
per virally infected cell; k is the average number of viral particles in each virally 
infected cell; T  represents the concentration of healthy cells in a normal, uninfected
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organ. Effectively, the model can be described as:
H'{t) — —rate of healthy cells becoming infected
+ rate  of regeneration
P'{t) =  + rate  of virus infecting healthy cells
—rate of destruction by killer T cells
—rate of cell death caused by viruses
V'{t) =  —rate of viruses infecting healthy cells 
—rate of neutralization by antibodies 
—rate of absorption by phagoctyes 
4-rate of viral release from living and dead infected cells.
System (1.3.1) is an example of a system explicitly incorporating discrete delays. By 
the term “discrete delay,” we mean tha t particular attention is paid to a population 
exactly a certain number of time units (usually denoted by r)  in the past. In the 
literature, many models appear with discrete delays and they are often used to 
model gestation or maturation time. In this case the positive constant t i  represents 
a time delay between the recognition of receptors on the surface of infected cells 
and cytolytic action of the killer cells; T2 represents the delay between the activation 
of antibody production and the neutralization of viral particles. For a complete 
explanation of the equations in system (1.3.1), refer to [105].
E n d o crin o lo g y  Delay equations have also been used to model various aspects 
of the endocrine system. In [63], Kroll derives a model for the temporal effects of 
parathyroid hormone on bone formation and resorption. Administration of parathy­
roid hormone (PTH) is crucial to treatment and prevention of osteoporosis, a major
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health disorder. By incorporating delay into his model, Kroll was able to gain re­
sults consistent with experimental observations. W ithout delay, the model exhibited 
entirely different behaviour.
Marino [76] gives an insight into another advantage of incorporating delay di­
rectly into the system. The authors re-examine an existing model of gastric acid 
secretion consisting of 18 ordinary differential equations. By introducing delay and 
making another simplification, they were able to reduce the system to an 8 equation 
delay differential system. Analysing the resultant system, they showed that a stable 
3-period limit cycle solution only exists for a specific value of the delay.
This thesis considers the endocrine pancreas. The glucose-insulin interaction 
has a delay related to the time lag between the pancreas secreting insulin and the 
inhibitory effect of that insulin on hepatic glucose production. Some research work 
has already been undertaken in this area and Chapter 2 gives a detailed overview of 
recent literature on the subject.
E p idem io logy  The majority of research literature in epidemiology assumes tha t 
the disease incubation period is negligible so that once infected, each susceptible 
individual (individual in class S) instantaneously becomes infectious (becomes a 
member of class I)  and later recovers (becomes a member of class R) with a per­
manent or temporary acquired immunity. A compartmental model based on these 
assumptions is customarily called an SIR or SIRS model. Many diseases, however, 
incubate inside the hosts for a period of time before the hosts become infectious. In 
order to investigate the role of an incubation period in disease transmission, models 
more general than SIR models are required. Using a compartmental approach, one 
may assume that a susceptible individual first goes through a latent period after 
infection, before becoming infectious. The resulting models are of SEIR or SEIRS 
types, E  being the exposed or latent class.
Time delay is often incorporated implicitly in such models. Many SEIR models
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incorporate a linear expression for the change in the infectious population. This 
ODE can then be solved for I  (representing the infectious population) to give a 
distributed delay. By the term “distributed delay” , we mean tha t there will be 
some spread of the delay about a mean value. Intuitively it makes sense that a time 
delay representing the time taken to move from the exposed or latent class to the 
infectious class exists. As an example, let us consider a SEIR model with saturating 
contact rate of individual contacts developed by Zhang and Ma [119]. This model 
is described by the following system of differential equations:
^  ^dt jj, h{N)§ -
=  s E  — ( l  +  q' +  OijI
^  =  ' y l - R ,  (1.3.2)
where A  is the constant recruitment rate into the population; is the rate for natural 
death; is the saturating rate of individual contacts in a population that mixes
randomly, where h{N)  =  l+ 61V + \/l +  2bN and 6 is a positive constant; a represents 
the probability per unit time of transm itting the infection between two individuals 
making contact; € represents the rate at which exposed individuals become infective; 
7  represents the rate of recovery; and a  is the disease-induced death rate.
Solving the third equation of system (1.3.2) for I  in terms of E,  we obtain
I{t) = e f  e - ( i + - y + = ) ( i - 4 g ( g ) j g ,
J —oo
Thus we see tha t system (1.3.2) does incorporate time delay although this is not 
immediately obvious when looking at the system. When delays are present but not 
immediately apparent in this way, we refer to them as implicit delays. Delays clearly 
present such as those in system (1.3.1) are referred to as explicit time delays.
Whilst SEIR models generally incorporate time lags implicitly, more recently 
mathematicians have begun to develop systems with explicit time delay. Culshaw,
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Ruan and Webb [28], for example, present a model describing the cell-to-cell spread 
of HIV-1 incoporating a distributed time delay. Upon infection with HIV-1, there is 
a short intracellular latency during which the cell is infected but has not yet begun 
producing the virus. The authors have elected to omit the latent class and, instead, 
to incorporate a distributed delay into the infected class. The resulting model is 
shown below:
æ
dt =  r c C ( t )  ( l  -
d l  /**—  = k'j I C { u ) I ( u )F { t - u )d u - iJ . i I { t ) ,  (1.3.3)
d t  J - o o
where C(t) represents the concentration of healthy cells and I  {t) the concentration 
of infected cells, rc  is the effective reproductive rate of healthy cells; Cm is the 
effective carrying capacity of the system; ki  is the infection of healthy cells by 
the infected cells in a well-mixed system; ^  is the fraction of cells surviving the 
incubation period; and pi  is the death rate of the infected cells. System (1.3.3) is 
an example of distributed delay incorporated explicitly. The authors assume that 
the cells which are productively infectious at time t, were infected u time units ago, 
where u is distributed according to a probability distribution F(w), called the delay 
kernel. Throughout their paper, the authors use the family of generic delay kernels 
of the form
^ 7 1  *f* I n  *71
where a  > 0 is a constant and n > 0 is an integer. According to MacDonald [70], n 
is called the order of the delay kernel and the average delay is defined by
'0
In the literature, the kernels with n =  0 and n == 1, i.e..
F{u) =  ae and F{u) =  oF'ue
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are called the weak and strong kernels, respectively, and are frequently used in biolog­
ical modelling. (See, for example, work on mathematical models of HIV-1 infections 
by Mittler et al.[80]).
Notice that if the kernel F{u) takes the following form
F{u) — 0{u — r) ,
where 6 is the Dirac delta function, then system (1.3.3) becomes the following system 
of DDEs with discrete delay:
f  -
— =  kiC{t — r) I{ t  — r) — pil{t) .  (1.3.4)
The systems describing the transmission dynamics of tuberculosis included in 
this thesis incorporate delay both implicitly and explicitly. This is explained in 
further detail in chapter 7.
More recently, delay differential equation systems have been developed in which 
the delay also appears in some of the coefficients of the model. This has been 
found to substantially increase the complexity of the mathematical analysis. As an 
example of this type of system, let us consider a model developed by Beretta and 
Kuang [14] to describe the spread of viruses in populations of marine bacteria. The 
model consists of the following system of equations:
S{t) = a g ( f ) ( l  -  +  -^W)  -  KS{t)P{t)jddt
=  -Hi l{t )  + K S ( t ) P { t ) - e - ' “' ^ K S ( t - T ) P { t - T )  
j^P( t )  = ^  -  fipP{t) -  KS{t)P( t )  + be-i“'^K S{t - T ) P ( t - T ) ,  (1.3.5)
where S{t) is the population of susceptible bacteria at time I{t) is the population 
of virus infected bacteria at time t  and P{t) is the virus population at time t, C  is the 
carrying capacity of the bacteria; a  combines the growth rate constant by cellular
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division and bacteria mortality, excluding that resulting from viral infection; K  is 
the rate at which one virus infects one bacteria; T  is the time taken from initial 
infection of the bacteria to death by lysis; pi is the natural death rate of bacteria; 
Pp is the natural death rate of viruses and b is the virus replication factor.
We see tha t the delay T  appears in some coefficients via the factors. The 
second equation of (1.3.5) comes from the fact that the number of bacteria infected 
with viruses is given by
I ( t ) =  r
Jt~T't
in which KS{9)P{6)dO is the number of bacteria that are infected between times 
0 and Ô + dO (for d9 infinitesimal), and is the probability tha t an infected
bacterium will survive from the time of infection 9 until time t. The integral totals 
up contributions from all past times. Note tha t the lower limit is t  — T as an infected 
bacterium cannot possibly survive more than T  time units.
The endemic equilibrium of this system (if it exists) depends on the time delay 
T.  If the delay is “moderate” then the system can sustain an endemic equilibrium, 
but if it exceeds a certain critical value the viruses die out. The reason for this is 
tha t if the delay is very large, many infected bacteria die naturally without ever 
releasing the viruses into the water resulting in not enough viruses being released 
to compensate for the natural degradation of viruses.
This dependence of equilibria on the time delays may at first seem strange, since 
equilibria are by definition time independent yet delays are temporal parameters. 
However, it is now appreciated tha t in many situations it may be quite natural 
to have equilibria depending on the delays. The example just discussed is one, a 
simpler example is the system
cbi 
du.
= OLUm{t) -  7 Wi(i) -  o.e -  t )
dt
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proposed by Aiello and Freedman [3]. In system (1.3.6), ui and Um are the numbers 
of immature and mature members of a population respectively. The delay r  is the 
time taken from birth to maturity. The non-zero equilibrium of this system is
which depends on the delay r. It is easy to understand the dependence on r . If r  is 
very large then many of the population die without ever becoming mature, so that 
there are very few adults. If there are very few adults there will also be very few 
juveniles, which explains why the Ui and equilibrium components both decrease 
with T for large r.
This thesis considers both physiology and epidemiology as areas of applica­
tion of delay differential equations and as such, it has two main strands. The 
physiological application of DDEs is represented by mathematical models of the 
glucose-insulin interaction in humans. We focus in particular on positivity and 
persistence of solutions, local and global stability of the equilibria and existence of 
periodic solutions. To represent the epidemiological application of delay equations, 
we consider models describing the transmission dynamics of tuberculosis. The 
chapters of this thesis are organised as follows.
In Chapter 2 we give a detailed introduction to recent and current literature 
associated with modelling the glucose-insulin interaction. We begin by giving an 
overview of the physiological processes involved in the endocrine pancreatic system 
and we give a motivation for research in this area. We then introduce a model 
developed by Sturis et al. [1 0 1 ] to provide a possible mechanism for the origin 
of ultradian oscillations in insulin secretion. This model is used as a basis for our 
physiological research so we describe it in some detail. A number of modifications to 
Sturis’ model have been suggested and we devote a section to discussing the proposed 
changes. A summary is provided of various models suggested in the literature to
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describe the intravenous glucose tolerance test and finally we discuss a spatially 
dependent model of insulin secreting ^-cells in a flow through reactor.
Chapter 3 considers a two dimensional coupled system in which the state vari­
ables represent the blood concentrations of insulin and glucose. This system is 
formed by introducing a discrete delay into the equation for glucose, thus negating 
the need for three auxiliary equations representing the delayed action of insulin on 
hepatic glucose production. For the sake of simplicity we assume there is only one 
insulin compartment. We establish results for positivity and boundedness of solu­
tions and investigate global convergence to the equilibrium using two approaches: 
one using comparison principles and one using Lyapunov functionals. We compare 
the results obtained using the two different methods and present some physiological 
interpretations of the analysis.
The assumption made in Chapter 3 tha t just one insulin compartment exists 
is dispensed with in Chapter 4, resulting in a three dimensional partially coupled 
system. As in Chapter 3, the glucose equation contains an explicit discrete delay. 
However, an implicit delay related to the fact that the action of insulin on the 
utilization of glucose is regulated by interstitial insulin rather than insulin in the 
plasma is also present. Positivity and boundedness of solutions to this model are 
established and sufficient conditions for global asymptotic stability are derived using 
Lyapunov methods.
In Chapter 5 we modify the model studied in Chapter 3 to represent a person 
being given periodic infusions of both glucose and insulin. This is in accordance 
with the observation made by Sturis et al. [104] that periodic insulin infusion is 
a more efficient way of reducing mean blood glucose levels than a constant insulin 
infusion. We prove positivity of solutions of this system and establish the existence 
of a positive periodic solution using the coincidence degree method.
An introduction to recent and current models describing the transmission dynam­
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ics of tuberculosis is provided in Chapter 6 . We give a brief overview of the current 
impact of the disease and some of the problems health officials face in combatting it. 
We then go on to explain the epidemiology of the disease and we summarise work 
in the literature by Castillo-Chavez [25], [36] & [100].
Chapters 7 and 8  consider the effect of migration on the spread of tuberculosis. 
To gain insight into the spatial spread of the disease we use both continuous and 
discrete representations of space. For discrete space we use patch type models 
consisting of only two patches. These are considered to be two countries, and thus 
we are studying the effect of migration between the two countries on the disease 
dynamics. We allow for the possibility tha t migration between two countries is 
often more one way than the other, so the diffusion is not the discrete analogue 
of Fickian diffusion. However, for continuous space we do use Fickian diffusion, 
assuming for simplicity that the motion of the species is of the simplest random 
walk. We envisage this as a way of incorporating migration that is most likely 
to be realistic for TB in animals. Chapter 7 concentrates on the patch models 
and determines conditions on the migration rate from one country to the other 
for both global and local stability. Models incorporating both an implicit and an 
explicit distributed delay are considered. Chapter 8  proposes two systems with a 
continuous representation of space, both incorporating Fickian diffusion. The first 
system incorporates only Fickian diffusion. The possibility of a travelling wave-front 
solution for this system is investigated and the minimum speed of such a solution is 
determined. Numerical simulations support our results. In the second system, the 
tendency to move towards a focal point is included in the diffusion term and the 
effect this modification has on the behaviour of the system is investigated.
Modelling the glucose-insulin interaction: an 
introduction
Endocrine systems are diffuse networks of communication involving a hormone being 
secreted into the blood and then being dispersed to all cells within the body. These 
systems are often characterized by oscillatory behaviour and over the last fifty years, 
a number of mathematical biologists [42, 46] have developed mathematical models 
for endocrine systems with a view to understanding the cause of these fluctuations. 
In this section, we consider the endocrine pancreas and the control of carbohydrate 
metabolism by the interaction of the pancreatic hormone insulin with glucose.
Endocrine control of carbohydrate metabolism is responsible for regulating blood 
glucose levels in humans. A number of hormones are able to influence metabolism 
by a variety of different mechanisms, many of which are not yet fully understood. 
It is hoped that by modelling the processes involved in carbohydrate metabolism 
mathematically, we may be able to gain some further insight into these mechanisms. 
Increasing our understanding of the correctly functioning control system may lead to 
improved treatment of disorders of this system. Examples of such disorders include 
conditions such as hypoglycaemia (low blood glucose levels) and diabetes mellitus, 
a syndrome in which the prominent feature is hyperglycaemia (high blood glucose 
levels). The incidence of diabetes has increased alarmingly in recent years and as 
a result this area has gained increased interest and importance. In this chapter we 
give a brief introduction to the physiology of the endocrine pancreas control system 
and we discuss some published works undertaken in this area.
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2.1 Physiological background
2.1.1 Normal carbohydrate metabolism
The average diet comprises carbohydrates (sugars), lipids (fats) and proteins. Fol­
lowing ingestion these substances are absorbed and either utilized by the body as 
a source of energy or, alternatively, they may be stored. For many people the pre­
dominant source of energy is carbohydrate. These carbohydrates are broken down 
during the digestive process to produce simple sugars (monosaccharides), which are 
ultimately converted to glucose before entering the circulation. The intake of carbo­
hydrate, which occurs at meal times, is often sporadic. However, the body requires 
the concentration of circulating glucose to be kept within close limits in order to 
maintain adequate function. This control is achieved by the liver which is able to 
convert glucose to its storage form of glycogen. Thus after the intake of carbo­
hydrate, some glucose is allowed to enter the circulation immediately, whilst the 
remainder is stored as glycogen in the liver. Ninety minutes after the meal, when 
the blood glucose levels begin to drop, the liver metabolizes its glycogen stores to 
produce glucose which enters the blood stream. Many hormones are able to influ­
ence this balance of utilization, storage and liberation of glucose, but those with the 
greatest influence are insulin and glucagon.
2.1.2 Hormones involved in carbohydrate metabolism
Both insulin and glucagon are secreted by the pancreas. Those areas of the pancreas 
involved in this secretion are called the islets of Langerhans, clumps of cells which 
function independently of the rest of the pancreas.
In humans the islets of Langerhans are comprised of three main cell types called 
O', j5 and 5 cells. The centre of the spherical islets is occupied by ^  cells which are 
responsible for synthesis, storage and secretion of insulin. The a  and 5 cells are on
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the periphery of the islet, the a  cells being responsible for the synthesis, storage and 
secretion of glucagon whilst the 5 cells produce somatostatin.
W ithin each islet the various cells are situated very close to one another. This 
arrangement means tha t electrical activity spreads rapidly between cells and that 
there is a rapid interchange of ions. The activity of one cell can therefore have rapid 
and profound effects on tha t of an adjacent cell, not only on one of the same cell 
type, but also on different cell types.
In su lin  is a protein hormone consisting of 51 amino acids in two chains. At times 
of raised plasma glucose concentrations, insulin is secreted by the ^  cells within the 
pancreas. This leads to a faster utilization of glucose by muscle and other cells and 
also induces storage of surplus glucose as glycogen in the liver and in fat cells.
G lucagon  consists of 29 amino acids and is secreted by the a  cells. Secretion 
is potentiated by a decrease in plasma glucose concentration and is inhibited by 
an increase. Glucagon initiates the mobilization of glucose stores by enhancing 
the breakdown of glycogen and fats. Another important action of glucagon is the 
stimulation of insulin secretion, which allows utilization of the liberated glucose.
2.2 Pulsatile insulin secretion
The complexity of human insulin secretion has become increasingly evident in re­
cent years. It has been well-established tha t secretion operates on a number of 
different time scales, ranging from tens of seconds to more than 100 minutes. Fast 
oscillations are known to be caused (at least in part) by bursting electrical activity 
and oscillations with intermediate frequency of around 10-15 minutes have also been 
reported [65]. Oscillations with a much larger period of around 1 2 0  minutes have 
been observed ([96],[99]) and it is upon these slower oscillations (known as ultradian 
oscillations) tha t we focus in this section of the thesis.
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2.2.1 Ultradian oscillations
Large amplitude ultradian oscillations of glucose and insulin levels have been 
observed under a number of physiological conditions: after ingestion of meals 
([86];[87]); after oral glucose [62]; during continuous enteral nutrition [99], and dur­
ing constant intravenous glucose infusion [96]. Examples of these observations are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Oscillations of insulin and glucose. A: During the ingestion of 3 meals. B: During 
oral glucose. C: During continuous nutrition. D: During constant glucose infusion. Oscillations 
with a period of around 120 mins occur even during constant stimulation (i.e. constant glucose 
infusion) and occur in a damped manner after a single stimulus such as ingestion of a meal. Prom 
the paper by Sturis et al. [101]
The dynamic properties of ultradian oscillations so far identified include four 
observable features. First, although the oscillations are fairly irregular, they appear 
to be self-maintained in that they continue to exist during constant glucose infusion 
or continuous nutrition. However, damped oscillations occur after a single stimulus 
such as a meal. Second, the amplitude of the oscillations is an increasing function of
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glucose concentration, while the frequency is not. Third, there is a high correlation 
between the glucose and insulin oscillations, with the peaks in glucose concentration 
tending to precede the insulin peaks by a few minutes; and fourth, the oscillations 
do not appear to depend upon glucagon.
Two major hypothetical mechanisms for the origin of ultradian oscillations have 
been proposed: they may originate from an independent intrapancreatic pacemaker, 
or they may result from an instability in the insulin-glucose feedback system. A 
mathematical model developed by Sturis et. al. [101] supports the latter hypothesis.
2.3 A possible m echanism  for the origin of ultra­
dian oscillations
A model providing a possible mechanism for the origin of ultradian oscillations was 
developed by Sturis et al. [1 0 1 ]. (See also [60]). A schematic diagram of this model 
is shown in Fig 2.2. We see tha t the model contains three separate compartments, 
representing glucose in the plasma and interstitial fluid, insulin in the interstitial 
fluid and insulin in the plasma. Mathematically the system takes the form of six
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of Sturis’ model of ultradian oscillations. [101]
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nonlinear ordinary differential equations as follows: 
§  =
dt Vi)  ti
4
tp
dt
dxi 3 , .
H F =
dx 2  3 , .t  ^2.3.1)
In this system, Ip, A and G represent the quantities of plasma insulin (mU), in­
terstitial insulin (mU) and glucose (mg) respectively. The equations are written 
in terms of the total amounts (rather than concentrations) of these quantities. All 
the parameters and functional relations in the model are based on the results of 
independent experiments (we shall explain shortly how the functions fi were chosen 
in [101]). Values of the parameters are shown in Table 2.3.
In model (2.3.1) the time lag between the appearance of insulin in the plasma 
and its inhibitory effect on the hepatic glucose production (see [17]) is incorporated 
implicitly as a three-stage linear filter. Solving the last three equations of (2.3.1) 
leads to
=  ^  /  { t -  sfe~^'^^~"hp{s)ds,
i.e. this is a distributed time delay. Sturis speaks of an additional delay, related 
to the fact tha t the physiological action of insulin on the utilization of glucose is 
regulated by the interstitial insulin rather than by the insulin in the plasma, whilst 
glucose has a direct effect on plasma insulin levels (through insulin secretion from 
the pancreas). (See [8 8 ]). This additional delay can be seen by solving the second 
equation for A in terms of Ip and formulating the whole model in terms of G and Ip 
only. The model thus formulated would have two distributed delays. To undertake
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
Vp(l) 3 CA(mg min“ i) 72
Vi{\) 11 Q (m g 1- 1) 144
Vp(l) 1 0 Ca(mg 1-1) 1 0 0 0
E{\ min“ )^ 0 .2 Co (mg m in-i) 40
^p(min) 6 I4 i(mg m in-i) 940
ti{mm) 1 0 0 1.77
td (min) 36 C4(mU 1- 1) 80
min“ )^ 2 1 0 Rg{mg m in-i) 180
ui(mg r^ ) 300 a(l m lJ-i) 0.29
Cl (mg 1- 1) 2 0 0 0 Cs(mU 1-1) 26
Table 2.3 Parameters of model (2.3.1)
such a transformation is not mathematically useful for us here.
The first equation of (2.3.1) represents insulin being secreted by the pancreas 
into the plasma, where it is either degraded by the kidneys/liver or transported 
into the interstitial fiuid. Vp is the distribution volume for insulin in plasma and 
Vi is the effective volume of the interstitial fiuid. Insulin exchange between the 
two compartments is a linear function of the concentration difference between the 
compartments ( ^  — ^ )  with rate constant E. In addition, there is linear removal 
of insulin from the plasma by the kidneys and the liver, with rate constant —.
The transport of pancreatic insulin production controlled by the glucose concen­
tration is represented by the function
Rmfi{G) = (2.3.2)1 +  exp(T(C i -  ^ ) )
which is fitted to independent experimental results involving a deconvolution of 
measured rates of C-peptide release ([87] & [96]).
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The second equation of model (2.3.1) represents the accumulation of interstitial 
insulin via exchange with the plasma compartment and its degradation in muscle 
and adipose tissue at a rate ~.
In the third equation, we have glucose being supplied to the plasma at an exoge­
nously controlled rate This rate can either represent glucose uptake from food 
or from an intravenous glucose infusion. The influence of insulin on hepatic glucose 
production, as determined by Rizza [93] is described by the function
"  l +  e x p ( a ( f J - C 5 )) '
Glucose utilization is represented by two terms: / 2 (C) which describes insulin- 
independent utilization (glucose uptake by the brain and nerve cells) and / 3 (C )/4 (A) 
which describes insulin-dependent glucose utilization (glucose uptake by muscle and 
fat cells). These functions are given by
M G )  = U, { 1  -  e x p ( - ^ ) ) ,  (2.3.4)
M G )  = T & ,  (2.3.5)^3 Kg
m )  = Uo+ I " ' - 0 >1 .  (2.3.6)
The  functions (2.3.4), (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) are all determined by experimental data. 
(See [93] & [111]).
As previously mentioned, changes in the plasma insulin concentration have a 
delayed effect upon hepatic glucose production. In system (2.3.1) this time delay is 
assumed to be third order and is quantitatively measured by td (see [89]).
Solving the equations in system (2.3.1) numerically, using a Runge-Kutta (4,5) 
integration routine, we obtain the results shown in Fig.2.3.
From Fig. 2.3, we see tha t with the given parameters the model exhibits self­
sustained oscillations. This is true for a large range of parameters [101]. In fact the 
model is consistent with several experimental observations: periods of oscillations
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Figure 2.3: Results from Sturis’ mociel. Plasma glucose and plasma insulin concentrations during 
a simulated constant glucose infusion with the rate of 216 mg/min.
obtained from the model are close to experimentally observed values (1 1 0 -1 2 0  mins); 
and there is a high correlation between the glucose and insulin oscillations, with the 
glucose peaks preceding insulin peaks by a few minutes.
Although this model is able to provide insight into certain aspects of insulin 
secretion and to mimic all properties of ultradian oscillations so far identified, there 
is an obvious difference between the simulation results of Sturis et al. and the 
experimental data: the simulated oscillations are regular whereas the experimentally 
observed oscillations show considerable irregularity in both amplitude and frequency. 
The authors provide a number of possible explanations for this discrepancy, including 
the use of unvarying parameters in the simulations and the possibility tha t factors 
not included in the model (e.g. counterregulatory hormones, physical activity) may 
infiuence glucose and insulin levels.
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2.4 Proposed m odifications to the insulin-glucose
feedback m odel '
I
A number of academics have used model (2.3.1) as a basis for further investigations 
and have proposed various modifications as a result. In [33], Drozdov and Khanina 
propose incorporating delay into the model explicitly rather than using the three- 
stage linear filter. They also question the result in [101] tha t the period of ultradian 
oscillations is two hours for the delay time of 36 minutes. Whilst Sturis et al. state 
tha t this is consistent with experimental findings, Drozdov and Khanina draw our 
attention to an assertion stating tha t delay in ordinary differential equations has 
to produce oscillations whose period is double the delay time (see, e.g. [47]). The 
authors suggest some changes to parameters contained within functions f i  and /a in 
system (2.3.1) which ultimately lead to this assertion being satisfied. They go on to 
perform some numerical analysis on their modified system and to derive sufficient 
stability conditions using linearized analysis. In their conclusions, they assert that 
the two insulin compartments are not necessary and that the model could be simpli­
fied accordingly. This is at variance with the view of the authors of [1 0 1 ], who state 
that it is well-established tha t the physiological action of insulin is correlated with 
the concentration of insulin in the slowly equilibriating interstitial compartment 
rather than with the concentration of insulin in the plasma. Hence they believe tha t 
such a simplification can be argued only from the point of mathematical simplicity 
and not from a biological point of view.
In [108], Sturis, Mosekilde and Tolic suggest modifications to their own model 
having observed that system (2.3.1) was inconsistent with the results of experi­
ments conducted by Matthews et al. [78] and Paolisso et al. [84]. These experiments 
showed that a pulsatile supply of insulin can have a higher hypoglycaemic effect than 
a constant supply at the same average rate. By changing two parameters within
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and also adjusting the value of tp, the degradation rate of plasma insulin, the au­
thors were able to correct this inconsistency. They also added a further modification 
to make the original model more realistic under conditions of high glucose concen­
tration, adding two further expressions relating to the effect of hyperglycaemia on 
hepatic glucose production and on splanchic glucose uptake. These changes resulted 
in the glucose equation of system (2.3.1) taking the following form.
=  Gin -  / 2 (G) -  f 3 {G)f^{Ii) +  f 5 {^3 ) f 6 {G) -  / 7 (G), (2.4.7)
where
M G )  =
1 +  exp(7 ( ^  -  Ce)) 
and
/ 7(G) — Sb-{-
1 +  ex p (5 (^ ;r  -  G7))
New or modified parameters are shown in Table 2.4. The function /e accounts for the 
powerful inhibitory effect hyperglycemia has on hepatic glucose production and fr  
accounts for the enhanced effect high glucose concentrations have on glucose uptake 
by the splanchic tissue (tissue in the liver and gut).
Parameter Value Parameter Value
7 5.0 Ge 2 .0
6 'f,(mg min“ )^ 2 0 5"M%(mg min“ )^ 140
6 -2.4 G7 2 .0
Gs(mU 1-:) 29 «(I mU"^) 0.41
tp{mm) 4
Table 2.4 Parameters of the modified model
Engleborghs et al. used system (2.3.1) as a starting point for their paper on 
numerical bifurcation analysis [34]. They modified a simplified version of the model
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to represent an external system interacting with an internal system in the case of a 
diabetic patient. The model thus formulated was two-dimensional with two discrete 
delays. The authors studied the linearised stability of the equilibria of their new 
system, carried out some numerical bifurcation analysis and extensively investigated 
several branches of periodic solutions and their stability.
2.5 The intravenous glucose tolerance test  
(IVG TT)
The intravenous glucose tolerance test is a physiologic experiment designed to pro­
vide a means of quantifying insulin sensitivity of a subject. It consists of inject­
ing a bolus of glucose into the bloodstream of the subject, thereby inducing an 
increase in plasma glucose concentration and a corresponding increase in concentra­
tion of plasma insulin secreted by the pancreas. During a three hour interval these 
concentrations are measured and after the time-period has elapsed, the perturbed 
concentrations have essentially returned to normal.
2,5.1 The minimal model
A number of mathematical biologists have proposed models to describe the time 
course of these concentrations and in 1979 Bergman et al. proposed the following 
model, known as the “minimal model” . (See [13] and [107]). 
dG{t)
dt
dX{t)
dt
dl{t)
— ~ (pi +  ^ (^ ))G (i)-j-P 1G5, G(0 ) =  po
=  —p2 X{t)  +P3(7(^) — h)j  A^ (O) =  0 (2.5.8)
=  PéiGi t)  — p^)t  — p^ i l i t )  — Ii) ,  I { 0 ) = p j - \ - I bdt
In this model G{t) is the blood glucose concentration at time t; I(t) is the blood 
insulin concentration; X{t)  is an auxiliary function representing insulin-excitable 
tissue glucose uptake activity, proportional to insulin concentration in a “distant”
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compartment; is the subject’s baseline glycemia; A is the subject’s baseline in- 
sulinemia; po is the theoretical glycemia at time 0  after the instantaneous glucose 
bolus; Pi is the glucose “mass action” rate constant, i.e. the insulin-independent 
rate constant of tissue glucose uptake; pa is the insulin-dependent increase in tis­
sue glucose uptake ability, per unit of insulin concentration excess over baseline 
insulin; p4 is the rate of pancreatic release of insulin after the bolus, per minute and 
per m g/dl of glucose concentration above the target glycemia; ps is the pancreatic 
target glycemia; pe is the first order decay rate constant for insulin in plasma; 
is the theoretical plasma insulin concentration at time 0 , above basal insulinemia, 
immediately after the glucose bolus.
Whilst the minimal model has been very useful in physiological research works, 
[32] argues tha t it has a number of drawbacks associated with it. Firstly, the minimal 
model is split into two subsystems and the parameter fitting must be conducted in 
two steps: first, using the recorded insulin concentration as given input data in 
order to derive the parameters in the first two equations of the model, then using 
the recorded glucose concentration as given input to derive the parameters in the 
third equation. However, from a dynamical point of view the pancreas and tissues 
form an integrated system and it therefore seems desirable tha t one can treat it as a 
whole and be able to conduct a single-step parameter fitting process. Secondly, the 
non-observable auxiliary variable X (t) is artificially introduced to delay the action 
of insulin on glucose.
Once the necessity of a single global dynamical model of the insulin-glucose 
system is appreciated, the most likely model appears to be the system obtained by 
coupling the three equations of the minimal model. However, in [32] de Gaetano and 
Arino were able to show tha t such a model would not admit an equilibrium and tha t 
the concentration of active insulin in the distant compartment would be predicted 
to increase without bounds. They therefore proposed an alternative model.
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2,5.2 The dynamic model
In order to overcome the difficulties of the coupled minimal model, de Gaetano [32] 
proposed the following model.
— —  b4,I{t)G{t)  +  67
G{t) =  Gb Vi G [—65 , 0), G(0) =  Gb +  60 (2 .5 .9)
dl{t) ^2 -^ ('^ ) +  ^  f  G{s)ds, 7(0) — A +  6360.(^ 5 Jt-bfi^ s
In this model, t  represents time; G represents glucose plasma concentration; Gb rep­
resents the basal (preinjection) plasma glucose concentration; I  is the insulin plasma 
concentration; Ib is the basal (preinjection) insulin plasma concentration; bo is the 
theoretical increase in plasma insulin concentration over basal glucose concentration 
at time zero after instantaneous administration and redistribution of the IV glucose 
bolus; bi is the spontaneous glucose first order disappearance rate constant; 62 is 
the apparent first-order disappearance rate constant for insulin; 63 is the first-phase 
insulin concentration increase per (mg/dl) increase in the concentration of glucose at 
time zero due to the injected bolus; 64 is the constant amount of insulin-dependent 
glucose disappearance rate constant per pM of plasma insulin concentration; 65 is 
the length of the past period whose plasma glucose concentrations infiuence the cur­
rent pancreatic insulin secretion; bo is the constant amount of second-phase insulin 
release rate per (mg/dl) of average plasma glucose concentration throughout the 
previous 65 minutes; 67 is the constant increase in plasma glucose concentration due 
to constant baseline liver glucose release.
Model (2.5.9) describes glucose concentration changes in blood depending on 
spontaneous, insulin-independent and insulin dependent net glucose tissue uptake 
and on constant baseline liver glucose production. Changes in the insulin plasma 
concentration are considered to depend on a spontaneous constant-rate decay and 
on pancreatic insulin secretion. The delay term refers to insulin secretion: effective
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secretion at time t is considered to be proportional to the average value of glucose 
concentration in the 65 minutes preceding time t.
[32] showed that the dynamic model admits only one equilibrium point which 
represents the resting, basal glucose and insulin values for the subject. The authors 
were also able to prove tha t the stability of the model around this equilibrium 
is assured and tha t solutions to the model are positive and bounded. Numerical 
evaluation of the model parameters presented no problems, with small coefficients 
of variation and good overall fitting to the experimental observations.
2.5.3 Proposed modifications to the dynamic model
The dynamic model has been analysed extensively by Li and Kuang [6 8 ]. They 
observed that while the dynamic model solves the problems of the minimal model, 
it implicitly or explicitly makes a few assumptions that may not be necessary or 
realistic. Specifically they cited the use of the term biI{t)G{t) as an example. This 
term assumes the mass action law applies in this instance whereas a more popular, 
general and realistic alternative is to replace the term by b^I{t)G{t)/{aG{t) +  1 ). 
Since in a unit of time, a unit of insulin can only process a limited amount of 
glucose. They also argue that the way the delay is introduced in the dynamical 
model is somewhat restrictive.
Feeling that the most noteworthy outcome of the dynamical model is tha t it 
always admits a globally asymptotically stable steady state, Li and Kuang set out 
to determine if and how this outcome depends on the specific choice of functions 
and the way the delay is incorporated. To this end, they modified the model to 
allow more general functions and an alternative way of incorporating time delay.
The model thus proposed took the following form:
dG{t)
dt
dl{t) +  g(L(Gf)). (2.5.10)
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The initial conditions are G(0) =  G b -{- bo, 7(0) =  7j, +  6360 , and G{t) =  Gb, for
t € [—65 , 0 ), where Gt{0) =  G{t -P 0), t > 0 , 6  ^  [—65 ,0]. Gb and Ib are the subject’s
baseline glycemia and insulinemia, respectively. Here
L{(f)) = f  (j){s)d{(j,(s)), (2.5.11)
and fj,{s) is nondecreasing with
'0
d(fi{s)) = 1 . (2 .5 .1 2 )
—65
The authors considered two cases for L{Gt)'. the discrete and distributed cases. For 
discrete delay, L{Gt) =  G(it—65) and for distributed delay, L{Gt) =  ^  G{t-l-9)d6.
The parameters bo, 63 , 65 and 67 are the same as in model (2.5.9). Functions / ,  g, 
p, q satisfy a number of general conditions.
The integrals in (2.5.11) and (2.5.12) are Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. If p{s) is 
differentiable then the first integral (2.5.11) would be interpreted as
i.e. the Lebesgue integral with respect to s of This interpretation of the
notation is adequate for most practical applications. The formal definition of the 
Riemann-Steiltjes integral is, however, much more involved since it avoids the need 
for /i(s) to be differentiable.
Li and Kuang were able to show that such models can possess unstable positive 
steady states and produce oscillatory solutions. However, for all the clinical data 
reported in [32], such unstable steady states were found not to exist. They therefore 
concluded tha t the dynamic model does provide qualitatively robust dynamics for 
the purpose of clinical application.
2.6 Pancreatic ^-cells in a flow through reactor
Another area of research in this area is the mathematical modelling of the insulin 
secretion from pancreatic ^-cells in a flow through reactor (see Keener [59] and
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Mackey & Keizer [72]). Both these articles examine mathematical models for an 
in vitro experiment measuring insulin oscillations in flow columns. The apparatus 
for this experiment consists of a perifusion pump which pumps glucose-containing 
perifusate, a bed of insulin secreting cells sandwiched between microcarrier beads, 
and a device for collecting the efflux perifusate. Figure 2.4 represents this experiment 
schematically. It is proposed tha t glucose enters the insulin-secreting cell through
Perifusate
Layer of 
insulin- 
secreting 
cells
Beads
Efflux
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of a typical perifusion system.
GLUT-type glucose transporters of two types: GLUTl and GLUT2 . Once inside 
the cell, internal glucose is metabolized, activating secretion via insulin granule 
exocytosis. In the external medium, insulin activates GLUTl transporters and 
inactivates GLUT2 transporters.
To model this reaction, the authors assume that there is a steady flow of solution 
at velocity V  along the one-dimensional reactor, with insulin secreting cells confined 
to the one-dimensional region 0  <  a; <  Lbed- In the fluid, we track two concentra­
tions, the external glucose concentration G and the external insulin concentration 
I. The conservation equations for these quantities are given by
— — i ?2
=  Rsy
(2.6.13)
(2.6.14)
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for 0 < a; < Lfjed- Here Ri  and R 2  are the rate of glucose uptake by Ri  and %  
receptors respectively, Rs is the rate of insulin secretion by the cells in the bed and 
p is the volume fraction of cells in the bed. The second order spatial derivatives 
are Fickian diffusion terms while the V  ^  and V  terms are advection terms that 
model the glucose and insulin being transported by the solution with velocity V.
Inside the cell, glucose is metabolized at the rate Rm- Thus, if Gi denotes the 
interior concentration of glucose,
dO-p — R\  +  R 2  ~ Rm' (2.6.15)
We note that (2.6.15) has no derivatives with respect to x  since the cells are assumed 
to be at a fixed position in the reactor.
The functional forms of the various rate terms are given in Keener’s article by
Rm ^m ^i
P R^m +  G i
Ri V i ( G - G i )
(2.6.16)
(2.6.17)
(2.6.18)
p { I G - ^ G i ) { l ^ G l K i ) K i - ^ I
^  ^  V2 {G J^  -  Gi) 
p {K 2 '\‘ Gi){l-{-G/Kg)
where Vm, Km^ ki, V2 , Ki,  K 2 , Ki, Kg and L  are all positive constants. The insulin 
secretion rate Rg was formulated by fitting to experimental data. J  is an inhibition 
variable which measures the extent to which insulin inhibits its own release. J  does 
not correspond directly to a measured physiological process, but as a representation 
of the slow negative feedback process. This variable is assumed to evolve according 
to the differential equation
T j—  =  Joo — J, (2 .6 .20)
where
T   Rjnh
Kir,„ + I '
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Keener [59] showed that oscillations result from this model because of an important 
interplay between the flow rate of the reactor and insulin diffusion. In particular, 
he showed tha t if the ratio of flow rate to volume of the reaction bed is too large, 
oscillations are eliminated. This was in contradiction to the conclusions of Maki and 
Keizer [72]. However, for a range of values of this ratio, determined by the diffusion 
coefficient of insulin, he was able to show that stable oscillations do occur.
A model of glucose-insulin interaction with a 
single insulin compartment
The material in this chapter has been published as a research paper; see Bennett 
and Gourley [1 2 ].
Whilst system (2.3.1) is consistent with observable features of ultradian insulin 
oscillations, it has the disadvantage of artificially introducing auxiliary variables 
which have no clinical interpretation. In this chapter we negate the need for the 
three auxiliary linear chain equations and their associated artificial parameters by 
introducing time delay into the model explicitly. The original model is thus reduced 
from six ODEs without delay, to three equations with delay. We proceed to simplify 
the system further by making no distinction between insulin in the plasma and 
insulin in the interstitial fluid. The resulting two-dimensional system is studied 
analytically.
From the analysis, we determine some of the system’s fundamental properties 
and, in particular, we obtain conditions on the global stability of the equilibria. 
We have aimed to keep the functions fi  as general as possible, making only general 
qualitative assumptions on the functions; those that are dictated by the need for 
biological realism.
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3.1 The m odel equations and preliminary results
We first modify system (2.3.1) by explicitly incorporating a discrete delay term into 
the glucose equation. In this way the three auxiliary variables of (2.3.1) representing 
the delay between plasma insulin and its effect on hepatic glucose production can be 
dispensed with. In order to reduce the number of equations still further, we assume 
that there is only one insulin compartment rather than two (i.e. no distinction 
between plasma insulin and interstitial insulin). Therefore, tp and ti in system (2.3.1) 
are taken to be equal and we introduce I  =  /p +  /i. These modifications yield the 
following model to be solved for t > 0 \
§  =  f i{G) -  i J ,
^  =  Gin -  / 2 (G) -  qG f i i l )  +  f s i l i t  -  r)), ^
I{s) — I q{s) > 0 ,  s e  [—r, 0] with Jo(0) > 0,
G(0 ) =  Gq > 0 ,
where g > 0 is a constant. Except where we explicitly state otherwise the functions 
/ i ,  / 2 j fà and /5  shall satisfy the following general conditions only:
•  f i(G)  >  0  V (? , f[{G) >  0 V <9, /i(0 ) >  0 , fi{G) ^  a  as G  —)■ 00 where
a > 0 is constant;
•  A ( G )  >  0  V  G , / 2(G )  >  0  V G , ^2(0) =  0 , / 2(G )  -4- 6 a s  G  00 w h e r e
6 >  0  is  c o n s t a n t ;  / 2 (G )  < 0  V G  >  0 .
•  f 4 (1 ) > 0 V J, f^{I) > 0  V J, / 4 (/) -> d as /  0 where d > 0  is constant,
/ 4 (/) —>• e as I  -> CO where e > 0 is constant;
•  f s i l )  > 0 V J, f^{I) < 0 V / ,  / 5 (0 ) > 0 and / 5 (f) 0 as /  00.
It should be noted tha t the choices of these functions made by Sturis (2.3.2)-(2 .3.6 ) 
satisfy all the above functions.
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In (3.1.1) there is no function labelled fs. In fact, / 3 ( G )  is the linear term qG in 
the second equation. Since Sturis et. al. [1 0 1 ] took their function / 3 ( G )  to be linear 
(see the third equation of system (2.3.1) in section 2.3, and the expression (2.3.5) 
for their / 3 ( G ) ) ,  it seemed more convenient for us to take / 3 ( G )  as qG at the outset, 
while keeping the other fi general. However, linearity of / 3 ( G )  is not crucial for the 
analytical techniques to work and the analysis is valid for any function / 3 ( G )  which 
increases monotonically without bound and is such tha t /^(O) =  0. We decided to 
retain the original subscripts on the functions and /g in order to allow direct 
comparison with the original paper.
In our model (3.1.1), I  and G represent the quantities of insulin (mil) and glucose 
(mg) respectively. Pancreatic insulin production controlled by glucose concentration 
is represented by the function /i(G ).
I / tq is the degradation rate of the insulin by the body and Gin > 0  represents 
the input of glucose from outside the system (i.e. by food intake or glucose infusion). 
Throughout this chapter. Gin is constant. Glucose uptake by the brain and nerve 
cells is described by the function / 2 (G).
Glucose utilization by muscle and fat cells which is dependent on both glucose 
and insulin concentration is represented by the third term in the second equation of 
model (3.1.1).
The last term in the second equation of model (3.1.1) represents hepatic glucose 
production which is influenced by insulin.
3.1.1 Positivity and boundedness
P ro p o s itio n  1 Let the fi satisfy the assumptions listed in section 3.1. Then all 
solutions of the model (3.1.1) exist for a l l t >  ^ and are strictly positive.
P ro o f. Let {G{t),I{t)) be a solution of (3.1.1). If to > 0 is the first time at which 
the solution switches from positive to negative, then G{tf) =  0 and G(^o) <  0.
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However, at to, the glucose equation becomes
G{io) = Gjj^ — f 2 {G{to)) — qG{to) f 4 ( 1  (to)) +  / 5 (/(tp — T))
> 0  = 0  = 0  > 0
>  0 .
This is a contradiction. Therefore, G{t) > 0 for all t  > 0.
Similarly, we can show I{t) > 0  for all t >  0 . □
P ro p o s itio n  2  Let the fi satisfy the assumptions listed in section 3.1, Then all 
solutions of the model (3.1.1) are hounded.
P ro o f. First we establish the boundedness of I[t). Solving the first equation of 
(3.1.1) for I  it) we have
I{t) = e^o/(0 ) +  e ^  f /i(G (s)) ds
< a
— t — t< e "■0 / ( 0 ) +  arc (1 — 6*^ 0 )
and thus I{t) is bounded V t.
Next we establish the boundedness of G{t). From the second equation of (3.1.1) we 
have
G{t) =  Gin —/ 2 (G) — çG /4 (/) + /s ( / ( t  — r))
<  Gin — qG f 4  (/) +  /s (7 (]^— T))
> d  < /5 ( 0 )
^  Gin — d q G f ^ { 0 ).
Therefore,
and also
Urn sup G W <i->oo dq
G{t) < max | g ( 0 ), — (Gin +  /s(0)) j
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for all t. The proof is complete. □
Let (G (t),/(t)) be a solution of (3.1.1). Throughout this chapter, we define 
G =  lim supG (t), G =  lim inf G(t), J  =  lim supJ(t), /  =  lim inf J ( t) .
t-^oo i->oo t->oo i->oo
By Propositions 1 and 2 , these quantities are all finite. The following well known 
fluctuation lemma is stated below without proof;
L em m a 3 Let /  : R  -> R  6e a differentiable function. I f
I — lim in f/( t)  < lim su p /(t)  =  L,
t —>CX3
then there are sequences {tj^} t  oo, {s^} t  oo such that, for all k,
f ' i h )  =  f { s k )  =  0, lim f{tk) = L and lim f{sk)  =  I.«-^oo k~^oo
P ro p o s itio n  4 Model (3.1.1) is uniformly persistent, i.e. solutions are eventually 
uniformly hounded from above and below.
P ro o f. If J  < /  then, by Lemma 3, there exist sequences {tk} t  oo, f  oo, 
such that
i(tfc) =  i{sk) =  0 , lim I{tk) =  I  and lim I{sk) =  Lk->oo k-¥oo
Thus, from the first equation of (3.1.1), we have
0 — /(tfe) =  /i(G (tfc)) I(tk)To
and
0 — i{sk) — f i{G{sk) )  I{si^)To
for all k.
Let 6  > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exists Tq >  0 such that
G(t) < G +  £, V t >  T q .
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Also, there exists such tha t k > ko tk > Tq. Then
G{tk) ^  G +  £■, V 3^ > kQ.
Thus, for any k > ko, we have
0  =  / i ( G ( t f c ) ) -I { t k )To
^  / i ( G  +  e ) --------I ( t k )To
since f i  is increasing. Letting k oo,
0  ^  / i ( G  +  f ) -------1To
and, letting e ^  0 ,
7  <  to /i(G ). (3.1.2)
By a similar method we obtain
I> T o / i(G ) .  (3.1.3)
Combining (3.1.2) and (3.1.3),
to /i(G ) < L < L <  to /i(G ). (3.1.4)
If G < G then, by Lemma 3, there exist sequences t  oo, t  œ , such that 
G (4) =  G {4)  == 0 , ^im G (4) =  G and Jiim G(a^) =  G.
The second equation of (3.1.1) then gives
0 =  G(5j.) =  Gin — f2{G{s'k.)) — qG{s'k)f4{I{sk)) +  A (1(^1 — t ) ) ,  V k.
Let 6  > 0 . Then there exists Ti > 0 such tha t
I{t) < 7  +  6, V t > T i.
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There exists ko such tha t k >  ko ^  s'k.>Ti-\-T  and, therefore,
1 (4  ~  t) < j  +  6, V /c > /Cq.
Therefore, for any k > ko,
0 =  Gin -  /2(G(sJ,)) -  gG(Sfc)/4(J(sJ.)) +  / s ( l ( 4  -  r ))
> Gin — /2(G(sJ^)) — qG{sk)fi{I  +  e) +  /5 ( /  +  e)
since /4  is increasing and /g decreasing. Now, letting k -¥ oo,
0 >  Gin “  / 2 (G) — q G f i ^ I  +  e) +  / g ( /  +  e)
and, letting 6 —)■ 0,
0 > Gin — / 2 (G) -  qGJ^iJ) +  / g ( f ) .  (3.1.5)
Now suppose, for contradiction, tha t G =  0. Substituting this into (3.1.5) gives
0 > Gin +  h { I )  > 0,
a contradiction. Therefore G >  0. Similarly, we can show that G is bounded from
above and from (3.1.4) we now have I  > 0 also. The proof is complete. □
3.1.2 Equilibria
Let us investigate the equilibria (/*, G*) of our system. The first equation of (3.1.1) 
gives
r  = t o / i ( G * ) .  ( 3 . 1 . 6 )
From this, we obtain a single equation for G*:
0 =  Gin -  A (G * ) -  g G V 4(T o/i(G *)) +  / 5(T o A (C r)). (3 .1 .7)
Define
h{G) — Gin — / 2 (G) — ç G * / 4 ( t o / i ( G ) )  +  / 5 ( t q / i ( G ) ) .
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Then /i(0) =  Gin +  / s W /iW )  >  0. Also, by the various properties of / 2 , and /g
listed in section 3.1, it is clear tha t h{G) < 0 for G sufficiently large. Hence there
exists at least one root G* > 0 of (3.1.7) and, therefore, at least one equilibrium 
(G * ,r ) . Also,
h'{G) = — /g {G)  ^— qfi  (tq /i (G) ) — tq/( (G) qGf^ (rp/i (G))
> 0  > 0  > 0
+  7b/i(G)/5(To/i(G))
'  < 0  
< 0, V G > 0.
Therefore, the equation h{G) = 0 has, in fact, only one real root and so there is 
precisely one equilibrium {P,G*).
3.2 Global convergence to  equilibrium
In this section we shall provide some conditions under which global convergence 
of solutions to the equilibrium (I*,G*) is assured. Our first approach is to use a 
comparison principle. This approach furnishes a set of conditions which involve 
the parameter tq, but not the delay r . Our second approach, involving the use of
Lyapunov functionals, yields another set of sufficient conditions which do involve 1
the delay r ,  giving further insight into the behaviour of the system. j
3.2.1 Comparison principle approach
Solving the first equation of (3.1.1) for I{t), gives
I{t) = I (0 ) f  e^ /i(G (s))d s .Jo
Since we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions, we shall neglect 
the first term in the above. Substituting the remaining expression into the second
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equation of (3.1.1), we can recast the original model into the form of a single equation 
dG _    _ . (  P  ^Gin — / 2 (G) — q G p  I e ^0 fi{G{s))dsdt y VO
+ /5 ^ y *  e ^ -0  ^ f i { G { s ) )d ^ ,  t > 0 ,  (3.2.8)
which now requires as initial data:
G(s) =  G o(s), s G [—T, 0] (3 .2 .9 )
where Go (a) is a prescribed, continuous, non-negative, initial function with G o(0) >  
0. Although we have reduced the original system (3.1.1) to a single equation, this 
has been done at the expense of now having to deal with distributed delay terms. 
We shall now introduce a definition of sub- and supersolutions appropriate to our 
problem, and then state a comparison principle which shall be used to prove a 
theorem on global convergence.
D efin ition  A pair of sub- and supersolutions for (3.2.8,3.2.9) is a pair of suitably 
smooth functions v and w such that:
{i) V < w  for all t\
{ii) V and w satisfy
< Gin -  / 2 (f) -  qvfé f  fi((p(s))dsjdvdt
+ / s  ( y  6 %   ^f i (<^( s) )ds j
>  Gin — f 2M  — q w f ^ ^ J  e fi[(f){s))di
+ / s ( ^  e  ^ "0 f^i((f>{s))d^
for all functions 0 such tha t u(s) < (p{s) < w{s), s < t\
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{in) v{s) < Go{s) <  w{s) for all s G [—r, 0 ],
We shall employ the following comparison principle, which is a consequence of The­
orem 3.4 in [92]:
L em m a 5 Let v and w be sub- and super solutions for (3.2.8,S.2,9). Then there 
exists a unique solution G{t) of (3.2 .8 ,3.2 .9) such that v{t) < G{t) < w{t) for all t.
Trivially, we have tha t 0 is a subsolution of (3.2.8, 3.2.9). Let us seek a superso­
lution. Define G to be the solution of
— Gin — / 2 (G) — ^6 / 4 (0 ) +  / 5 (0 ), t  > 0.
Although this is not a delay equation, we do need to define G on the interval [—r, 0 ]
because of condition (iii) in the above Definition. For s G [—t, 0), we shall take 
G(s) := G(0) := max{Go(s), s G [—t, 0]}. Conditions (i) and (iii) of the Definition 
are then trivially satisfied. Condition (ii) will be satisfied if
>  G i n  — f 2{ G )  ~  q G j A \ \ ^ j  6 / i ( ® ( s ) ) d s j
+ / s ( ^  e -0 ' fi{(/){s))dsj
for all functions (f) such tha t 0 < 0(s) < G(g), s < t .  This is equivalent to 
qGfiiO) -  /s (0 ) < ÇÔ/4  f ^  e %  ^fi{(f>{s))ds\
— (t—r—3)
Al >/4(0) t-r ^e ’•0 fi{(f>{s))ds
</5(0)
which holds because of the monotonicity properties of f^ and /g. Therefore, (0 , G) 
is a sub- supersolution pair and thus there exists a unique solution G{t) to (3 .2 .8 , 
3.2.9) such tha t 0 < G(^) < G{t) for all t.
Our main theorem of this subsection is the following.
Theorem 6 Let the fi satisfy the assumptions listed in section 3.1, and suppose 
that the simultaneous equations
G in - f 2 { x ) - q x f 4 { T o f i { y ) ) A  f^{Tofi{y)) =  0 (3.2.10)
G i n - f 2 {y)-(iyfA{rofi{x))Af^{rQfi{x))  =  0 (3.2.11)
have no solution in the first quadrant other than x = y ~  G*. Then the solution
G(t) of (3.2.8,3.2.9) satisfies
lim G(t) = G \t-^oo
Remark; Later, we shall discuss under what circumstances the hypothesis of this 
theorem is likely to be satisfied.
Proof. Let
I  = lim inf G (t), lim sup G {t)
t-^oo
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that I  = {G*}. Now
lim supG(() <  lim G(t) =: i/q. (3.2.12)t—^oo t —>oo
Therefore, I  C [0,i^o]- Furthermore, uq satisfies
Gin — /2(^o) — ^^ 0^ / 4 (0 ) +  / 5 (G) =  0. (3.2.13)
Let us now seek to improve the subsolution. Let 6 > 0. Then, as a result of (3.2.12), 
there exists t\ > 1  such that
G{t) < i/Q +  6 for B , l l t > t i ~ l
and there exists ^2 >  +  T such that
P  ^/ 6 ^ 0  ds < e for all t > t 2 — r.Jt-ti
It will be useful to have an upper bound on G{t) that holds for all t > —r. The 
quantity obtained in the proof of Proposition 2 is not suitable, since we have already
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noted tha t problems (3.1.1) and (3.2.8, 3.2.9) are not quite equivalent (though they 
share the same asymptotic behaviour). However, it is easy to derive a new upper 
bound for G(i), which we shall denoted by M q - Since G{t) is majorized by G it), 
and the latter is a monotone function (it satisfies a one-dimensional autonomous 
ODE), we can say that, for all t >  —r,
G{t) < M q :=  max(i/Q, max{Go(s), s G [~ t, 0]}).
Introduce the function
M q , —r  <  it <  — 1
 ^ 1^0 +  6 +  (Afg — Z/Q — s){ti ~~ t) , — 1 < t
Z^O +  6 , t  ^
and also the ‘cut-off’ operator defined by
(^(i)$)(i) =  max(0, m in($(t), (^))).
We see tha t G (it) <  for all t since 0 <  G(it) < z/Q +  6 for  ^ — 1 and
0 <  G{t) < M g for all t (in particular for t  < ti — 1). Hence, A^^^G = G and therefore 
replacing G by A^^^G in the delay terms of equation (3.2.8) leaves the solution
unaltered. Of course, we shall also carry out this replacement in the definition of
sub- and supersolutions, with the effect that the functions (j) in tha t definition are 
‘cut off’ by the operator This leads to an improved subsolution.
It is straightforward to see tha t the solution of (3.2.8,3.2.9) satisfies G{t) > 0 for 
alH  > 0. Therefore, if
<^1 =  2 • 2^2 <  it <  f:2 j
then > 0. Define the function Vi by
Ui(<) =  < ° , -T  < t <  1^ 2
|^(2lt -  t 2 ) , \ t 2  < t  < t 2
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Vl  — G i n  — f 2{ v i )  ~  q V l f i i s f l i M o )  +  To/i(z^o +  4 )
+/5(£’/l(AfG) +  To/l(z>'o +  6)), t  > t 2 , Vi{t2 ) = 6 \.
We claim that Vi and wi = Mq  are sub- and supersolutions for (3.2.8,3.2.9). 
On [0 ,^2] we have V\{t) < G{t), so the first inequality of (ii) in the definition of a 
subsolution need only hold for t > t 2 - Therefore, we need to show that Vi < Mq  for 
all it >  0 and that, for t  > t 2 ,
't \  /  r t-T
< q v ih ie f i iM o )  +  7o/i(^/o +  4 )  ”  A A /i(M g) +  To A W  +  4 )  (3.2.14)
for all functions <j) with vi < < M g- Note that and consequently
s e  [0, A] => (A^^V)(s) < M g ,
s e  [ A , => (A(^V)(s) < z/Q +  6.
Thus, for t > t 2 ,
g ? z iA (y  e ~ ^ fi{{A^^^(l)){s))ds^
= m A  ^ ^  e ~ ^  f i { { A ^ ^ ^ ( j ) ) ( s ) ) d s - \ - f i { { A ^ ^ ^ ( j ) ) { s ) ) d s ^
(  -(t-s) -(t-s) \< m A (^A (M G ) y  e "0 ds A  fi{i^Q-]-e) j  e ^ 0  d s j
/  /•* -s pt-tl  ^  \=  qvif i i ^MMG) j  e~ôds A  fi{i^Q + s) J  e^odsj
-ti
< Ç'yiA(^A(-^G) +  TqA(^0 +  ^))
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and
=  •^ ® (/ 6 fi{{A^^U){s))dsA J  e~^~o~  ^fi{{A^^^){s))ds
(  -{t-T—a') rt—T - ( t - T - \> fôi^ fiiMo) J e 0^ d s Af i { i y o A£ ) j ^  e "o dsJ
=  f s f f i l M o )  [  d s f i { p Q  +  e) I e"^ds)V J t—T—ti Jo J
> A T o f i i y o e ) )
and hence the inequality (3.2.14) is satisfied.
As i —>• oo, tends to a limit p. = pL(e) satisfying the equation
p{p\ e) =  Gin -  A  (At) -  qpfAiefi iMa)  +  rofi{Po +  s))
Afoi^ f i iMa)  +  To/i(z^o +  £■)) — O' (3.2.15)
Note that
p ' i T i  =  ~ Ï 2 { p )  ~  q f i i ^ f i i M o )  +  T o/i(z/'o  +  6 ) )  <  0  V At >  0 .
Also,
p ( 0 ;  6 ) =  G i n  +  M ^ M M g )  +  T o/i(z^o +  6 ) )  >  0
and
A ?(oO ;e) =  Gin ~  A ( o o )  — o o  +  / 5 ( 6 / i ( M g )  +  T q /i(z /o  +  c ) )  <  0 .
Therefore, p{p;6) = 0 has one strictly positive root p = po{£) which is a continuous 
function of e, and p(At;6) > 0 when p e  (0,/zq(4) and p{p\£) < 0 when p > po{£). 
It follows that
bmvi{t]£)  = poie).
Also,
p(GAa) =  G ^^-A (G *)-gG V 4(G A (M G ) +  ToA(z/Q+6))
Afôi^ f i iMa)  +  Tofi{i/Q +  g)). (3.2.16)
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We know from (3.1.7) tha t G* satisfies
-  A(G*) -  gGV4(ToA(G*)) +  A(ToA(G*)) =  0. (3.2.17)
Therefore, we have
G i n  -  M G * )  =  g G * M r o f i ( G * ) )  -  M t o M G * ) ) -  
Substituting this expression into (3.2.16), we have
p(G*;6) =  9GV4(ToA(G3)-gGV4(^A(M G)+ToA((/o +  G))
+/5(£/l(A fc) +  To/l(t'o +  4 )  ~  A(?o/l(G*)).
We see that p{G*\e) < 0 providing G* < uq. Let us assume for contradiction that 
G* > z/Q- Then from (3.2.13) and (3.2.17) it is necessary that
0 =  A(G*) — /2(z^o) +  gG*/4(To/i(G*)) — gz^ oA(O)^
> 0  >0
+  A ( 0 )  —
>0
So we have a contradiction and hence G* < z/q- Therefore p(G*;e) <  0 and so 
Po{e) E (0, G*). We now have tha t z^o < M q for a lH  >  0 and ui is a subsolution. 
Thus, from Lemma 5,
îzi(A4 <  G{t) < M g '
Letting e -> 0 and relabelling po(0) =  po we conclude tha t I  C [/zo, z/o], where po 
satisfies
Gin — A(AZo) — ç/ZoA(to/i(z^o)) +  hi'^ofii^o)) =  0-
Starting with [po,iyo] we now obtain nested intervals [pn,^n] with I  C [pn,^n] for 
each n  G N.
Let 6 >  0 be less than There exists A > A +  T such that
A^o — 6 <  G(t) <  z/Q +  g for t ^  — 1 (3.2.18)
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and A > A +  T such that, for all A > A — t ,
pt-tz ç t
Wts
Let à2 =  \  min{G(A) : y  <   ^ < A} so dg > 0, and define V2[t) and ^2(1^ ) by
/•Z-Z3 ^  =i±
Tq > j  e-^ 0 ds > Tq — £ and 0 < / e 0^ ds < 6.0 t/ i—t
V2{t) =  < 0 } ~T < t <  J a
|j(2A — A) , ^A <  ^<  A
^2 — — A('^2) — Q'i^2h{£fi{MG) +  70/ 1 (1^ 0 +  £i))
+ A  +  7o/i(z/q +  6 )) for t >  A (3.2.19)
W2 (t) =  Mg for —r  < it <  A
W2 =  Gi„ -  /2(u)2) -  qw2f4i{ro -  6)/i(azo -  £))
+A((7b — £)fi{po — £■)) for t  > A- (3.2.20)
Then, in view of (3.2.18), we see that
z(^)(t) <G(A) <j^(:^)(t)
where
Mg  , —T <  t <  A ~  1
^(t) — < _  (Mg ■“ z^o ”  £)(^ ~  a )  7 A “  1 <  ^ < A
z^o +  £ ; it > A
and
0  , -T  <  it <  A -  1
‘ (/zq — 6 )(t — a  +  1) 5 A ~  1 < < A
Po — £ ,  ^ > A-
Therefore, if
(A^ ^^ 4>)(A) =  max(z^^)(it), min(0 (A), 2i(^)(t)))
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then =  G and we can replace G by A '^^^G in the delay terms of equation (3.2.8) 
without affecting the solution. Again, the definitions of sub- and supersolutions are 
amended accordingly. To show tha t V2  and W2 are sub- and supersolutions, we need 
to show that
qw2fi(^J^ A(A(^)<^)(g)dgj -  e  ^ ~  ^fi{A^^^(j)){s)ds^
> qw2f4{{rQ — s ) f i { p o  — 6)) — fsÜTo — e ) f i { p o  — s))
and
9 ^2/ 4 ^ j  e ~ ^ /i(A (^V )(s)dsj -  e  ^  ^fi{A^‘^^(l)){s)ds^
< 9%A(^A(-^G) +  70/ 1(1^ 0 +  £)) — A (£ /i(-^g) +  7o/i(z^o +  £)) 
hold for it > A and all appropriate functions (j). This follows from
s G [0,A] 0 <  (A^^V)(s) < M g ,
s  G [A, t] =+ p o - £  <  (A^^V)(s) <  z/Q +  £.
For sufficiently small e, V2 {t\£) and W2 {t]£) tend, as f -> 0 0 , to the unique positive 
zeros of the right-hand sides of (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) respectively, and these zeros 
are continuous functions of e.  Since e  is arbitrarily small, it follows that /  C [ p i ,  z^ i] 
where pi  and Ui are the positive roots of
G i n  ~  A (A Z i) — Ç /Z lA (7 o A (z ^ o ))  +  A ( t o / i ( z ^ ) )  =  0
and
G i n  — A ( z ^ i )  “  q ^ i h i ^ o f i i p o ) )  +  A ( t o / i ( / z o ) )  =  0 .
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By repeating the above procedure, we obtain two sequences {pn) and {i/n) defined 
by
Gm-/2(AZn+l)-gAZn+l/4(To/lW)) +  /5 (T o /lK )) =  0
Gin — A(^n+l) — Q^^n+lhi'^ofliPn)) +  A W /l W ))  =  0 (3.2.21)
such tha t I  C [pn, i^ n] for all n G N. We shall show by induction that
0 < AZo < Ml <  • ■ ♦ < Mn < G* < <  i^n-i < - ' <  z/i <  z/Q. (3.2.22)
Assuming (3,2.22) is true (inductive hypothesis), then we need to show
Mn <  Mn+i < G* (3.2.23)
and
G* < I'n+i <  z/„- (3.2.24)
We shall show only the former. Now, Pn+i is the root x  of
F { x )  = G i n  -  A (a;) -  q x f i i r Q f i i i ^ n ) )  + A(ToA(z^ n)) = 0
and therefore (3.2.23) is satisfied if F{pn) > 0 and F{G*) < 0. Now 
F{Pn) =  G i „ - A(Mn)-ÇMnA(ToA(z^n)) + A(ToA(z^n))
=  QPuhiT-ohiVn-l)) -  A(ToA(z^n-l) +  A(ToA(z^n))
-^MnA(To/i(z^n)) (using (3.2.21))
=  gM n(A(ToA(z^n-l))-A(To/l(z^n)))V "
>0
+  A(?bA(z/n)) -  A W /iW - i) )
>0
> 0 since i/n < z^n-i
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and
F{G*) = G i„ - /2 ( G * ) - g G 7 4 ( r o / iK ) )  +  /5(To/iW ))
=  gGV4(ToA(G*)) -  A(ToA(G3) -  W ))
+ h { r o f i { P n ) )  (using (3.2.17))
=  gG* (/4(to/ i (G*)) -  A(7b/l(z/n)))
<0
+  /5(To/l(z^n)) — A(7oA(G*))^' 'V'<0
< 0 since Un > G*.
Thus, (3.2.23) is satisfied. Similarly, we can show that (3.2.24) holds, prov­
ing (3.2.22). We can deduce tha t there exist the limits
M =  lim pn and z/ =  limn—^oo n—>oo
and, from (3.2.21) with n -4 oo.
G i n  -  A ( /z )  -  q P ' h i T o f l M )  +  A ( T o A ( W )  =  0 ,
G i n  — A (z ^ )  — g Z /A (7 b /l( /-Z ))  +  f b i T o f l i p ) )  =  0 .
By the hypothesis of the theorem, these equations have only the solution p = v = G*. 
Since I  C [p, z/], it follows tha t I  =  {G*} and the proof of the theorem is complete.
□
As promised earlier, we shall now discuss the circumstances under which the 
simultaneous equations (3.2.10, 3.2.11) are likely to have only the solution x = y — 
G*. W ith only the general assumptions on the A listed in section 3.1 to work with, 
it is difficult to ascertain precisely the circumstances, but by some simple graphical 
arguments we can make some very useful comments.
Equation (3.2.10) defines a curve y = y{x) in the {x,y) plane. Only the first 
quadrant is of interest. Prom the properties of the A it is easy to see tha t this curve 
intersects the a;-axis precisely once, but does not intersect the y-axis. Furthermore,
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y=x y=x
Figure 3.1: Qualitative sketches of the curves defined by equations (3.2.10) and (3.2.11) showing 
two possibilities, only one of which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.
by implicitly differentiating (3.2.10) with respect to æ, with y =  y[x), we find that
/ 2 W  +«/4(7o/i(y))y'{x) = (3.2.25)TQfi{y){M'roh[y)) -  q x f ‘^ {TQh{y))} 
so that, since /s is decreasing, y{x) is always decreasing along the curve. The second 
equation (3.2.11) defines a curve th a t is the mirror image, in the line y =  a;, of the 
curve we have just been discussing.
The graphs shown in Fig. 3.1 illustrate two possibilities. In one of these the 
two curves have only the x  = y = G* intersection while, in the other, there are 
two additional intersections so that the hypothesis of Theorem 6 is not satisfied. 
On a first glance, what appears to distinguish the two cases is the slopes at the 
intersection with y = x. It is actually not as simple as this; one can imagine that 
curve 1 could be very steep until just after its intersection with y = x, and then 
suddenly swing round and intersect curve 2 in two further places below y = x. We 
feel this is unlikely to happen for realistic fi  and parameter values. If we examine 
the gradients a,t x — y = G*, we would wish the gradient of curve 1 at that point to 
be less than -1. Equation (3.2.25) then gives us
fL iG ' )  +  <z/4(r„/i(G *)) +  ro /;(G *) { /^ (ro /i(G * )) -  g G V i(T o A (G '))}  >  0, (3.2.26)
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In summary, if (3.2.26) holds, then the hypothesis of Theorem 6 probably holds for 
realistic fi  and parameter values.
3.2.2 Lyapunov functional approach
In the approach to be described in this section, we shall work with the original 
problem (3.1.1). Our aim is to study how the global stability of the equilibrium 
{G*jP)  of (3.1.1) depends on tq and r .
Applying the transformation
G = G^-hu  
I  =  r  +  v
to system (3.1.1) gives
Û = - u f ^ ( G * ^ e 2 u ) - u q f 4 { P ) - v f i { r ^ e ^ v ) q { G *  + u)
+v{t -  r)f^{I* +  e^vit -  r))
V = uf[{G* +  Oiu)  V (3.2.27)
where the 6i come from applications of Taylor’s theorem with remainder, for exam­
ple,
/2(<j* +  u{t)) = f2{G*) -f u{t)f2{G* 4- w(it)^i('ii(^)))
where, for all t, Oi is between 0 and 1. We do not need to keep track of the 
dependence of the 9i on the state variables or the times at which these are evaluated 
(for example, 6i{u{t)) and Oi{u{s)) shall both appear simply as 9i in our analysis). 
All that we need to know about the 9{ is that they are always between 0 and 1.
In the new system (3.2.27) the equilibrium of interest is u = v = 0. In what 
follows, u and v are always evaluated at time t except where otherwise shown. In 
the following analysis, we shall several times make use of the inequality
_  1 2 1 2 xy <  -SiX 4- — r
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w ith suitably chosen Let us first claim that
lim sup G W < M g := (<?in +  A(0)). (3.2.28)Woo
Indeed, from the equation for G{t) in (3.1.1),
dG/dt  =  Gin ~  f2{G) — q G f 4 { I ) — t ))
< Oin — q G f ^ { I ) f 5 {I{t — r))
^  Gin — QGf4^{0) + / 5 (G)
since / 4  is increasing and /s is decreasing. The conclusion (3.2.28) follows immedi­
ately.
During the analysis we shall need an upper bound on G{t). In fact, we shall 
utilise the bound M g  on limsup^^oo^W  given by (3.2.28). Of course, M q  is 
not necessarily a bound on G{t) itself, but we argue tha t it can be used as such 
in the analysis. Indeed, since \ i m s v i P i ^ ^ G { t )  <  M g , then, for any given 5  >  0 , 
G{t) < M g  +  Ô for all t sufficiently large. Since the analysis all involves finite time 
lags, all the Lyapunov analysis can be understood as being for times t (and t  — r) 
sufficiently large as to allow the use of the bound G{t) < Mg~\-^’ Such an approach 
leads to Theorem 7 below, but with M g  replaced by M g  + ^  in the inequalities. But 
then, of course, we can use the arbitrariness of 5 to deduce the theorems as stated. 
It will simplify the notation if we simply set 5 =  0  at the outset. Accordingly, we 
can, without loss of generality, assert that
G{t) < M g ,
with M g  given by (3.2.28), even though the bound is technically only correct in the 
limit as t  —> 0 0 .
Define
1 1Ui{u,v) = -u^  +  -Lov"^  > 0
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where w > 0 is to be chosen later. Along the solutions of (3.2.27),
ÜJ=  -[ /^ (G *  +  % «) +  q h i n y  -  -  u v f [ { r  +  eiv)q{G'’ +  u)7b
-^ujuv f[{G* +  diu) +  uvf^{I* +  d^vif — t ) )
+  e^vit -  r))[v (t -  r )  -  'ü(t)]
=  - [ /2 (G *  +  0 2 U )  +  q f 4 ( n W  -  -  u v f i i r  +  04«)?(G* +  u )7b
+wuu/{(C?* +  Oiu) +  uvf^{I* +  05u(t -  r))
-« /; ( / •  + e,v{t - t)) j ‘ |«(s)/;(G* + 6iu(s)) -
^  ~[/2(^^* +  ^2u) 4- qf4{I*)]u^-----7b
+ % H ){/4(-^* +  94v)q{G'^ 4- Ii) 4- ujf[{G* 4- Oiu)I  Si
4 - |/5 ( r4 -^ 5 ï^ ( t- r ) ) |}  
+  d^v{t — r ) ) | f  i f i i G *  4- 9iu{s))u{s)u{t)  — — v (s ) 'u ( i) ld s
J t - T  L To J
^  ~[/2(^* +  ^27t) 4- qf4{I*)]u^-----7b
+  2 (^1'^  ^+  +  ^4'u)g(G* 4- w) 4- ujf[{G* 4- 9iu)
4 - |/4 (r4 -^ 5 7 ;((-T )) |}
+  ^ 1/ 5 ^ *  +  ^5v{t  -  7-))1/;(M i) ^  j^ % ^ (g ) +  S2U^{t)^ds
+  2 ~ I/5 (^ '' +  -  7-))| £37i^(it)|ds
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< - f2(G* +  d2u) +  ~
+  0 4 v ) q { G *  - \ - u )  -  - e i | / g ( M 5 ) |
~2^2|/5(^5)|/i(-A^i)'T — ^6 3 |/5 (M 5 )|T  U" 
To Z£i
~  ^ 1 -^ 5 (^ 5) I
+ ^ I / 5 ( ^ 5) |/ i ( M )  /* u ^ { s ) d s + ~ ^ \ f ^ { M 5 )\ I  v ‘^ {s)ds. 
^^2 7 < - r  J t - T
In the above estimates we denote the value of G at which f[ (G) is maximised by Mi  
and the point at which |/g (/) | is maximised by M5 . Similarly, in the following anal­
ysis, we shall use tha t /^(J) is maximised at 7 =  M 4 , and tha t /^{G) > f ^ i M c )  > 0, 
since G{t) is bounded by Ad g and since / 2  is concave. Now define
H nt
Then
Also, if
then
{^t) — f u^(s)di 
J t—T
dWg 1dt 2To£3 Tv'^ {t) - f  V^{s)dl J t—T
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Therefore, if Vi — C/i +  +  IT2 , then
< -
+  0^v)q{G* + u )  — - 1/5 (Ms) 1(^1 +  £2/ i (M i) r  +  — )To u
— -  — fi i l*  +  Oiv)q(G* +  u)To
+ ^ l/5 ( -^ 5 ) |i i (M i) ru ^  +  2 tq6 3
< - /2(VWG) + 9 / 4 (7 *)
— 2^i/4(M4)9Adc — -uj£if[{Mi)
” 91 / 5 ( ^ 5) I +  t^ £ 2 /i(M i) H /i(M i) +  - -^ V \  6:2 To
LÜ
U
— fi{M i)qM G — ^ - / [ ( M i).To ^61  Z£i
1
. . .
1 T  
 1------
For Vi to be a Lyapunov functional we require ÿ  < 0 when (w, u) ^  (0,0). This is 
satisfied provided tha t the square bracketed coefficients of and in the above 
expression are both strictly positive. To maximise the range of r  for which stability 
is assured, it is clear tha t we need to minimise S2  +  I/G2 , and thus we choose 62 =  1 . 
We shall also choose
^3  =  l/6(Ms)|T/w.
We then seek to choose Si and cu so as to have
/^(Adc) + 9 / 4 (7 *) — ^6i/4(M4)çAdG — 2^6:i/{(Mi)
~2l/5(A^5)l +  2t/{(M i ) +  ^ [ /^ (M g )!^  > 0
(3.2.29)
and
(3.2.30)
We are now in a  position to state:
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T h eo rem  7 Let M\,  M4 and M5 denote the points at which f[{G), and |/g(7)| 
are maximised respectively. Also, let
Then the positive equilibrium (G*,I*) of system (3.1.1) is globally asymptotically 
stable for Tq and r  sufficiently small that
/^(Adc) +  9 / 4 (7 *) -  2To/((Mi) (/i(M4)9Ado +  [/^(Mg)!) 
- N ( ( M i) |/ ; ( M s ) | ^ 2  +  I/KM5 )I))  >  "
(recall 7* =  rofi{G*)).
P ro o f. We need to choose 61 and uj so tha t (3.2.29) and (3.2.30) both hold. Let 
us choose
£ 1  =  2ro/i(M i).
Also, let
/^M 4)9A dc +  |/KM5)| +  ^
/((M l)
with ^ to be chosen. Inequality (3.2.30) is then satisfied for any ^ > 0, while 
inequality (3.2.29) now reads
f l i i M o )  +  9/ 4(7*) — 2ro/((M i) (/4(M4)9Adc? +  l/^M s)] +  |^ )
Since (3.2.31) holds, we can obviously choose ^ > 0 so that (3.2.32) holds. The proof 
is complete. □
3.3 Num erical sim ulations
The equations of model (3.1.1) can be solved numerically using dde23 [95], a MAT- 
LAB program developed by Shampine and Thomson to solve differential delay equa­
tions. For these numerical simulations, we use the function and parameter values
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chosen by Sturis and presented in chapter two. However, the simplification made 
by assuming only one insulin compartment necessitates the following changes to 
function /4  and f^:
h { I )  =  £/o + Um — Uq/ M l  1 n - /
h O )  =  ----------- +l  +  ex p (a (:(^ -C 5 ))’
with Vi =  14, ti = 6 and all other parameters as in table 2.3. Figure 3.2 shows a 
numerical simulation of model (3.1.1) which illustrates damped oscillations. This is 
for a time delay r  of 36 mins. Biological experiments indicate tha t for this value, 
self-sustained oscillations should occur. In fact, as seen in figure 3.3, the model 
requires a much higher value for the delay in order to exhibit this behaviour. We 
assume that this inconsistency is a result of combining the two insulin compartments 
into one. Oscillatory solutions such as tha t shown in Fig. 3.3 are due to a Hopf 
bifurcation as r  is increased. In chapter 5 we investigate the possibility of a Hopf 
bifurcation in a similar system, in which fi{G)  is replaced by (1 -  Kjrj +  nfi{G).  
It is interesting to note that in [101] the authors claim that a model using only one 
compartment for insulin always shows stable dynamics. Figure 3.3 shows tha t this 
is not the case for large values of r.
3.4 Conclusions
The two approaches employed in this chapter for the purpose of establishing suffi­
cient conditions for global convergence to equilibrium have yielded two sets of suffi­
cient conditions which involve different parameters of the problem. The conditions 
generated by the comparison principle approach are somewhat implicit, requiring 
a certain pair of simultaneous equations to have only a known solution. Graphical 
considerations and MAPLE experiments describe the circumstances in which these 
conditions are likely to hold, suggesting in particular tha t they hold if the parameter
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Figure 3.2: Numerical simulation of model (3.1.1) with t  — 36, Vi =  14, U = 100 and ail other 
parameters as in table 2.3.
To, which measures the timescale on which insulin degrades, is small. The condi­
tions provided by the comparison principle approach do not involve the parameter 
r ,  which measures the time delay between the appearance of insulin in the plasma 
and its resultant suppressive effect on the rate of glucose production. If the condi­
tions generated by the comparison principle approach hold, then global stability is 
assured independently of the value of r .  In situations when a delay, however large, is 
incapable of destabilising an equilibrium, the delay is sometimes said to be harmless.
The Lyapunov functional approach leads to a sufficient condition for global sta­
bility tha t involves the parameter r ,  and therefore the role of r  is discovered to 
a certain extent. Our theorems show that if r  is sufficiently small then solutions 
converge globally to an equilibrium solution, so that there are no sustained oscilla­
tions. For larger delay, oscillatory solutions become possible. Numerical simulations 
reinforce this result.
The sufficient conditions for global stability produced by the two approaches 
cease to hold in precisely the circumstances in which other investigators have noted 
that oscillations appear. It is known (see for example Keener & Sneyd [60]) tha t a
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Figure 3.3: Numerical simulation of model (3.1.1) with r =  90, Vi =  14, U = 100 and ail other 
parameters as in table 2.3.
sufficiently large infusion of glucose {Gin large) can cause oscillations. Raising Gin 
has the effect of raising as can be seen by examining the function h{G) defined in 
section 3.1.2. Raising G* has the effect of violating inequality (3.2.26) which comes 
from the comparison approach.
Raising Gin also has the effect of raising M q and P  and therefore, eventually, 
of violating condition (3.2.31) which is the condition for stability generated by the 
Lyapunov functional approach (note tha t and / 4  are uniformly bounded). On the 
other hand, the conditions predict convergence to the equilibrium if f[{G) is small 
(comparison principle approach) or /{(M i) is sufficiently small (Lyapunov functional 
approach). This implies that there will be no oscillations if insulin production (stim­
ulated by glucose) is low.
A model fo r  the in teraction of glucose with 
p lasma and in terstitia l insulin
The material in this chapter has been published as a research paper; see Bennett & 
Gourley [10].
In this chapter we study the three-dimensional system formed by incorporating 
delay explicitly into the original model of Sturis et al.. We make no further simplifi­
cation assumptions and prove theorems on positivity, boundedness, persistence and 
global asymptotic stability.
4.1 The m odel equations and prelim inary results
By explicitly incorporating a discrete delay term into the glucose equation of model 
(2.3.1), we are able to dispense with the three auxiliary variables representing the 
delay between plasma insulin and its effect on hepatic glucose production. Making 
this modification yields the following model to be solved for t > 0\
^  =  ^ in  — / 2(G )  — qGf^{Ii )  +  f5{Ip{ t  — t ) ) ,
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with
Ip{s) =  / “(s) > 0 ,  s € [- r ,0 ]  with / “(O) >  0,
/ i ( 0 )  =  / P > 0 ,
G(0 ) =  G“ > 0.
As in the previous chapter, the functions f i ,  / 2 , and satisfy the general condi­
tions detailed in section 3.1, and r  >  0  and g > 0 are constants. Vp, ip, U, E  and 
Gin are all positive constants. Again we have taken fs{G) as qG at the outset, while 
keeping the other fi  general. However, the analysis is valid for any monotonically 
increasing function / 3 (G) with the propoerties that /s (0 ) =  0 and is unbounded 
for large values of G.
In the system (4.1.1), Jp, A and G represent the quantities of insulin in the 
plasma (mU), insulin in the interstitial fluid (mil) and glucose (mg) respectively.
Pancreatic insulin secretion controlled by glucose concentration is represented 
by the function /i(G ). This insulin secreted into the plasma is then either removed 
from the plasma by the kidneys and the liver with rate constant 1 /^p, or transported 
into the interstitial fluid (represented by the term E{Ip/Vp — li/Vi) arising in both 
of the first two equations of (4.1.1)). The rate of such exchange between the two 
insulin pools is taken as proportional to the concentration difference Ip/Vp — A /hi, 
where Vp is the plasma volume and Vi the interstitial volume. Interstitial insulin 
degrades (in the muscle and adipose tissue) at a rate 1/A- Glucose uptake by the 
brain and nerve cells is described by the function / 2 (G). Glucose utilization by 
muscle and fat cells which is dependent on both glucose and insulin concentration 
is represented by the third term in the third equation of (4.1.1). The last term in 
the third equation of (4.1.1) represents hepatic glucose production which takes place 
at a rate that is dependent on plasma insulin, but there is a time delay r  between 
the appearance of insulin in the plasma and its resulting (suppressive) effect on 
glucose production (note that, since the effect is a suppressive one, we take /s to be
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a decreasing function). Finally, Gin > 0 represents input of glucose from outside the 
system (e.g. by food intake).
Using MATLAB and dde23 it is possible to solve system (4.1.1) numerically. We 
use the parameters given in table 2.3 and fnnctions f i  to as given by (2.3.2)-
(2.3.6). Figure 4.1 illustrates a self-sustained oscillatory solution for a delay r  =  36.
0 100 200 300 400 500 600
( m e  1 (m ini
0 ICO 200 300 400 500 600 700
x io ^  t im e t(n iin )
900 1000
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
d m e t(m in )
Figure 4.1: Numerical simulation of model (4.1.1) with T =  36 and all other parameters as in 
table 2.3.
4.1.1 Positivity and boundedness
To establish positivity we use a method similar to that used in section 3.1.1.
P ro p o s itio n  8 Let the f i  satisfy the assumptions listed in section 3.1. Then all 
solutions of the model ( f . l . l )  exist for all t > 0 and are strictly positive.
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P ro o f. Let (G(i), A(t), Jp(t)) be a solution of (4.1.1). If A > 0 is the first time at 
which the solution switches from positive to negative, then G{to) = 0, and G{to) < 0. 
However, at A, the glucose equation becomes
G{to) ~  ^ in ^ ~ /2(G(A)) — g G fa ) /4(A(A)) + fbjlpiio — T))
> 0  = 0  = 0  > 0
> 0 .
This is a contradiction. Therefore, G{t) > 0 for all t  > 0,
In order to prove the positivity of A and A, consider the possibility tha t one of them 
becomes negative. Both variables are initially positive, so three possibilities exist:
(i) Ip becomes negative before A;
(ii) A becomes negative before A;
(iii) A &nd A become negative at the same time.
If A becomes negative first (case (i)), and % > 0 is the first time at which the 
solution switches from positive to negative then A(^o) =  0 and Â(A) < 0. However, 
at A) the plasma insulin equation becomes
>  0 .
Vp
= 0  >0  ;=0
This is a contradiction.
Similarly, we can show that cases (ii) and (iii) lead to contradictions. Therefore, 
Ip{t) > 0 and Ii{t) > 0 for all t  > 0. □
Let (G(t), A(0 ) AW) a solution of (4.1.1). We define
A =  lim supA (t), Li — lim inf A(t), Â  =  lim sup A (4 , Ip ~  Hminf A(^)>t-¥oo *-^ oo
keeping G and G as in section 3.1.1.
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P ro p o s itio n  9 Model ( f . l . l )  is uniformly persistent, i.e. solutions are eventually 
uniformly bounded from above and below.
P ro o f, If A < h  then, by Lemma 3, there exist sequences {A} f  oo, {sk} t  oo, 
such that
ÂW) =  ii{sk) = 0, lim Ii{tk) =  A and lim A(sfc) =  A-k->oo  K->oo
Thus, from the second equation of (4.1.1), we have
tk)
and
A(^&) \  A(^ A:)
.  .  -  .  A.
for all k.
Let 6 > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exists Tq > 0 such that
A W   ^Lp — V t  >  Tq.
Also, there exists ko such tha t k > ko Sk > Tq. Then
Ip{sk) > L p - £ y  y  k >  ko.
Thus, for any k > ko, we have
n L {^k ) \  A(Sfe)
\  T?l—V ~ ^  L{Sk)\  A(Sfc)
----------
Letting k oo,
and, letting e: —>■ 0,
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Similarly, we obtain
Combining (4.1.2) and (4.1.3),
T. < -----
(4.1,4)Vp{Eti +14) -  -  ' -  Vp{Eti +14) •
Similarly, we can show tha t
h { G )  +  e | )  ( g l ^ )  <Zp<4< (/i(G) + b | )  ( s i ^ )  •
Using (4.1.4) and (4.1.5), we obtain
< 4  <  7p <  A ( G ) %  ^  ^EVpU +  EVitp +  K-Up -  -P  ^  ^^EVpti +  EVitp +  UiKp *
(4.1.6)
Now (4.1.6) together with (4.1.4) and the assumptions on / i  show that Jp and A are 
bounded from both above and below.
If G < G then, by Lemma 3, there exist sequences { iy  t  oo, {sj^} f  oo, such 
tha t
G (tl)  =  G (sit) =  0, j l m G ( t i )  =  G  and J iim G (s(,) =  G.
The third equation of (4.1.1) then gives
0 =  G(sft) — Gin — h{G{s'if}) -  qG{s'ff}f4{Ii{s'if)) +  /5(Jp(sj(. — r)), V k.
Let £ > 0. Then there exists Ti >  0 such that
A(t) < J% +  6; Vt > Ti.
There exists ko such tha t A: >  /co sj, >  A  +  r  and, therefore,
A(^k — 7") < Ii £,\f k > ko-
Similarly, there is an integer ki such that
^  Jp +  V > /ïi-
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Therefore, for any k > max{/co, /si},
0 =  Gin -  /2 (G (sy) — çG (4 )/4 (A (4 ))  +  /s (A (4  “  '^))
>  Gin — f2{G{s'if}) — <ïG(sJj)/4(A +  ^) +  h{Lp +  e ), 
since A is increasing and /g decreasing. Now, letting k ~y oo,
0 >  Gin — / 2 (G) — qG_f/^{Ii +  e) +  h { Ip  +  ^);
and, letting e -4 0 ,
0 > Gin — / 2 (G) — qG.fA{Ii) +  / 5 (A). (4.1.7)
Now suppose, for contradiction, tha t G  =  0. Substituting this into (4.1.7) gives
0 > Gin + / 5 (A) ^
a contradiction. Therefore ^  > 0.
Similarly, we can show that G is bounded from above. The proof is complete.
□
4.1.2 Equilibria
Let us investigate the equilibria {I*, 1^,0*) of system (3.1.1). The second equation 
of (4.1.1) gives
Substituting this expression into the first equation of (4.1.1) we obtain 
From this, we obtain a single equation for G*\
0 =  G,„ -  M G - )  -
{ E ( v t + v l w
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Define
h{G) -  Gin -  /2(G) -  ,0 /4  +  V.
+ f  (  +  Vj) r
Then /i(0) =  Gin +  Zs ^ g(v t^p+Vp^ o~fVpv< A (0) J  > 0. Also, by the various properties of 
/ 2 , A and /s listed in section 3.1, it is clear that h{G) < 0 for G sufficiently large. 
Hence there exists at least one root G* > 0 of (4.1.10) and, therefore, at least one 
equilibrium {I*,I*,G*). Also,
EiVitp +  Vpti) +  VpVi
> 0
Vptp{Eti +  Vj) ff f  f  Vpipi^l'i 4~ Vj) „ 
E{Vitp-^Vpti)~^VpW^^ ^'^^\E{Vitp + VpU) + VpV/^^ 7
< 0
< 0 V G > 0.
Therefore, the equation h{G) =  0 has, in fact, only one real root and so there is 
precisely one equilibrium (J* ,/f,G *) for system (4.1.1).
4.2 Global convergence to  the equilibrium
In this section we shall provide some conditions under which global convergence of 
solutions to the equilibrium (J*, A , G*) is assured. Our approach, involving the use 
of Lyapunov functionals, yields a set of sufficient conditions involving the delay r , 
giving an insight into the behaviour of the system. Our aim is to study how the 
global stability of the equilibrium {I*,If,G*)  of (3.1.1) depends on tp, A and r  and 
the functions fi  shall satisfy the conditions in section 3.1.
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Applying the transformation
G =  G* + u 
Ii =  P i ^ v
Ip — A  +  w
to system (4.1.1), and re-ordering the equations for convenience, gives
w =  -u / '(G *  + e^u) -  u q j ^ l )  -  vf[(I*i H- e,v)q{G* 4  u)
+w{t  -  7 / 5 (1 * -h 9 5 w{t -  r))
w = «/((G* +  M - - b ( ^ - 7 (4.2.11)
As in section 3.2.2 the 9i come from applications of Taylor’s theorem with remainder, 
and once more for all t, the 9i are between 0 and 1.
In the new system (4.2.11) the equilibrium of interest is u = v — w = 0 . In the 
following analysis u, v and w are always evaluated at time t except where otherwise 
shown.
During the analysis we shall again need an upper bound on G{t). As in Sec­
tion 3.2.2, it is sufficient here to use an asymptotic upper bound. Furthermore, it 
is quite straightforward to show that the expression for M g found in Section 3.2.2 
remains valid for this three-dimensional case.
Define
Ui{u,v,w) = 4- > 0,
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where > 0 and ^2 > 0 are to be chosen later. Along the solutions of (4.2.11),
—uvf[{I*  +  OAv)q{G* +  u) +  (^2 / 1  (G* +  9iu) +  /^ (A  +  95w{t — r)) )uw  
“^ /sCA -  r))[w{t  — t) — w{t)]
=  ~U2{G*  +  2^^) +  q f i { I i ) ] u ^  — 6  ~
—u v f ' / ^ m  + 04u)g(G* + w) -1- (^ 2 / 1  (G* 4 9 i u )  4 A (A + 9 ^ w { t  — t ) ) ) u w
~  -  7 )  ^  ^ W f  ^ (^)A  W  +  Oiu{s))
( w { s )  u ( 7 \
^  +  ^ 2 7  +  ?/4(A‘) ]7  — 4 - ^ 7 -  ^2 ^ ÿ -  +  —^
4 - ( s i 7  4  — )A (A  +  9 iv )q{G*  4  w) +  4  — ) 4
1 n ?y*^4-(£sW  +  — ){^2f[{G*  4  9iu)  4  |A (A  +  ^sw(t — 7)1)Z C3
+  IA(A +  ^ 5 w ( t - 7 ) |  ^  | /{ (G *  4^iw(s))w(s)w(^)
w(s)u(t) v (s )u ( t ) ]  w(s)u(t) ]
^ -[f2(G* 4  92u) 4  g/4(A*)]7 —
+ 9 (^1^^ +  T")/4(A +  ^4^)g(G* 4 7  + ^ £l  ^ ^2 \ y p  Vi J
1 n4-(e'3'î^  H )(^ 2 /i(G* 4 l^u) 4 |A (A  + 9 ^ w { t  — 7)1)Z 6 3
+  2 l-^5(A ^5^(^ -  7 )IA (-^ l)  J  | —^ -^ 4  £ 4 7 ( t ) |d s
+ ^ l / s ( A  ■*■ ^5w{t - 7)1
+ l u u i ; + o M t  -  T))i(^+ 7  A  { A t
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< A lA ig) +  q h ( I i )  — g^iA(M4)gA<G — -^3(& A (M i) +  lA (^s)l)
%
E  1 \
Vp t p / u
Vi ■ t i j  2 \Vp  ■ %
/ E  ___  I ^
[ V p ' ^ t p )  2 s 2 { v „ ' ^ V i J  2e3
4
A" è (I I)~ 117
lü^(s)ds.
t —T
In the above estimates we have used positivity of G* 4  u{= G), the fact that /{(G) 
is maximised at G =  Mi, tha t |A (A )| is maximised at Ip =  Mg, that / 4 (A) is 
maximised at A =  M4 and tha t A(G) >  f ^ iM o )  > 0 , since A is concave and since 
G{t) is (asymptotically) bounded by M g (recall our earlier comments in section 
3.2.2 explaining how the use of this asymptotic bound is justified). Now define
=  ^ I / 5 (M6 )|/;(M i) /  f u \ s ) d s d z ,
=  ; ^ l / 5 (% )| /  t v ^ s ) d s d z ,^ J t—T J z
X ,  = 2^I/K M 6)| ( ~  + 7 1_^  I y^H^)dsdz.
Then, if V2 — Ui 4  -Ai 4  H 2  4  J^3 , 
V 2  <  — /^(A ic) 4  9 / 4 ( 7 7  ”  2 ^if[{^L)(iMG -  2^3(^2/{(Mi) 4  |/5(M5)|)
4 1 /5(“^ 5)I f"/{(Mi)64 4 —/{(Ml) 4 —^5 4 f — 4 — jgel
5 - ( f + Ü  -  “ ï ® ( |  4 )  -
*’( i  t )  ■ s ( l  I )  ■ s ; (6 ':« )+
~ ^ I /5 ( - ^ 5 ) | ( — 4  T^ 4 - 'K, tp w
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We want conditions which are sufficient to ensure that {u{t), v{t),w{t))  -> (0,0,0) as 
t  ^  oo. Initially we aim to show only that u{t) -4 0 under certain conditions. As we 
shall show, it then follows, by analysing the system (4.2.11), tha t (^(t), w(t)) -> (0,0) 
as t —> oo without the need for further conditions. To establish conditions under 
which u(t) -4 0 it will suffice (by standard Lyapunov arguments) to have the square 
bracketed coefficient of in the above estimate being strictly positive, and the 
square bracketed coefficients of and both equal to zero.
Let us first determine the optimum value for £4 , which appears only in the 
coefficient of u^. Naturally, we wish to maximise the range of r  for which convergence 
is assured, and therefore we need to minimise 64 -I-1 / 6 4 . Hence, we choose £ 4  = 1. 
We shall also choose £5 =  |A (M 5)|T/^i and eg =  |A ( ^ 5)|T/&.
We then seek to choose the remaining £{, and ^2 so as to have
A C - A I g )  4  (ihiji) — 2 ^ 1 / 4  ( -^ A )  9  A l e  — | ^ 2 ^ 3 / i ( M i )
“ 2 lA ( ^ 5)| ( ^ £ 3  4  2r/J(M i) +  ^ |A ( M 5)| 4  4  I A % ) | ] > 0,
(4.2.12)
with
+  7  ~  4 ; ' ( M 4 ) 9 X g -  | s ( |  +  I )  =  0, (4.2.13)
and l(f ^ 7  ~ è (I ^ I) “
We shall now address separately the two cases where r  =  0 and r  >  0.
4.3 The case where r = 0
T h eo rem  10 Let functions fi, i =  1..5 satisfy the conditions in section 3.1. Also, 
let
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Then u(t) —)• 0 as i —> oo, providing ti and tp are sufficiently small that the following 
inequalities hold:
and
M M a )  + q f iO i)  -
y/ypO^yp — EHitp) (4.3.15)
V iVtiip < (4.3.16)
(Recall II  -  +  v f )  +
P ro o f, We need to choose 6 i, 6 2 , 61 and ^2 so that
flliMo) + 974(A) “  5 1^/ 4(-^4)9A4g — |^2Ê^3/1(Mi) — §63|A(M5)| > 0 
holds, together with both (4.2.13) and (4.2.14) above. Let us choose
£ 2  =  £3 =  2ip/i(M i).Vi
Solving (3.2.30) and (4.2.14) for and Ç2 then leads to
,  _  , t i V p { f m i ) f i { M 4 ) q M G y ^ + 6 , m i M B ) \ y p )  _ .
and
.  %(EAW{(Mi)A(M4)9VWGl4 +  6 il^ |A (M g)|) 
eiVpf[{Mi)(ViVp-EHitp)
Inequality (4.2.12) then reads
M M o ) + q h O i )  -  k e i n { M i ) q M a - t p n { M O \ f i { M , ) \
-  EHitp) >
The best value to choose for 6 1 , is tha t which maximises the left hand side, and 
therefore we choose
^ V2EtiVitpfi{Mi)  
V W V p  -  EHitp)
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The inequality tha t then has to be satisfied is
+  9 / 4 (7 *) — ^p^A(Mi)/4(M4)gA4G\/2Æ'A 
fVpiViVp -  EHitp)
- t p n { M i M { M , ) \  (1  +  ^ J | ^ )  >  0 ,
which holds by the hypothesis (4.3.15). The proof is complete. □
4.4 The case where r > 0:
T h eo rem  11 Let the conditions of Theorem 10 hold, and assume additionally that 
T is sufficiently small that the following inequality holds:
M M a )  +  q U m  -  V 2 ^ 4 K / I ( M i ) 4 ( M 4 ) g X o  _  ( / | ( m , ) | / ' ( M 5 ) |  ( l  +
.JVp(ViVp-EHit„)  ''
-tiV, {n{Mi)qMGVi^Vp(ViV ,  -  EHitp) + s /M l tp E V p \ f i ( M ^ ) \ \
^ ( e  _ ^ _ l ^ ______________ ^/WVpfi{Mi)iViVp -  Ehitp)_____________
Vi {Es /t if [{Mi)qMa fVp{ViVp -  E%tp)  +  V ^ V ^ \ f i { M , ) \ \ -
-T /i(M i)|Æ (M 5)| >  0.
(4.4.17)
Then u{t) -> 0 as i —> oo.
P ro o f. It is again a question of choosing S i ,  £2,  £3,  ^1 and ^2 so tha t (4.2.12),
(4.2.13) and (4.2.14) hold. But, noting tha t the delay r  appears only in (4.2.12), we 
may choose these parameters as in the proof of Theorem 10. Equations (4.2.13) and
(4.2.14) are then satisfied, while inequality (4.2.12) becomes (4.4.17) and therefore 
holds true by hypothesis. The proof is complete. □
Finally, we present our main theorem of this section:
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T h e o re m  12 Let the hypotheses of Theorem 11 be satisfied. Then the positive equi­
librium of system (4-Ll)  is globally asymptotically stable.
P ro o f. We already have u{t) 0 as t  oo, so it remains to show that v{t) -> 0 
and w{t) -> 0 also. For any given €q > 0, there exists To >  0 such that
—Co < u{t)f[{G* +  Oiu{t)) < cq V i > T q.
Using this inequality, we may deduce from system (4.2.11) that
_ /  IÜ v \  v
. f  w v \  w
^  -  ^ ^ - ^ ( v p - V i ) - T p -
Hence ^ ( n  +  w) < cq -  T(-y +  -u;)^  where T =  m in f^  Thus,
limsup(?;(i) +  u){f)) < eoto. (4.4.18)
t—i’OO
Similarly,
liminf(i)(i) +  w{t)) > —eoA (4.4.19)t—^oo
where ^  =  m ax{A ^}- Since Cq >  0 was arbitrary, from (4,4.18) and (4.4.19) we 
obtain
l^^ m (v(i) +  w{t)) = 0. (4.4.20)
For any given ci > 0, there exists Ti > 0 such that — ci <  t;(i) +  tu(i) < ei V i > Tj. 
Then, for any i >  Ti,
* ^
- v ( t ) ( ^  + ^  + y
Therefore
E eilim supu(i) < ----7--------------- r-. (4.4.21)
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Similarly,
— E f tlim i n f > ---7------------- (4.4.22)
- 0 0  - K , ( f  +  f  +  A
Since these hold for arbitrary ei >  0, we conclude from (4.4.21) and (4.4.22) that
limt_>oo^(^) =  Oj and this combined with (4.4.20) gives lim*.^oo w(i) =  0. The proof
is complete. □
4.5 Conclusions
The quantities U and tp represent the timescales on which interstitial and plasma 
insulin degrade, while r  is the time delay between the appearance of insulin in the 
plasma and the resulting suppressive effect of that insulin on the rate of glucose 
production. Our theorems show that if these timescales are sufficiently small then 
solutions converge globally to an equilibrium solution, so tha t there are no sustained 
oscillations. For larger delay, oscillatory solutions become possible and under these 
circumstances it seems tha t likely candidates for having sustainable oscillatory in­
sulin and glucose levels are those subjects with low degradation rates of the insulin 
compartments. These results are consistent with the results of the previous chapter 
and thus it appears tha t introducing the extra insulin compartment has no effect on 
the qualitative role of delay in the model.
Other investigators have noted that a sufficiently large infusion of glucose (large 
Gin) can cause oscillations. As for the two dimensional model, the sufficient condi­
tions for global convergence in our theorems do indeed fail to hold, if Gm is large. 
One can see this by noting tha t the quantity M g depends linearly on Gin- With 
this observation in mind, as one increases Gin, the first three terms alone in the left 
hand sides of inequalities (4.3.15) and (4.4.17) become negative.
The analysis predicts convergence to equilibrium if /{(M i) is sufficiently small. 
We can infer from this tha t there will be no oscillations if plasma insulin production.
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stimulated by glucose, is low.
Our theorems also predict that oscillations are less likely to occur if |A(Mg)| is 
small. In fact, with /g(7) given by (2.3.3), Mg =  CgV .^ Then {fsiC^Vp}] = Rga/{4:Vp) 
which is small if the parameter a  is small. The dependence of /g on a  (see (2.3.3)) 
is such tha t if a  is small, then hepatic glucose production takes place at a rate, for 
moderate insulin levels, of approximately Rg/2 (i.e., the production of glucose is not 
sensitive to the quantity of insulin present). One might intuitively expect tha t in 
such cases the dynamics would be the same as when r  =  0. Indeed, if a  is small the 
hypotheses of Theorems 10 and 11 are effectively the same. Also, /^{C^Vp) will be 
small if Rg is small (i.e. the glucose production rate, though it may be sensitive to 
the amount of insulin, is always on the low side). Again, oscillations are not likely 
in this case.
Periodic oscillations in a model of the 
glucose-insulin interaction
5.1 Introduction
The material in this chapter has been published as a research paper; see Bennett &; 
Gourley [11].
In this chapter we modify the simplified system (3.1.1) further to represent a 
person being given periodic infusions of both glucose and insulin. We study this 
system analytically to determine some of its fundamental properties and, especially, 
prove tha t a periodic solution exists using the powerful and effective coincidence 
degree method. This method was employed by both Li and Kuang [67] and Fan, 
Wang, Wang and Zou [35] to investigate periodic solutions of predator-prey systems. 
As before, we have aimed to keep the functions fi (in system (5.2.1) below) as general 
as possible. Once more, we make only qualitative assumptions on the fi, those that 
are dictated by the need for biological realism.
5.2 The m odel equations and prelim inary results
System (3.1.1) represents the internal system of a normal healthy person. We now 
modify this model further to portray an external system interacting with the internal 
system in the case of a person suffering reduction in internal pancreatic insulin 
production, though not necessarily complete cessation thereof. The term K.fi{G),
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where k is a real number in [0,1], describes what remains of the body’s insulin 
production capability and (1 — K,)rj{t) > 0, with n  periodic, represents the insulin 
deficit being administered by periodic insulin infusion. As mentioned in chapter two, 
periodic insulin infusion has been suggested (Sturis et al [104]) as a more efficient 
way of reducing mean blood glucose levels than constant insulin infusion. Finally, we 
modify the glucose equation by replacing the constant Gm with a periodic function 
rcit)  > 0. These modifications yield the following model:
%  = { i -  K)n(t) + Kfi[G(t)) -
^  = Ta{t) — f 2 (G{t)) — qG{t)ft{I(t)) + — t)), t  > 0, (5,2.1)
G(0) =  Go > 0, I{s) = I q{ s ) > 0 , s e  [-T , 0], with / q (0) > 0
where Gq and io(-) are prescribed, and where ri{t) and roit)  are positive periodic 
functions of period w > 0.
Before proceeding, we should like to mention that the merging of the plasma and 
interstitial insulin compartments into a single compartment is quite a significant ap­
proximation as it neglects disequilibrium effects associated with a finite diffusion 
rate for insulin across the capillary wall. One would like to model the two compart­
ments separately. It seems likely to us that doing so would not significantly alter 
the results which constitute the heart of this chapter; indeed other authors have 
successfully employed the degree theoretic techniques being used in this chapter, to 
higher order systems arising in other contexts (see, for example, Xu et al [118]).
5.2.1 Positivity and Equilibria
P ro p o s itio n  13 Let the fi satisfy the assumptions listed in section 3.1. Then all 
solutions of the model (5.2.1) exist for a l l t > 0  and are strictly positive.
P ro o f. Let (/( t),G (t)) be a solution of (5.2.1). If A > 0 is the first time at which 
the solution switches from positive to negative then G (A) =  0 and G (to) <  0.
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However, at the glucose equation becomes
G(io) =  roito) — f 2 {G{to)) — qG{to) — t))^
> 0  = 0  = 0  > 0
> 0.
This is a contradiction. Therefore, G{t) > 0 for all Z >  0. By similar reasoning 
I{t) > 0 for all t. □
Equilibria of (5.2.1) can only possibly exist if r /  and ro are constants, which is 
the case we shall consider in section 5.4. If an equilibrium exists then
I* = 7o[(l — +  K,fi{G*)] > 0 (5.2.2)
and from this we obtain a single equation for G*:
0 =  — ^(G *) — gG*y4(Tb[(l — /t)r/ +  /tyi(G*)])
+/5('7o[(1 — +  K/i(G*)]). (5.2.3)
Define
h{G) =  tg — f2{G) ~  ç G f I i ^ f i { G) ] )
+/s('fi)[(l ~  +  f^fi{G)])-
Then /i(0) =  ro  +  /5(tq[(1 — Ac)r/ +  K/i(0)]) > 0. Also, by the various properties 
of / 2 , / 4  and /s listed in section 3.1, it is clear that h{G) < 0 for G sufficiently 
large. It is also straightforward to show that h'(G) < 0 for all G > 0. Hence there 
exists precisely one root G* of (5.2.3), and therefore there is one positive equilibrium 
{I*,G*) of (5.2.1) if rj and tq are constants.
5.3 E xistence of a positive periodic solution
In this section we show that a positive periodic solution for the equation of system 
(5.2.1) exists provided the periodic infusion of glucose roit)  is sufficiently large.
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Solving the first equation of (5.2.1) for I{t) gives
I{t) = f  e-(*-4/To|-^ _  K)n{s)  +  Kfi{G{s))] ds.
J —oo
Substituting this expression into the second equation of (5.2.1), we can recast the 
original model into the form of a single equation
^  =  Toit) -  f2{G) -  qG f4 . (^ j  e ~ ^ [ ( l - K ) r / ( s )  +  K /i(G (s))]dsj
e  ^^0  ^[(1 -  K)n{s) +  /c /i(G (s))]d s), t > 0, (5.3.4)
which now requires as initial data:
G(s) =  Go(s), s G [ - oo,0] (5.3.5)
where Gq(s) >  0 is a prescribed, continuous, non-negative, initial function with 
Go(0) > 0. It is straightforward to show tha t if G{s) is periodic of period w then so 
is the function
t -> f  e“^ [ ( l  -  /c)r/(s) +  k/i(G (s))] ds.
J —oo
Let X  and Y  be real Banach spaces, L  : DomL C A  -> y  a linear mapping and 
N  \ X  Y  à continuous mapping. We say that L  is Fredholm of index zero if 
dim kerL  =  codim lm L < oo and Im L  is closed in Y.  Let P  \ X  X ,  and 
Q \ Y  —)• y  be continuous projectors such tha t Im P  =  kerL and kerQ =  Im L  =  
Im {I — Q). It is a consequence of the Fredholm property tha t P  and Q with these 
properties can be defined. Denote by Lp  the restriction of L  to DomL f lk e rP  and 
denote hy Kp :1m L —y ker P f l  DomL, the inverse of Lp. Since Im Q  is isomorphic 
to kerL, there exists an isomorphism J  : Im Q  -y  kerL.
For a continuous and periodic function u{t) with period oj, we denote by ü  the 
average of u{t) over an interval of length w, i.e.
_  1u : = ~  uit) dt.Jo
Our proof of the existence of a periodic solution uses the following definitions and 
theorems.
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Definition Let P be a bounded subset of E"'. A set S  C C{B) is equicontinuous if 
and only if for each e > 0 there exists a J >  0 such tha t \f{x)  — f{y)\ < s  for all 
x^y e  B  with \x — y\ < 6  and for all /  G 5.
Definition Let % be a Banach space. An operator A : X —> X is compact if 
and only if it is continuous and maps every bounded subset of X  into a relatively 
compact set (i.e. a set whose closure is compact).
The above definition of a compact operator is taken from Hutson [54].
The following version of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem will be useful, as it provides 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of functions to be relatively compact. 
The theorem is taken from Friedman [38].
Theorem 14 Let B be a bounded subset o/M” and S  a family of functions in C{B).  
Then S  is relatively compact if  and only i f  it is bounded and equicontinuous.
The following theorem is due to Gaines & Mawhin [41].
Theorem 15 Let Q, C X  be an open bounded set and let N  : X  -y Y  be a continuous 
operator which is L-compact on Q (i.e., Q N  : n  -> F  and K p { I  — Q )N  : -y X
are compact). Assume
(i) for each A G (0,1), a; G D DomL,  Lx  ^  XNx;
(a) for each X G dD, n  ker L, Q N x  ^  0, and deg{JQN,Q  DkerL, 0} /  0.
Then Lx  — N x  has at least one solution in Q H DomL.
The following proposition establishes a sufficient condition for positivity of a periodic 
solution. The existence of such a solution will be shown later.
Proposition 16 Assume that the function Is maximised at M 2 . I f  a periodic 
solution to system (5.3.4) exists it is positive provided roft) > f2{1^2) V t.
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P ro o f. Suppose g{t) G % is a solution of
git) = rcit)  -  f 2 {g{t)) -  qg{t) fA(^J  e“^ [ ( l  -  K)ri{s) +  Kfiig(s))]ds
+ /s  ^ J  e“ ^ ^ [ ( l  -  K.)ri{s) +  nfi{g(s))]ds^ .
Choose t* G [0, w] such tha t g{t*) — mintg[o,w] (/(t)- Then g{t*) =  0. Prom this and
(5.3.6) we obtain
0 =  r c ( f  ) -  f 2 {g{t*)) -  qg{t*)fA ^ J  e“^ ^ [ ( l  -  K.)ri{s) +  K,fi(g(s))]ds^ 
+ /5  ^ J  e“ ‘ "0 '[(1 -  /î)rj(s) +  Kfi{g{s))]ds^
>  r a i t * )  -  A ( M 2 )  -  q g { t * ) f A  ^  j  e ~ ^ ^ [ ( l  -  K , ) r i { s )  +  K.fi{Mi)]ds
/s  (  /  e ^ [ ( 1  -  K,)ri{s) +  /î/i(M i)]ds^ .
In the above analysis we have used the fact tha t the function f i  is maximised at 
Ml. From this we see tha t
î'g(^*) —/2(Af2) + /s  f  X!oo  ^^ [(1 “  ^)^f(s) + /c/i(Mi)]d5^
>
^[(1 ~ « ) d (s) +  «^/l(M i)]rfs
so that if rcit) > / 2 (M2) for all t  then g{t*) > 0, proving positivity of g{t). □
T h eo rem  17 Provided r d t )  > / 2 (M2) for all t, system (5.2.1) has at least one 
positive uj periodic solution.
R em ark : The hypothesis rait) > A (M2) for all t is required only to ensure pos­
itivity of the periodic solution. The proof provided here establishes existence of a 
periodic solution (though not necessarily a positive one) even without this hypoth­
esis.
P ro o f. We shall show that (5.3.4) has a positive w periodic solution. Since I(t)  is 
periodic when G(t) is periodic, the existence of a periodic solution for (5.2.1) follows.
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Let
X  = Y  = {g{t) e  G(M,R) : g(t +  w) =  g{t)}.
W ith the norm \\u\\ =  maxtg{o,w] ^  and Y  are Banach spaces. Let the operator
L  be defined by ^ with DomL =  C^(R, R). For g G X  define P  and Q by
P g  =  Q g  =  -  [  g { t )  d t .^  Jo
Then P  and Q are clearly projection operators. Furthermore ker L is the one dimen­
sional subspace of X  spanned by the constant functions and is therefore isomorphic 
to R, so we shall write ker L =  R. Also Im L  =  {^ G A  : g{t) dt =  0} is closed in
X ,  and dim ker L =  codim lm L =  1. Hence, L is Fredholm of index 0. The inverse 
Kp  of Lp has the form
K p : l m L  -y  DomL fi kerP,
with / t 2 PU
y{s)ds  /  /  y{s)dsdu,  it G [0,w].JO w ^0 Jo
If we define N  : X  -y X  as
(Ng){t) =  Toit) -  f 2 {g{t)) -  qg{t)fi  ^ J  e ~ ^ [ ( l  -  /c)r/(s) +  K,fi{g{s))]ds^
e [(1 -  K,)rr{s) H-
then we are seeking to prove the existence of a solution G G A  to the equation 
LG =  N G  (i.e. equation (5.3.4)).
Now, Q N  : X  —y X  takes the form
QN{g) = f G - ~  f f 2 {g{t))dt w Jo
Jo 9 { t ) h ( ^ J  e "0  ^[(1 -  K)ri{s) +  Kfi{g{s))]ds^dt
1  /  p t - T  \
+ -  y  e "0 [(1 -  K)n{s) -h Kfi{g{s))]dsjdt
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and K p{I  — Q )N  : X  -y- X  takes the form
K p { I - Q ) N { g )  =  [  [rois) -  f 2 {9 {s))]ds
Jo
-  [  [  e ~ ^[{ l -K . ) r i { s ) - \ -K f i {g (s ) ) ]ds
«/ 0 L \  */—oo /
- f b  ^ J  e ^o"  ^[(1 -  K,)n{s) +  K,fi{g{s))]ds^ j d t
~ t l o l  { ' « W  -
~ q g { t ) h ( ^ J  e“^ [ ( l  -  K)ri{s) + i<>fi{g{s))]ds^
+ / s  ^  j  e  ^ "o”  ^[(1 _  K)n{s) +  Kfi{g{s))]ds^ ^dtdi]
lo  ^ [(1 ”  +  K,fi{g{s))]ds^dt
Jo e”^ ^ ^ [(l - /c)r/(s) + K/i(5(s))]dsjdt|.
It can be shown with the help of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem that the operators 
Q N  \ Çl ~y X  and K p {I  — Q )N  \ Q -y X  are both compact. To show all the details 
of this application of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem here would be unwieldy so we take 
the operator K p {I  — Q )N  as s,n illustrative example.
Let us show that K p {I  — Q )N  is a compact operator. Recall that the Banach 
space X  in our case is
X  =  {^(t) G G(M, E) : g{t +  w) =  g{t)}.
Let 5  be a bounded subset of X .  We need to show that the set K p{I  — Q)N{B)  C X  
is bounded and equicontinuous. Since finite sums of compact operators are com­
pact, it is sufficient to consider each term in the operator K p{I  ~  Q )N  separately. 
Therefore, let us take one of the terms from the expression for K p{I  — Q )N  as an 
example, and define an operator T  : X  -y  X  hy
(Tg){t) = y  g^(i)/4 ^ y  e“ ^ [ ( l  -  K)ri{s) +  K,fi{g(s))]ds^dt, g G X.
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We will show that T{B) is bounded and equicontinuous.
Let
À =  sup A (7).
/6 [0 ,o o )
Then, by the assumptions on A (section 3.1), A < oo. Let g G B. Then, for 
t  G [0,cj],
m m i  = y  g (^î) A  ^y  e %  ^[(1 -  K,)ri[s) +  nfi(g{s))] ds^ dt
< u (  q\g{^\dt  Jo
< q<^ü\\g\\x- 
Taking the supremum over t  G [0,w] gives
< q(^h\\g\\x-
But g G B and P  is a bounded set. Therefore, T{B) is bounded. Equicontinuity 
of the set T{B) follows from the following. Let /  G T{B) so tha t /  =  for some 
g G B. Then, for A, A G [0, w].
= \{Tg){t,) -  {Tg){t2 )\
= I [  q g { ^ h (  [  e V ^ [( l -  K)rj(s) +  K,fi(g{s))]ds ]dt 
I V 2^ \  —OO /
< IA -  AI sup fe[o,w] qg{i)f4 e"V^[(l -  K)r/(s) +  Kfi{g{s))]ds
< IA -  A k A  sup \g{î)\tG[0,cj]
< l A - A k A l l p l U
<  |A -  A k A s u p l l ^ l I x -
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Therefore, |/ ( t i )  — f {h ) \  < £ provided that
~  Ç/ 4  SUPggB llslU '
Note tha t 6 is independent of f  G T(B)  and A, A G [0, w]. Therefore, the set T{B) 
is equicontinuous.
The remaining terms in the expression for K p{I  — Q )N  can be treated similarly. 
Proving that the operator Q N  is compact is similar, thus N  is L-compact on Q. for 
any open bounded set U G A.
The equation Lg =  XNg, X G (0,1), reads
g(t) =  x i ^ r G ( t ) ~ f 2 { g { t ) ) - q g ( t ) U ^ J  e ~ ^ [ { l  -  n ) r i ( s ) n f i { g i s ) ) ] d s
d-fb( f  e  ^^0” ^[(1 -  /î)r/(s) + K.fi{g(s))]ds) \  (5.3.6)
\  J  —00 /  )
and, to satisfy (i) of Theorem 15, the set Ü has to be constructed such that, for
each A G (0,1), equation (5.3.6) has no solutions in dQ n  DomL. Suppose g{t) G A
is a solution of (5.3.6) for some A G (0,1). Choose A G [0, w] such that p(A) =  
maxte[o,w] i?(i). Then ^(A) =  0. From this and (5.3.6), we obtain
0 =  tg(A ) -  A(c?(A)) -  qg{ti)h  ^ j  e ~ ^ [ ( l  -  n)ri(s) +  K,fi{g{s))]ds
"[(1 -  K)ri{s) 4- Kfi{g{s))]dsy  
Since A is increasing and A decreasing, we have
0 < ro(A) -  qg{ti)h  ^ J  e 0^ (l -  K)n{s)dsj
 ^ —(ti —r —3) \e ^0 (1 -  K,)ri{s)ds j .
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Thus,
roit i)  +  A (  (1 -  /t)r/(s)ds')
q h  U o o  ^  ( 1  -  t^)ri{s)dsj
f roi t )  +  A  (  f l Z  e” ^ " ^ (1 -  K,)ri{s)ds^ >|
So, for any A G (0,1), any solution of Lg =  XNg  satisfies \\g\\x <  Ai.
Now let A  = Ai A 2 , with Ag > 0  to be chosen later, and let
G A  : ll^llx < A}. (5.3.8)
Then condition (i) in Theorem 15 is satisfied, since if ^  G we have \\g\\x = A  > Ai  
so tha t g cannot satisfy Lg  =  XNg.
We need to choose A 2  such that, for each g G 5 0  n  kerL, QNg  7  ^0. Now, when
g G 5 0  n  ker L, g is a constant and, since solutions are positive, g{t) = A. Therefore,
for ÿ G 5 0  n  ker L,
QNg = f G “ A ( ^ ) - ^ y  A ^ y  e ~ ^ [ { l - K ) n { s ) d - i ^ f i { A ) ] d s ^ d t
1  /-W  /  p t - T  \
+ - y  h l j  e "0 [(1 -  K)n(a) +  KA(^)] dt
< — A ( ^ 2 ) — y  A  ^ y  e ’■0 [(1 —/î)r/(s) +  «:A(-^2)] dt
+ -  ^  A  y  e -0  [(1  -  K)ri(s)  +  Kfi{A 2 )] d s j  dt
< f'G — A (^ 2) — /  f4{ToKfi{A2))dt-\-------f  f5{ToKfl{A2))dt ^ Jo  ^Jo
<  T g -  q A 2 f A { r o K f l ( A 2 ) )  +  A ( 7 ' o K A ( ^ 2 ) ) .
Therefore, if we choose A 2  sufficiently large that
ro  +  A  (To KA ( ^ 2 )) <  ç^2A(tq/«A(^2)),
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which is possible by the assumptions on the A listed in section 3.1, then QNg ^  0 
when g G dQ,n ker L.
We can take J. — I  : Im Q  —^ kerL. Then, to apply Theorem 15 it remains to 
show that
deg[QiV, ker L D 0,0] 0.
Recall tha t ker L is the one-dimensional subspace of X  consisting of constant func­
tions and is isomorphic to M. Therefore, ker L D O can be identified with the finite 
interval {—A, A) of E, with A  as in (5.3.8). The definition of degree for finite di­
mensional spaces in the book by Lloyd [69] is appropriate here, namely
deg(4>,L>,p) =  ^  sign J$(æ) (5.3.9)
with D =  ker L n  O, $  =  Q N  and p =  0. The summation on the right has only one 
term, attributable to the unique constant function g* such tha t QNg* =  0. If the 
value taken by the constant function g* is also denoted g*, then this value g* G R  is 
found from
ÿ (s ')  :=  f a  -  h{g*) -  —  r  h ( r  " 0  +  *
^  JO \J0 J
+  1  ^  /s (  -  /c)r/(t -  T -  0  +  k/i(s*))c/$) dt =  0
° ° (5.3,10)
where ^ : E  -4^  E  is the restriction of the operator Q N  to ker LnO . The assumptions 
on the fi  imply tha t g* is unique. The right hand side of (5.3.9) now becomes 
sign (j)'{g*) where g* is given by (5.3.10). Since the hypotheses on the A imply is 
a strictly decreasing function,
deg[QN, ker L n  0] =  sign <l)'{g*) =  —1 7  ^ 0.
We have verified the hypotheses of Theorem 15 and therefore the proof of the exis­
tence of a periodic solution of (5.2.1) is complete. □
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5.4 Local stability  and H opf bifurcation
This section will address the case when r /  and rg are constant in system (5.2.1). 
The analysis of the previous section actually still applies, but the “periodic solution” 
furnished by tha t analysis may, in the case when 77 and Tq are constant, be the trivial 
equilibrium solution (/*, G*). This equilibrium solution corresponds to the function 
G = G* which is a member of the set fi fl Dom L  and therefore is an admissible 
function as far as the degree theoretic arguments are concerned. However, (5.2.1) 
has no equilibria when ri(t) and roif)  are “genuine” (i.e. non-constant) periodic 
functions; in this case the solution furnished by the degree theoretic analysis is 
guaranteed to be a genuine, non-constant, periodic function.
The possibility of periodic solutions when r /  and ro are constant therefore has to 
be addressed separately, and the most obvious approach is by investigating whether
system (5.2.1) can undergo a Hopf bifurcation as some parameter (which we shall
take as the delay r)  is varied. Thus, we study
— -- (1 — K.)ri + K,fi{G) ——I,  at Tq
= T a - h { G ) - q G h { I )  + h ( I { t - T ) ) .  (5.4.11)
We know from Section 5.2.1 tha t this system has a unique positive equilibrium 
(J*,G*). Linearization of (5.4.11) around (/*,G*) yields
ijit) =  Aoy[i) +  Aiy{t  -  r).
where y[t) = (7(t),G (t)),
^0 =
and
1To «/((G*)
■qG*f[(P) - f i ( G ‘) - q M P )
Ai — 0 0 
m n  0
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where prime denotes derivative. Corresponding to trial solutions of the form exp(Ai), 
we obtain the characteristic equation
+  QiX -\~ b Y  ce =  0, (5.4.12)
where
» = Â ( G n + q M n + i ,To
f> = - ( / 2( G * ) + < / /4( n ) +  «<?«•/; (G *)/K -f)>To
c =  -K /;(G ‘) / ' ( r ) .
W ith the functions / i ,  A, A  and A satisfying the assumptions listed in section 3.1, 
it is easy to check tha t a, b and c are positive. Equation (5.4.12) is well studied; 
we state the following theorem which covers all generic cases and follows from a 
theorem in the book by Kuang ([64], p77):
T h eo rem  18 The number of pairs of purely imaginary roots of (5.4.12) can be zero, 
one or two only. The possibilities are the following:
(i) I f  b^  > c? and (2b — < 0  or (26 — < 4(6^ — c^)), then there are
no imaginary roots. The equilibrium to which (5.4-12) relates remains 
linearly stable for all r  >0 .
(a) I f  b"^ < (?, there is one pair of complex conjugate purely imaginary 
roots of (5 .4 .1 2 ). The equilibrium is linearly stable for r  < Tb,i and it is 
unstable for r  > Tb,i •
(Hi) I f  b"^ > (?, 26 — 0 .^  > 0 and (26 — > 4(6^ — (?), there are two
pairs of purely imaginary roots, and àziu- with > w_ > 0. The
stability of the equilibrium can change a finite number of times as r  is 
increased, and eventually it becomes unstable.
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In the above theorem, all u) values are found from +  (a^ — 2b)cu  ^-f 6^  — =  0 and
the critical value ro,i is given by To,i =  where 0 < Oi < 2tt, and
— b . acj-}.cos 0 1  =  — ----- , sin 0 1  = ------.c c
It is straightforward to see tha t if tq is sufficiently small (depending on other pa­
rameters) then case (i) of the theorem applies, i.e. there are no stability switches 
and the equilibrium {I*,G*) remains stable as r  is increased. It is impossible to be 
explicit about how small Tq must be to ensure this, since the equilibrium components 
I* and G* both depend on tq.
Alternatively, for a fixed value of ro, by tuning the parameters of the function A 
we can arrange for case (ii) to hold, since /^(Z*) appears only in c. Thus in principle 
Hopf bifurcations can certainly occur as r  is increased, subject to the verification of 
technical conditions such as the transversality condition.
5.5 Num erical sim ulations
The equations of models (5.2.1) and (5.4.11) can be solved numerically using 
dde23 [95], a MATLAB program developed by Shampine and Thompson to solve 
delay differential equations. For these numerical simulations, we use the functions 
and parameter values chosen by Sturis et al. [101] given in chapter two. Fig. 5.1 
shows a simulation of model (5.2.1) and illustrates a periodic solution induced by 
the periodic forcing in the problem. Fig. 5.2 illustrates a situation when there is no 
periodic forcing (r/ and ro  are constant); in this case the periodic solution is the 
result of a Hopf bifurcation as r  is increased. W ith the parameter values used, the 
bifurcation occurs at approx r  =  76. Once fully developed, the bifurcating solution 
changes very little as r  is further increased. No doubt this is due to the fact that 
the qualitative forms of the nonlinearities A m'e such tha t they play a strongly sta­
bilising role. The simulation in Fig. 5.2 is for r  =  150 and the solution has a period
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Figure 5.1: Numerical simulation of model (5.2.1) with r[{t) =  21(1 + 0.3sin(27rt/w)), rci t )  
200(1 + 0.4cos(27rt/w)), k =  0.3, Tq =  53, r =  36 and uj =  120.
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Figure 5.2: Numerical simulation of model (5.4.11) with r/ =  5, =  150, k =  0.95, Tq = 150
and r =  150.
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Figure 5.3: Numerical simulation of model (5.2.1) with ri{t) =  5(1 + 0.52 sinwt), rci t )  
150(1 + 0.3 coso7f), K =  0.95, tq =  150, r =  150 and uj =  0.02.
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Figure 5.4: Numerical simulation of model (5.2.1) with r/ =  5(1 + 0.52 sin wt), t q  =  150(1 4- 
0.28 c o s u j t ) ,  K =  0.95, oj =  0.0138, tq = 150 and r = 150.
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of about 455 minutes.
Since the system can have periodic solutions even without periodicity in r /  and 
rc?, it is natural to investigate what happens when ri(t) and rait) are taken as 
periodic perturbations of the constant values used in Fig. 5.2. This corresponds to 
periodic forcing of a system tha t oscillates with a natural frequency of 455 minutes. 
In Fig. 5.4, ri{t) and roit)  have been chosen to have a frequency extremely close 
to this natural frequency, resulting in a much wilder periodic solution than that 
depicted in Fig. 5.2 for the case without forcing. Actually, periodic forcing does not 
increase the maximum glucose level very much, but it decreases the minimum level 
to alarmingly low levels. Failure to cause a significant rise in the maximum glucose 
level is consistent with the analytical estimates obtained in Section 5.3. Indeed, 
it became apparent in the proof of Theorem 17 that any periodic solution G{t) 
of (5.3.4) must necessarily satisfy maX(2 [o,w] G(t) < Ai, where Ai  is given by (5.3.7). 
By the properties of / 4  and /s, one can easily deduce a bound for G{t) independent 
of T, so tha t the periodic solutions cannot grow without bound as r  is increased.
Fig. 5.3 illustrates quasiperiodic behaviour arising when the forcing frequency is 
not specially close to the natural frequency. The oscillations are irregular but no 
wilder than those in the autonomous case (Fig. 5.2).
Experimental results (Sturis et al [102]) show that the ultradian oscillations in 
insulin secretion in the case of constant intravenous glucose infusion can be entrained 
to the pattern of an oscillatory glucose infusion and note that, if glucose is infused as 
a sine wave with period within 20% of the natural period (the period with constant 
infusion) then the glucose and insulin oscillations entrain to the pattern of glucose 
infusion. Our observations suggest similar phenomena in the mathematical model 
of the present paper. In Fig. 5.4 the glucose and insulin infusions have a period 
tha t is well within 20% of the natural period of oscillation, whereas in Fig. 5.3 the 
infusion (forcing) period is about 69% of the natural period. In another paper.
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Sturis et al [103] reported further experimental evidence together with computer 
simulations of their mathematical model, which involves two insulin compartments 
and a distributed delay incorporated via linear chain equations. They presented 
numerically computed bifurcation diagrams in the two parameters representing the 
amplitude and period of their periodic glucose infusion term.
5.6 D iscussion
By rigorously establishing the existence of periodic solutions, this chapter comple­
ments several recent experimental studies of slow insulin and glucose oscillations 
in man and the effects of oscillatory infusion, and related computer simulations of 
other mathematical models in the literature. In the model studied in this chapter 
there is only one insulin compartment (for mathematical simplicity), and the delay 
is incorporated in a way tha t is different from the approach of Sturis et. al. [1 0 1 ]. 
Additionally, we have to a large extent kept the rate functions / i ,  / 2 , / 4  and as 
general functions satisfying just a few reasonable qualitative properties.
It is well known that glucose utilization is regulated by interstitial insulin rather 
than with the concentration of insulin in the plasma. On the other hand, glucose 
has a direct effect on plasma insulin levels. We have made no distinction between 
interstitial and plasma insulin. It seems likely tha t the merging of the two insulin 
compartments may be an oversimplification and may be one reason why the de­
lay time has to be so large (about 76 minutes in our model) to produce a Hopf 
bifurcation. According to Keener and Sneyd [60], plasma insulin regulates glucose 
production after a delay of around 36 minutes. Possibly an improved model with 
two insulin compartments could generate a Hopf bifurcation at a lower, more real­
istic, value of the delay. The degree theoretic approach to proving the existence of 
periodic solutions would still be applicable.
6
Modelling the spread of tuberculosis: an 
introduction.
TB or Mycobacterium tuberculosis is one of the oldest recorded human diseases. 
Tissue samples taken from Egyptian mummies over 4000 years old show signs of 
being infected with TB and there is some speculation tha t the disease afflicted 
animal populations before the origin of the human species. In Britain the disease 
was particularly prevalent in the 17th and 18th centuries - some estimate tha t it was 
responsible for approximately 20% of all deaths in England and Wales at tha t time 
[8 ]. In the 19th and 20th centuries deaths from TB declined steadily in industrialised 
countries but recently there has been a global resurgence of the disease. We have 
seen the effects of this resurgence in Britain - offlcial figures [8 ] show that the number 
of cases in England and Wales has hit an 18-year high. There have been outbreaks 
of TB in schools in Leicester, Portsmouth and Manchester and the incidence rate in 
London has increased significantly.
The impact of the disease is worsening around the globe. In Eastern Europe there 
are over a quarter of a million TB cases per year, in sub-Saharan Africa there are 
about two million and in south-east Asia over three million. These worrying figures 
prompted the World Health Organisation (WHO) to declare tuberculosis a global 
emergency in 1993. The WHO estimate tha t between 2 0 0 2  and 2020, approximately 
1000 million people will be newly infected, over 150 million people will become ill, 
and 36 million will die of TB - if control is not further strengthened [114].
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6.1 Factors contributing to the rise in TB
6.1.1 HIV is accelerating the spread of the disease
HIV and TB form a lethal combination with each speeding the other’s progress. It 
is widely known tha t HIV weakens the immune system. If someone who is HIV- 
positive becomes infected with TB, he is many times more likely to become ill with 
the disease than someone who is HIV-negative but also infected with TB. TB now 
accounts for about 1 1 % of AIDS deaths worldwide [114] and in Africa, HIV is the 
single most im portant factor determining the increased incidence of TB in the past 
1 0  years.
6.1.2 Poorly managed TB treatment programmes are re­
sulting in resistant strains
Resistant-TB develops when the treatm ent of a TB patient is inconsistent or in­
complete. If patients do not take all their drugs regularly for the required period 
because they begin to feel better, if doctors or health workers prescribe the wrong 
treatm ent regimens or if the drug supply is unreliable, resistant TB may develop. 
Patients who have failed to complete the standard treatm ent regimen for any of 
these reasons remain infectious. The bacilli in their lungs may develop resistance to 
the anti-TB drugs and people they infect will have the same drug-resistant strain. 
Whilst drug-resistant TB is treatable, it requires extensive chemotherapy (up to two 
years treatment) that is quite toxic for patients and often prohibitively expensive. 
In [25], Castillo-Chavez and Feng investigate this problem from a mathematical per­
spective, developing a two-strain model for TB and resistant-TB with the purpose 
of determining the role that the lack of compliance by TB patients plays on the 
maintenance of antibiotic resistant strains. To make the role of antibiotic resistance 
apparent, they first studied a special version of the two-strain model with two com­
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peting strains of TB: the typical strain plus a resistant strain tha t was not the result 
of antibiotic resistance. They found tha t in this situation, co-existence was possible 
but rare whilst later they noticed tha t co-existence was almost certain when the 
second strain was the result of antibiotic resistance. This result was not surprising 
but it does remind us of the challenge facing public health officials.
6.1.3 Movement of people is helping to spread TB
Over the past 40 years, global travel has increased dramatically. Global trade and 
travelling by plane are commonplace and the number of refugees and displaced 
people in the world is also increasing. In many industrialized countries, at least one- 
half of TB cases are among immigrants. Untreated TB spreads quickly in crowded 
refugee camps and shelters and it is difficult to treat mobile populations. As many 
as 50% of the world’s refugees could be infected with TB and as they move they 
are likely to spread it [114]. It is this problem that we investigate in the following 
chapter, using a mathematical model to look at the role of immigration in incidence 
of the disease.
6.2 Epidem iology of TB
TB is a contagious disease and like the common cold, it spreads through the air. My­
cobacterium tuberculosis droplets are released into the air by coughing and sneezing 
infectious individuals [29]. The tubercle bacillus carried by such droplets lives in 
the air for a short period of time (about two hours) and therefore it is believed 
that occasional contacts with infectious individuals rarely lead to transmission and 
tha t most secondary cases are the result of prolonged and sustained contacts with 
a primary case. Among generally healthy people, infection with TB is likely to be 
asymptomatic. D ata from a variety of sources suggest tha t the life time risk of de­
veloping clinically evident TB after being infected is approximately 10%, with 90%
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likelihood of the infection remaining latent. (See e.g. [51].) Individuals who have 
a latent TB infection are not clinically ill nor are they capable of transm itting TB. 
However, they may become infectious after a long latency period. These latency 
periods range from months to decades and many exposed individuals never progress 
towards the active TB state. On the other hand, average infectious periods are 
relatively short (a few months) and becoming shorter in developing nations due to 
the availibilty of treatment.
6.3 A sim ple TB m odel
In [25], Castillo-Chavez and Feng introduced a simple model for the transmission of 
TB. They divided a host population into four sub-groups: Susceptible {S), Latent 
(infected but not infectious, represented by (L)), Infectious (I) and Treated (T) 
individuals. N  was used to denote the total population. Using figure 6.1, they 
formulated the following model:
g g g+d g
0
Figure 6.1: A diagram for TB disease transmission. S stands for susceptible, L-latent, I- 
infectious, T-treated. A is the recruitment rate, (i is the per capita natural death rate, d is 
the disease-induced death rate (per capita), ri and r2 denote the treatment rates for latent and 
infectious individuals respectively, k is the rate at which an individual leaves the latent class by 
becoming infectious. Individuals in S and T classes can be infected only through contacts with 
infectious individuals.
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j ^ L  = f S c s j ^ - { f i  + k + n ) L  + ^ -cT j^
“ /  =  kL  — (// -{- cl)I — T2 I  (6 .3 .1 )
—T  =  r \L  -I- T2 I  — B'dT-j- — piT 
N  = 5 - f L  +  /  +  T
In this model, A is the recruitment rate, /? and are the probablities that susceptible 
and treated individuals become infected by one infectious individual per contact per 
unit of time, respectively; c is the per-capita contact rate; pi is the per-capita natural 
death rate; k is the rate at which an individual leaves the latent class by becoming 
infectious; d is the per-capita disease induced death rate, and r\ and T2  are per-capita 
treatm ent rates.
Castillo-Chavez and Feng derive a necessary condition for the disease-free equi­
librium of (6.3.1) to be globally asymptotically stable and find a similar result for 
the local asymptotic stability of the unique endemic equilibrium. In doing so, they 
observe that if there is no treatment, tha t is if ri =  7*2 =  0, then the qualitative 
dynamics are identical to those of the model with positive treatm ent rates (n  >  0 , 
T2  > 0 ) . This is a result which we make use of in the following chapter. However, 
as expected, removing the possibility of treatm ent affects the quantitative dynamics 
of the model. Treatment reduces prevalence of the disease whilst increasing the 
fraction of non-infected individuals.
6.4 A tw o-strain m odel
In [25], the authors go on to extend model (6.3.1) to take into account the possible 
appearance of resistant strains of the disease due to poor compliance with treatm ent 
schedules. They add two additional classes L2 (latent) and J (infectious) represent­
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ing the developmental stages of resistant strains. They ignore treatm ent of the 
resistant strain since it is known to be very difficult to cure a patient with resistant 
TB. Furthermore, they assume tha t J  individuals can infect S, L\ and T  individuals. 
From the disease transmission diagram (6.2), they obtained the following system:
M' ^ |i+d
S
Ph
U
k’
|i+d’ 0
Figure 6.2: A diagram for two-strain TB transmission. Li and L2 denote individuals exposed 
to typical TB and antibiotic resistant TB, respectively. J stands for infectious individuals with 
resistant TB. p 4- g is the proportion of those treated infected individuals who did not complete 
their treatment. The proportion p  modifies the rate that departs from the latent class, and hence 
qr^I gives the rate at which individuals develop resistant TB because they did not complete the 
treatment of active TB. p > 0, ç > 0 and p4- g < 1. A,p, d, r\ and T2 have the same meanings as 
in figure (6.1) and d! is the disease (resistant TB) induced death rate.
I"'
d
d
A -  /?c5— -  -  (J.S
PcS—  — (/.i +  k)Li  — r iL i -\-pr2 I  +  P'cT— — cLi —N N
—-Î  — kLi  — (/i -f- d)I — T2 I
N  =
t \L i  +  (1 — p — 9 )^2/  — f fc T  —- — ^*cT — — //T 
QT2 I  — (p +  k!)L-2 H- P'^ciS +  T -n~Y 
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S  +  L\  +  J  +  T  +  L/2 T  Jf
N
(6.4.2)
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where p* is the probability tha t treated individuals become infected by one resistant 
TB infectious individual per contact per unit of time; d! and k' are similar to d 
and k but for the resistant TB strain; p +  ç is the proportion of those infected 
individuals who did not complete their treatment. The proportion p modifies the 
rate tha t departs from the latent class; qr2 l  gives the rate at which individuals 
develop resistant TB because they did not complete their treatm ent of active TB. 
Therefore, p >  0, ç >  0 and p 4- ç < 1.
Castillo-Chavez and Feng were able to determine conditions for stability of the 
various equilibria of this system and they went on to support their analytical results 
with some numerical simulations.
6.5 The role of close and casual contacts
As discussed in section 6.2, an individual is believed to be far more likely to contract 
tuberculosis if they have close rather than simply casual contact with an infectious 
individual. The models discussed so far in this chapter do not take this fact into 
account, the mixing in both is homogeneous - that is there are no assumed differ­
ences between individuals while disease transmission depends on the frequency of 
infecteds. In [100], the authors address this problem and they introduce a model 
with a multi-level contact structure which implicitly assumes tha t individuals are 
at risk of infection from close contacts in generalized household (clusters) as well as 
from casual (random) contacts in the general population.
The view of the transmission process adopted by the authors induces the division 
of the host population under consideration into two sub-populations. The first is 
composed of groups of individuals (clusters) which are assumed to have the same 
average size. The clusters are assumed not to overlap, implying tha t the average life­
span of an epidemiologically active (e.a.) cluster is roughly the same as that of the 
average period of TB infectiousness. The second sub-population is composed of those
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individuals who are not members of e.a. clusters. It is assumed tha t individuals 
not a member of an e.a. cluster have a significantly lower risk of infection than 
those in clusters. New infectious individuals activate clusters (groups of individuals 
who come into regular and close contact with an active case) increasing the risk 
of infection for the susceptible members of the e.a. cluster. Both a time-scale 
argument and data support the assumption that most e.a. clusters include just 
one TB-infectious individual. This simplification is useful because most latently 
infected indiviuals remain latent for long periods of time (possibly decades) whilst 
most actively infectious individuals remain infectious for only a few months.
Let us denote the average cluster size by the constant n. Assuming tha t there 
is only one infectious individual per cluster, the population of individuals in an e.a. 
cluster at time t  has size Nc{t) (yi +  l) i ( t) .  The population of non-infectious 
individuals in e.a. clusters is Ni{t) =  n l(t) .  By design, Ni{t) includes two sub­
populations: susceptibles (5"i) and latently infected (Li), tha t is Ni{t) =  nl{t) = 
Si{t) +  Li{t). Let us denote the population of individuals not belonging to an 
e.a. cluster at time t as iV2 (t). This population consists of susceptible and latently 
infected individuals so N 2 {t) = % (t) 4- L 2 {t). The authors do not include the sub­
population of recovered individuals in this model for the sake of simplicity. Figure 
6.3 represents the model schematically and definitions of parameters can be found 
in table 6.5.
knLrj^ I^ /
A kL 2 (is,s, T-. — ► T s,2 2
yl. Y-Si
yl
Figure 6.3: A diagram for TB disease transmission of the basic cluster model.
I l l
Parameter Definition
A Recruitment rate
P Natural mortality rate
n Average size of clusters
f t Transmission rates
1
7 Mean infectious period
k Per capita progression rate
Table 6.5 Parameters of the model
fcZ/2 represents the rate at which latently infected individuals, not part of an 
e.a. cluster, develop active TB. Each new infectious individual activates a new 
cluster and in the process moves nkL 2  individuals from the N 2  population into the 
A^ i population. n kL 2 ^  go from the S 2  class to the Si class per unit time and 
n kL 2 j ^  go to L 2  from Li. Since infectious individuals recover or die (at rate 7 / )  
then the rate at which e.a. clusters become inactive is 7 / .  Cluster dissolution must 
be accompanied by a return of cluster members to the N 2  population, are
returned to S 2  from Si and n 'y l j^  are returned from Li  to L2 , per unit time. Since 
Ni = n l ,  the last two expressions are reduced to 7 ^ 1  and 7 L1 respectively. The 
assumed low prevalence of active TB implies tha t iVi <C A^2 - This observation is used 
to neglect births into the Ni population. The short average life span of e.a. clusters 
means tha t TB progression in the Li class is extremely unlikely, hence it is ignored. 
Finally, the assumption tha t 7  implies tha t deaths in the 7Vi population can 
also be neglected.
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These considerations lead to the following model;f = + +
—  — kL 2  — 7 /  (6.5.3)
^  =  A -  JJ.S2  +  7'S'i -
— 7 I /1 — (^ +  — -j^nkL2.
The authors of [100] were able to establish conditions for global asymptotic stability 
of both the endemic and the disease-free equilibria of system (6.5.3), using singular 
perturbation theory and Lyapunov methods.
They then went on to extend system (6.5.3) to include the fact that members of 
large clusters are likely to share their environment with only a small fraction of the
members of that cluster at each time, thereby decreasing the average risk of infection
per susceptible in the cluster. Hence they assumed that the risk of infection per unit 
time is a decreasing function of cluster size n. This restriction was incorporated by 
assuming that /? =  /3(n), where /3(n) is a decreasing function of n. The authors 
also incorporated two different rates of generation of secondary infections, one for 
infections generated within clusters and one for infections generated from casual 
contact. The weights assigned to these sources of secondary infections were assumed 
to be proportional to the average time spent by infectious individuals within and 
outside the clusters. Let us denote by p the average fraction of time spent by the 
source case within the cluster and by 1 — p the average fraction of time outside the 
cluster. Then the rate of infection within clusters becomes p/3(n)Si and the rate 
within the general population is { l —p ) ^ * j j ^ { S i  + S 2 )> Hence (1 —p ) /3 * j ^ S i  gives 
the number of new infections per unit time in the Ni population (i.e. the incidence 
from 5^1 to Li)  and (1 — gives the incidence from S 2  to L 2 . W ithin a
cluster, the infection rate is modelled by p/3 {n)Si and proportional mixing is used
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to model the risk of infection outside the cluster. These assumptions led to the 
following model for TB transmission
-  - W W  +  l ) S \  +  j ^ n k L 2  -  (1 -
= p^{n)Si — 7 L 1 +  j ^ n k L 2  T  (1  — P)^*
—  =  kp2 — 'yl (6.5.4)
=  A -  pS2 +  7S'i — j ^ n k L 2  -  (1 -  P)l^*
— 7 ^ 1  “  (m +  ^)-^2 — +  (1 -  P)P*'ff _  ^^2-
The authors concluded tha t this model was still unrealistic for some aspects of 
TB transmission. They consider only one latent class and justify this by stating 
tha t the risk of developing active TB decreased quickly from the time of the initial 
infection. Furthermore, the model does not consider re-infection which may play an 
im portant part in the transmissions dynamics of the disease. Finally, they suggest 
incorporating age structure into the model.
6 . 6  The role of variable latent periods
As previously mentioned, the period between contracting TB and actually becom­
ing ill with the disease varies considerably. Most people are assumed to mount an 
effective immune response to the initial infection tha t limits the proliferation of the 
bacilli. This may lead to long-lasting partial immunity both to further infection and 
to reactivation of latent bacilli remaining from the original infection. The develop­
ment of active TB after infection is highly dependent on infection-age. As a result, 
an im portant question in epidemiology focuses on the impact of long and variable 
latency period on the transmission dynamics of TB.
Feng, Huang and Castillo-Chavez address this question in [36]. They develop a 
model based on system (6.3.1) with an arbitrarily distributed latency period. The
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modifications made to (6.3.1) include neglecting recovered individuals and assuming 
a variable removal rate from the L  class into the I  class. If we let p(s) be a function 
representing the proportion of individuals exposed to the disease at time t and still 
infected (but not infectious) at time t  +  s, then the rate of removal of individuals 
from the L  class to the I  class r  units of time after exposed is given by —p(r). 
Assume that P{s) > 0, p(g) < 0, p(0) =  1,
and
noo
I p{s)ds < oo.
Jo
Then the number of individuals exposed from time 0 to t  and are still in class L  is 
given by
P c S { s ) j ^ p { t  -
Thus the number of individuals who become infectious from time 0 to t and are still 
alive and in class I  is
These assumptions result in the following model 
— S  = h. — Pc— — (j,S + r \ L T 2 l  
L{t) = L o i t ) f P c S [ s ) - ^ ^ p { t  -
Jo Jo A' (sj
+  /o(i)
N  =  S  +  L  +  I ,  (6.6.5)
where Lo{t) denotes individuals in L  at time t = 0 and still in the latent class, /o(^) 
denotes those initially in L  who have moved into I  and are still alive at time t and 
with Jo =  J(0) represents those who are infectious at time 0 and are 
still alive and in J.
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The authors were able to determine stability results for the disease free and the 
endemic equilibria of system (6.6.5).
1The effect o f migration on the spread of TB,
In this chapter, we modify system (6.3.1) to represent the transmission of TB in 
two countries with movement between the two. The resulting system is effectively a 
metapopulation model, a model in which the population is subdivided into a number 
of discrete patches (in our case two), each of which is treated as being well-mixed.
This type of model has been used to describe the transmission of disease within
and between different population centers. Bolker & Grenfell [16] and Rohani et 
al. [94], for example, used such models to study the spatial dynamics of childhood 
diseases such as measles on a city-by-city level, in an attem pt to understand the 
mechanisms which give rise to the often high levels of synchronization seen between 
disease outbreaks in different cities.
A standard metapopulation version of the deterministic SEIR model can be 
written as
JO. ”
“ÿT =  M ^  Pijlj
j=i
= '5'i ^  Pijlj -  a)Ei
HT-
7 ) A,
where Si, Ei and Ii denote the fractions of the occupants of the zth patch which 
are susceptible, exposed and infective. It is assumed that the population sizes of 
each patch are identical and remain constant. This corresponds to assuming that
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the population birth and death rates, denoted by (j, are equal. The beta matrix, 
whose entries are Pij, describes the transmission between and within patches. This 
formulation of the model assumes tha t there is an epidemiological cross-coupling 
between patches, but that individuals do not migrate between patches. This can be 
thought of as arising from a situation in which individuals make short-lived visits 
from their home patch to other patches.
Clearly such a model is inappropriate for describing the effect of migration be­
tween countries. In such a case individuals are migrating between patches and 
population sizes of those patches will be neither constant nor identical. An alter­
native model formulation considers the mechanism by which cross-coupling arises 
in more detail, explicitly modelling the migration of individuals between patches 
(see e.g. Keeling & Rohani [58]). This formulation was used extensively in an early 
Russian attem pt to model influenza epidemics (see the review of Bailey [5]). Such 
a model can be written in the form
— // — jJ>Si — PiSili 4-
^  =  ^ i S i I i - { f i  + a)Ei + a ^ \ E )
=  ffSj — (/i +  7)/j +  n p \ i ) ,
where the are functions describing the transport of individuals of different types 
between patches.
It is this formulation of the model tha t we adopt in our study of the effects of
migration on the spread of TB. We describe the transport of individuals by a linear
function which mimics simple diffusion. We also assume that infectious individuals 
do not travel at all. By studying the resultant system analytically we are able to 
determine some sufficient conditions for stability involving the flux terms Di and 
D 2 , thus gaining an insight into how immigration affects the spread of the disease.
Modifying system (6.3.1) yields the following simple model for TB transmission
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between two countries:
—5i =  — PiCiS\—— p iS i 3-D 2 S 2  — D iSidt fyi
— 52 =  A2 — P2(^2S2~j -^----/^ 2«^ 2 +  PJ\S\ — D 2 S 2dt I\2
—Li =  PiC\Si-j^—  {fXi +  k\)Li  +  D 2 L 2  — D iL i
— L2 =  P2C2S2-S—  (M2 +  ^2)^2 +  D iL i — D2L2 (7.0.1)dt 1\2
— Il = kiL i  — (/ii +  di)Ii
—/2 =  k2p2 — {p>2 +  ^2)72
Ni — 5i +  Li +  7i
N 2  — 52 +  7-2 +  72
In system (7.0.1), we keep the same notation for parameters as that of system 
(6.3.1) but introduce subscripts to indicate whether they apply to country one or 
country two. For example, pi is still the per-capita natural death rate but it now 
relates to country one only. Similarly, p 2  is the per-capita natural death rate in 
country two. The two host populations are again divided into sub-groups with Si 
being susceptibles, Li latent and 7% infectious individuals in country one. 52, L 2  
and I 2  represent the same sub-groups in country two. We ignore treatment of the
disease at this stage, bearing in mind the result proved in [25]: tha t if there is no
treatm ent in system (6.3.1), then the qualitative dynamics are identical to those of 
the model with positive treatment rates, although the quantitative dynamics do, of 
course, depend on the treatm ent rates, (it is basically a question of how to interpret 
the parameters of the system). We also introduce flux terms Di and D 2  into the 
model. These represent the movement of people from country one into country two 
and country two into country one respectively. In general, Di and D 2  will not be 
equal, since migration between two countries often involves more movement in one 
direction than the other.
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System (7.0.1) is equivalent to the following system:
—Ah =  Ai — (jUi +  D\)Ni  +  (Di — di)Ii — D2I2 +  D2N2 
— A h  =  A g  — {fi2 +  7) 2)  A h  +  ( 7)2 “  c?2)72 — 7 P i7 i  +  DiNi
—7 i — PiCi{Ni ~  Li ~  7 i)——  (/^i +  ki)Li  +  D 2 L 2  — D iLi (7.0.2) at iVi
— 72 =  /52C2(Ah — L 2 ~  72) -^ —  (^2 +  k2)p2  +  D i L i  — D 2L 2 at l \ 2
—7i =  ^ i7 i — (/.Ai +  di)7i 
—72 =  A:272 — (/A2 +  <^2)72
7.1 The case where there is no m ovem ent betw een  
the two countries.
In this section we will consider the case when there is no movement between country 
one and country two. Then Di = D 2  — 0. In this case, system (7.0.2) can be thought 
of as two separate three-dimensional systems - one system for each country. Let us 
consider the system representing country one:
—Vi =  Ai — fiiNi  — di7i
—7 i =  PiCi(Ni — 7 i — 7 i) - ^  — (fii +  ki)L i  (7.1.3)
—7i =  k\L i — {pi +  di)7i 
System (7.1.3) has two equilibria E}, i = 0,1. Eq is the disease-free equilibrium
and 7^ 1 is the endemic equilibrium
=  (iv * ,7 ;,7 n ,
where
M* -  ~AciAi(a^i +  di +  ki) , .
 ^ (/Ai +  A;i)(/ii +  di)(di —/?iCi) ’
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Ll = 
11 =
Ai((/ii +  fei)(/Ai +  di) — i i^Cifei) 
^i(/Ai +  ki){di — PiCi) 
A i((^i +  +  di) — PiCiki)
(7.1.5)
(7.1.6)(/ii +  ki){fj,i +  di)(di — PiCi)
The endemic equilibrium E’J is only relevant if > 1 where Ri  is the quantity 
defined in the statement of Theorem 19.
T h eo rem  19 I f  R \ < I, where
R i = PiCiki(Mi +  ^ i ) ( /^ i  +  di) ’
then the disease-free equilibrium E \  of system (7.1.3) is locally asymptotically stable. 
I f  Ri > 1 then the endemic equilibrium E \ is locally asymptotically stable.
P ro o f. Linearization of (7.1.3) around E l  yields
y{t) = Ay{t),
where
-Ml 0 - d i
A = 0 —Ml — ^1 P lC l
0 h “ Ml — di
Prom this we obtain the characteristic equation
(/Ai +  A)(A  ^+  (2/Ai +  di +  ki)X +  (/ai +  ki){ni +  d\) — PiCiki) = 0 (7.1.7)
If piciki < {ill +  ki){iii +  di), i.e. Ri < 1, all the roots of (7.1.7) have negative real 
parts. Hence E q is locally asymptotically stable.
The endemic equilibrium for country one T'J =  (Vf, LJ, 7f) can be expressed in 
terms of Ri  as follows:
7?iAi(^i +  di +  A^i)V f =  
LI = 
7f =
diki{Ri — 1) +  /Ai(/Ai +  di +  ki)R i
______ Ai(7?i — 1)(/Ai +  di)______
diki{Ri — 1) +  /Ai(/Ai +  di +  ki)Ri
_________ Riki{R i  — 1)_________
diki{Ri — 1) +  /Ai(/Ai +  di +  ki)R i
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We can now write the Jacobian J  of system (7.1.3) at E \  as
J  =
■Ml 0 - d i
;9 ic i fc i ( f i i - l )^  /8iCifci(Ri—1) _  _  J Pic\(mi + k i( 2 - Æ i ))
R i i f i i + d i + k i )  R i { f i i + d i + k i )  M l "1 Ri{ fJ- i+di+ki )
0 “ Ml “  di
The characteristic equation is
+  aA  ^+  bX +  c — 0,
where
a == 3/ai +  /si +  dj + (7^ 1 — 1)(mi T d i)(^i +  ^i)/Ai +  di +  /ci
b = (/^i +  +  fei)(2m +  f t  +  - 1 ) +  +  d, + fci),^1 +  di +
C =  +  4  +  f t )  +  dMR. - 1 ) } -77i (Mi +  di +  /cij
It is clear that a > 0, 6 > 0 and c > 0 if E i > 1. For the Routh-Hurwitz stability 
conditions to be satisfied it remains to check that ab > c. In fact,
ab — c =  J— ,---- —^;——7-^{-RiMi(Mi +  di + /ci) + /cidi(Ri “  1)}(jLitMi +  âi +  /Cij
{ (M l +  ^i)(Mi +  di)[R?/Ai +  (/Ai +  di +  ki){Ri +  1)]
+jRi[(di +  A:i)(di +  ki) +  3/A^  (Mi +  2d%) +  2[j,iki{3pi +  2A:i)
+/Aidi(4di +  5A;i)]}.
Thus a5 > c if i?i > 1 and E l  is locally asymptotically stable. □
A similar result can be obtained from the system for country two. Hence we 
are able to show that Eq, the disease free equilibrium of country two, and E f,  
the corresponding endemic equilibrium, are locally asymptotically stable provided 
R 2  < 1  and i ?2 > 1 respectively, where
P2^2k2R, (M2 +  ^2) (M2 +  d2)
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7.2 The case when m igration occurs
We begin by establishing some basic properties of system (7.0.1). System (7.0.2) 
(and therefore system (7.0.1)) has two equilibria Ei, i =  0,1. There are no boundary 
equilibria, tha t is equilibria where the disease is present in only one country. E q is 
the disease-free equilibrium of system (7.0.2)
Bo =  ( A2(A»i +  g i )  +  A iP i  ^0 ,0 ,0 , o ) (7.2.8)
\ / i l M 2 +  D 1/A2 +  D 2/A1 /A1/A2 + -D1/A2 +  D 2/A1 /
and El describes the situation where the disease is present in both countries.
T h eo rem  20 All solutions of model (7.0.1), with strictly positive initial value for 
each variable, are strictly positive, as long as they are defined.
P ro o f. In order to prove the positivity of 5i and S 2 , we consider the possibility 
tha t one of them becomes negative. Both variables are initially positive so three 
possibilities exist: (i) Si becomes negative before S 2 ] (ii) S 2  becomes negative before 
Si; (iii) Si and S 2  both become negative at the same time. If Si becomes negative 
first (case (i)), then Si{to) = 0 for some to > 0. If to is the first time that Si{t) goes 
negative, then 5i < 0. However, at to, the first equation of system (7.0.1) becomes
Si = Ai +  7 )2 5 2 ( 0^)
>  0 .
This is a contradiction.
Similarly we can show that cases (ii) and (iii) lead to contradictions. Therefore 
Slit)  > 0 and S 2 (t) > 0 for all t > 0.
In order to prove the positivity of Li, L 2 , 7% and I 2  we must consider all four 
variables together. The four variables are initially positive so this time fifteen possi­
bilities exist. Fourteen of these may be ruled out using the above method, it remains 
to consider the last possibility, tha t Li, L 2 , h  and I 2  all become negative at the 
same time.
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Suppose the 7* and 7  become zero simultaneously and let t* be the first time at 
which this happens. Consider the initial value problem consisting of (i) equations 
(7.0.1) with the orientation of time reversed, (ii) initial time t*, and (iii) initial data 
being the solution of (7.0.1) at time t*. Then the solution of this new initial value 
problem must involve the Li and Ii variables immediately going positive, since it is 
effectively the solution of the original equations (7.0.1) just before time t*. However, 
this contradicts uniqueness of solutions because, by inspection, another solution can 
be found of the time reversed equations with initial time t* in which the 7* and 7  
remain identically zero and the Si evolve according to the time reversed Si equations 
with the Li and 7  variables zero.
Thus all fifteen possibilities are contradicted and Li(t) > 0, 72(t) > 0, 7(^) > 0 
and h i t )  > 0, for all t > 0. □
Let us now consider the situation where in the absence of migration, tubercu­
losis is under control in country one (by which we mean tha t in country one no 
endemic equilibrium exists and solutions approach the disease-free equilibrium) but 
is endemic in country two. As can be seen from section 7.1, this corresponds m ath­
ematically to the case where i7i < 1 and R 2  > 1. In order to discover how the 
migration of people from country two into country one will affect the dynamics of 
the disease in country one, we set 7>i =  0 and assume D 2  > 0.
Figures 7.1 - 7.3 show the results of solving system (7.0.2) numerically using 
a Runge-Kutte (4,5) integration scheme. Figure 7.1 depicts the situation where 
L)i = D 2  = 0 and supports our analytical results in section 7.1. As predicted, 
with Ri < 1 the disease free steady state of country one is stable and with R 2  > 1 
the endemic equilibrium of country two is stable. Figure 7.2 shows the case where 
7>i =  0 and D 2  =  0.1. W ith this relatively low level of migration, we see tha t the 
disease free steady state in country one ceases to be stable and the disease becomes 
endemic in country one. In country two, the disease remains endemic. In figure 7.3,
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Ü 2 is increased to 0.2. This has the effect of stabilising the disease-free steady state 
of both country one and country two. In summary then, the numerics indicate that 
increasing the migration rate D 2  is sufficient to ensure stability of the disease-free 
steady state. In the following sections we derive conditions sufficient to ensure both 
local and global stability of the disease free steady state Eo, i.e. conditions that 
ensure the disease dies out in both countries.
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Figure 7.1: Numerical simulation of model (7.0.2). Plots of fractions of infected and latent 
population versus time with =  0.0143, /?i = 1.5, Ci = 0.05, = 1, Ai = 780000, d\ = 0.1,
/ / 2  =  0.0167, /?2 =  4, C2 =  0.15, k‘2 =  1, A2 =  3000000, ^ 2  — 0.5, D] = 0 and D 2 =  0. Thus < I 
and R‘2 > 1.
7.2.1 Global asymptotic stability of E q with D i =  0.
The following theorem gives a condition on Dg, the migration rate from country two 
into country one, sufficient to ensure global asymptotic stability of the disease free 
steady state E q, given by (7.2.8).
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Figure 7.2: Numerical simulation of model (7.0.2). Parameters are the same as those in figure 
7.1 except that D-z =  0.1. As expected, the disease is now endemic in country one, although at a 
very low level.
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Figure 7.3: Numerical simulation of model (7.0.2). Parameters are the same as those in figure 
7.1 except that D > =  0.2. The disease now dies out in both countries.
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T h eo rem  21 I f  Di = 0, Ri < I, R 2  > 1 and
D 2  > (/^2 4- k2 ){R 2  — 1)5 (7 .2 .9 )
then the disease-free steady state E q of system (7.0.1) is globally asymptotically sta­
ble.
P ro o f. Solving the sixth equation of (7.0.1) for 72, we obtain
h i t )  =  h  [ ‘
J — 0 0
Thus I 2  is a delayed L 2  and so system (7.0.1) is effectively a system with a distributed 
time delay. From the fourth equation of (7.0.1), using S 2 /N 2  < 1, we obtain
Thus,
^ ^ 2  < /52C2 /2  — {1 ^ 2  +  /k2 +  D2)Ii2.
— L2 < / 6 f^ 2+d2)(i -) ^2(s)ds — (/i2 +  ^^2 4" ^z)^2 '0>t J-oo
As a result of [77], in which there are comparison principles for delay differential 
inequalities, we can say that L 2  < L 2  where L 2 {t) is the solution of
^ Î 2  =  ftC2fc2y _  (,22 +  k; +  (7.2.10)
We wish to show tha t L2 —>• 0 as i —>■ oo. Since (7.2.10) is linear we may study it 
using the trial solution L 2  = We obtain
noo
Ai — /?2C2^ 2 I  6 (^2+d2+Ai)s^  ^_  _j_ +  D 2 )
Jo 
/?2C2/C2
/^2 T  ^2 4- Ai
This yields
— (/^ 2 4- /û2 4 - D 2 ).
Xi 4~ (2/.i2 4- ^2 4- D 2  4- d2)Ai 4- ()U2 4- d2)(/U2 4- /c2 4- D 2 ) — ^ 2 (^2^2  — 0. (7.2.11)
All roots A of equation (7.2.11) have negative real part provided
^ 2 0 2 ^ 2  <  (M2 4- 0 2^) (A^2 4- /ô2 4- 7^2). (7.2.12)
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This is equivalent to condition (7.2.9) in Theorem 21, thus condition (7.2.12) is 
satisfied and Z2 —>• 0 as t - )  oo. As we have already proved positivity of L 2  in 
Theorem 20, it follows tha t L2 -> 0 as t —»■ 0 0  and therefore also that I 2  -> 0 as 
t -> 0 0 .
In the limit as i 0 0  (so tha t L2 -> 0), the third equation of system (7.0.1) 
becomes
f . L i  < Acifci f  + ki)Li.at J — 0 0
Therefore, Li < Li, where
e-''^‘+*X‘- “) ïi(s )d s -(A J i +  i ; i ) î i .  (7.2.13)dt J —oo
The trial solution Li — yields the following equation:
A2 +  (2 ^ 1  +  di +  A^ i)A2 +  (/ii +  di)(/ii +  ki) — iQiCiki = 0. (7.2.14)
All roots A2 of (7.2.14) have negative real part provided PiCiki < (a^ i +  ^i)(Aii +  di). 
This condition is equivalent to i?i < 1 and so Li 0 as t —> 0 0 . Prom this it follows 
that Li -)  0 and A -> 0 as i ->• 0 0 .
By taking the limit as t -> 0 0 , it is clear (since Di =  0) from the first and second 
equations of system (7.0.1) tha t Si -> and S 2  as t  -> 0 0 .
The proof is complete. □
7.2.2 Global asymptotic stability of E q with Di > 0 and
D2 > 0.
Let us now consider the situation where there is movement in both directions be­
tween country one and country two, i.e. the case where >  0 and D 2 > 0.
Theorem 23 below gives conditions sufficient for global stability of the disease-free 
equilibrium under these circumstances.
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Let us first introduce the following notation and a preliminary lemma that are 
required for Theorem 23:
^max =  max{/?i, ^ 2 }, Cmax =  max{ci, C 2 } ,  
kmax “  max-(/ci, /Ü2}) ^mm ~  min{/ci, ^2}}
Mmin — minb^ij 1 2^ } t J'min ~  min^cf^, (^ 2}'
For a bounded real-valued function /  on [0,0 0 ) we define
/oo =  lim inf /  {t), /°° =  lim sup /  {t) .f->00 f-^00
L em m a 2 2  //(?(?/ Let f  : [0,0 0 ) -> M be bounded and twice differentiable with 
bounded second derivative. Let -> 0 0  and f{tn) converge to f°° or foo as n 0 0 . 
Then
f{ tn )  -4-0, as n  -4 0 0 .
T h eo rem  2 3  The disease-free equilibrium Eq is globally asymptotically stable if
P m a xa m a xkm a x  ^  ,7^I 7 ^ Mmin “rl^m in  "r  a m in
P ro o f. Choose a sequence —>• oo such that
h{tn)  -4  , —/i(tn) -4  0.
Then using the fifth equation of system (7.0.2) and Lemma 22, we have
^l(^n) =  kiLi{tn) — {pi +  di)/i(^n)-
For any e >  0 there exists Tq >  0 such tha t Li{t) <  +  6, for all t >  Tq. Also,
since —)■ oo there exists no such tha t n >  U q  ^  tn >  Tq. Then Li(A„) < Lf^ 4- 6,
for all n >  no. So for any n  > no, we have
I ' { i n )  ^ k i L ' ^  T k i S  — { f i i  4  di)A(^n)-
Letting n —> oo,
0 ^  k i L ^  4  k i£  — (jLii 4  d i ) I ^
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and, letting g —^ 0,
0 < — (/ii +  di)Ii
Thus,
By the same method we obtain
/ r  <  (7.2.15)Hi +  di
(7.2.16)■ -  H2 + d,2
Let L — Li + L 2 . Adding the third and fourth equations of system (7.0.1) we obtain 
—L =  PiCiSij^—  (fii +  ki)Li +  /?2C2»S'2^ - — {h2 +  ^2 ) ^ 2
5Î PmaxCmax “  (/^min +  kmin)L. (7.2.17)
Choose a sequence -> oo such that
L{sn) -4 L°°, — L{sn) -4 0.
Let 6 > 0, then A(t) < 7 ^ + 6  and ^ ( t )  <  7 ^ + e  for all t sufficiently large. Therefore
for n  sufficiently large, and using S i /N i  < 1 and S 2 /N 2  < 1,
Evaluating (7.2.17) at time s„ and then letting n  -4 0 0  gives
0 ^  Pmax^maxil-i 4  7g 4  2e) {Hmin 4  ^mm)-^ •
Letting & —> 0 gives
/  kiL°° 7 - 2 \0 ^  ^max^max ( j 1 I j T“ j \Hmin 4\ / / l  4  «1 /^ 2 4  «2 /
,  I /J m a x C m a x k m a x  , j  ^  W o o5  ( , , \Hmin 4  h^ min) I ^  •\  Hmin I ajjiin, /
This implies tha t <  0. Prom positivity of L i(i) and 7 ,2 (16) it follows immediately 
tha t 7,00 >  0, so we have 7,°° =  7,oo =  0 and L(i6) -> 0 as it -> 0 0 . By Theorem
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20, Li >  0 and L 2  >  0. Thus, Li{t) -> 0 as A 0 0  and L 2 {t) -4 0 as t —)■ 0 0 .
By (7.2.15) and (7.2.16) we also have tha t Iff t)  -> 0 as t —>■ 0 0  and A (4 -4 0 as 
t -4 0 0 . By the theory of asymptotically autonomous differential equations [79], to 
show that N\ -4  N (  and N 2  -4  iVJ it is sufficient to look at the first two equations 
of (7.0.2) when A =  J2 =  0. These are linear so it is sufficient to show that the 
eigenvalues of the Jacobian have negative real parts. The Jacobian J  is given by
J  = ~Hi “  -^1  Aî
—jl2 — A
The characteristic equation is
4  (/Zi 4  4  /Z2 4  A?2)A 4  (/zi 4  Di){fi2 4  7 )2) ~  D 1 D 2  =  0. (7.2.18)
Both roots Ai and A2 of (7.2.18) have negative real parts and thus Afi -> N (  and 
N 2  -4 AJ. The proof is complete. □
While Theorem 23 does give us clear, easily verifiable conditions for global sta­
bility of the disease-free equilibrium, we stress that these conditions are sufficient 
but not necessary. They give no insight into the effect of migration on the spread of 
disease. Effectively the theorem confirms an expected result, tha t if the disease is 
under control in both countries then Eq is globally stable. In the following sections 
we investigate the effects of migration on the stability of E q.
7.2.3 Local asymptotic stability of the disease-free equilib­
rium Eo with Di > 0 and A  > 0.
Again let us consider the situation where, in the absence of migration, the disease is 
under control in country one {Ri < 1) and endemic in country two {R2  > 1). In this 
section we determine a condition on A ,  the migration rate from country two into 
country one, sufficient to ensure local stability of the disease-free steady state, i.e., 
sufficient to ensure the disease dies out in both countries. We support our findings
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w ith some numerical results. Theorem 24 below is a linear stability result but gives 
a condition tha t predicts the disease will go away in both countries. Essentially the 
condition says tha t migration out of country two has to occur at a sufficiently high 
rate.
Theorem 24 I f  Ri  < 1, A  > 1, 2/zi +  k i - \ -d i >  1 and 
A  > (/^ 2 4  /C2) {R-2 “ 1 ) 1 1 4 {Hi 4  ^ i)(l — R i )  J  ’
then the disease-free equilibrium Eq of system (7.0.1) is locally asymptotically stable. 
P ro o f. Linearization of system (7.0.2) around E q yields
y{t) =  By{t),
where
B  =
Hi “  B i D 2 0 0 —di 4  D i “ A
D i ~H2 “  A 0 0 “ A —d2 4  D 2
0 0 ~ H i  ~  k\ — A A /5ici 0
0 0 D i ~H2 “  ^ 2  “  A 0 P2C2
0 0 h 0 —Hi — di 0
0 0 0 k2 0 — /Z2 —  d 2
From this we obtain the following characteristic equation:
{A^4(/zi4/Z247^i 4 A )A 4 /zi/Z24az27?i 4 /ziA}{^^^4pA^4çA^4rA4s} =  0, (7.2.19) 
where
p — 2(/ii 4  H2 ) 4  fci 4  A  4  di 4  A  4  D\  4  D 2  
q =  (/Zi 4  ki){fj,i 4  d i)( l — A )  4  (/Z2 4  A:2)(/Z2 4  A )( l  — R 2 )
4(2/zi 4  4  di)(2/Z2 4  A)2 4  A) 4  Di(/zi 4  di)(2/Z2 4  A  4  A)
4 7 )2(/Z2 4  A )  (2/Zi 4  ki  4  di)
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r =  (2/zi +  di +  fci) ( ^ 2  +  ^2)(M2 4  d2)( l — A )
4(2/^2 4  d2 4  k2){Hi 4  ki){jj,i 4  di)(l — A )
-\-Di { { hi 4  di)(2fj,2 4  d2 4  k2) 4  {h2 4  k2){H2 4  d2)(l — A ) }
+A{(/Z2 4  d2)(2/Zi 4  di +  kl)  +  (/zi +  +  di)(l — A ) }
s =  (/zi 4 /ci)(/zi +  di)(l — A)(/Z2 4  Aj2)(/Z2 4  d2)(l — A )
- \ -Di{pi  4  di)(/Z2 4  A)2)(/Z2 4  d2)(l — A )
4A(/Z2 4  d2)(/Zi 4  7i)(/zi 4  di)(l — A )-
The quadratic expression in equation (7.2.19) automatically has roots with negative 
real part so it remains to show that the eigenvalues attributable to the quartic 
expression have roots with negative real part. According to the Routh-Hurwitz 
stability conditions, the quartic has roots with negative real part if p > 0, g > 0,
0 < r  < pg and 0 <  s < If
D2 > (M2 +  k2){R2 -  1) ( l  +  +
and 2pi 4  4  di > 1, it can be shown that all of these conditions are satisfied.
Thus E q is locally asymptotically stable. □
Our numerical simulations are consistent with the predictions of Theorem 24. 
W ith the parameters shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, the critical value for A  is
0.1849. Figure 7.4 shows tha t for A  == 0.18 the endemic equilibrium is stable, 
whilst figure 7.5 shows the stability of the disease-free equilibrium for A  =  0.19.
7.3 A more general m odel
In this section we introduce a generalized version of system (7.0.2). By solving the 
fifth and sixth equations in system (7.0.2), it can be seen tha t A is a delayed Li  and 
A is a delayed L2 . In order to generalize the system, we shall replace A and A by 
a distributed delay on Li  and L 2  with a general kernel. In this way we obtain the
X  1 0 '
i “
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Figure 7.4: Numerical simulation of model (7.0.2). Plots of fractions of infected and latent 
population versus time with /z, =  0.0143, /?i — 1.5, C] = 0.05, = 1, A] =  780000, d\ =  0.1,
f.i2 =  0.0167, 02 =  4, c-2 =  0.15, =  1, Ag =  3000000, d.2 =  0.5, D\ =  0.1 and Dg = 0.18. As
before, R\ < I and /îg > 1- As predicted the endemic equilibrium is stable for Dg < 0.1849.
following system, of which system (7.0.1) is a particular case.
N,
%
A] — f  f]{t — s)Li{s)ds — -\-D2 S 2  — D]S\J -0 0
A2 — P2('-2-rf~ [  f2{t ~ s)L2{s)ds — /-I2 S 2  + D]S\ — D 2 S 2  
^ ^ 2  J-oo
j  f i { t  — s)L]{s)ds — (//] +  k\)L] +  D 2 L 2 — D^Li J-oo
S  l'^p2(‘-2~;  ^ I  /2{i ~  s)L2{s)ds — (//2 4- k2)L2 D\L\  — D 2 L 2’2 J —00
— S-[ L\ -\- f  f \{t  — s)L] {s)dsJ “OO
=  S 2  L,2 -\- [  f2{t ~  s)L2{s)ds.J —00 (7.3.20)
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Figure 7.5: Numerical simulation of model (7.0.2). Plots of fractions of infected and latent 
population versus time with parameters as in figure 7.4 with D2 =  0.19. As predicted, the disease- 
free equilibrium is stable for D2 > 0.1849.
We now introduce notation and assumptions used in the proof of the two following 
theorems. Both theorems require only minimal assumptions on the two kernels /] 
and / 2 . However, in order to allow comparison with the particular case studied in 
the previous section, we need to assume
fJo
Furthermore, we define
poo poo
Ti =  / T2= I tf2{t)dt.Jo Jo
These parameters t\  and T2  can be regarded as measures of how much delay there is 
in the system. The Laplace transform £ { /i(i)}  of f i( t)  shall be denoted by F\{X).
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7.3,1 The general model with no migration
If there is no migration between the two countries, system (7.3.20) can be split up 
into two systems, one for each country with each consisting of two equations. Let 
us consider the system representing country one:
—S'! =  —/3iCij~ J  f i { t  — s)Li{s)ds — fÀiSi
I f i i i  ~  s)Li{s)ds — {fj,i-jr ki)Li  (7.3.21)at iVi 7_oo
A^ i =  Si +  Li  +  [  f i { t  — s)Li(^s)ds
J —oo
System (7.3.21) has two equilibria, ej, z =  0,1. ej is the disease-free equilibrium, 
given by
(S i,L i) =  0^
and e\ is the endemic equilibrium
(o T \ ^  (  ^ i(^  + ________ A i(ftci h{s )ds  -  {in +  fei))
\ ( / i i  H - ^ i C i ) / i ( s ) d s  — Aji ’ ( / / i-b /îi)({ /ii-t-/?iCi} Jg f i{s)ds — ki)
_  /  Ai(jUi -b di -b ki) Ai(/?iCifei — (/ii +  /si){fJ-i +  di)) \  i
^ ki{PiCi  — di )  ’ A:i(/.ii-b fci)(;0iCi — di) /
This is consistent with the expression for the equilibrium given by (7.1.4), (7.1.5) 
and (7.1.6). Sf =  A^ i — LJ — If  and this calculation with (7.1.4)-(7.1.6) gives the 
value for SI  given above.
T h eo rem  25 I f  < 1, where
PiCikiR l  = {ill +  ki){iii -b di) ’
then the disease-free equilibrium ej of system (7.3.21) is locally asymptotically stable. 
P ro o f. The linearization of system (7.3.21) about ej is
~ S i  =  —/3iCi J  f i { t  — s)Li{s)ds — HiSi 
d 7*—Li =  i^c% J  f i { t  ~  s)Li{s)ds — {(ii + ki)Li^ (7.3.22)
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which yields the characteristic equation
(A +  Ml)(A — /3iCii^i(A) +  Ml +  ^i) ~  0. (7.3.23)
From the first factor of (7.3.23) we have A =  —M i  s o  it is the second factor that 
determines stability. Let us suppose (for contradiction) tha t a root A* exists in the 
right-half plane. Then
POO
|A* +  Mi +  ^i| ^  A  Cl I  /i( t) |c  ^ ^\dtJoPOO
=  A  Cl /JoPOO
<  A  Cl /Jo
_  Acifei 
Ml +  (^ 1
Visually we can see the above inequality as stating that A* is in the disk with centre
Figure 7.6: Figure showing the circumstances under which A* is not in the right half plane.
( —Ml — ^1,0) in the complex plane with radius However, A* cannot be both
in the right half plane and in this disk if < Mi +  ^i &s shown in Figure 7.6. 
Thus we have a contradiction provided this inequality is satisfied. This completes 
the proof. □
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A similar result can be obtained for the system for country two. Hence we are able 
to show that e§, the disease-free equilibrium of country two, is locally asymptotically 
stable provided i ?2 < 1, where
—  ^202^2 
(M2 +  A:2)(m2 +  <^2)
7.3.2 The general model with migration
In this section we use techniques from complex analysis to derive conditions sufficient 
for local stability of the disease-free equilibrium of system (7.3.20), in other words, 
conditions tha t ensure the disease dies out in both countries. We assume here that 
both D \  and D 2  are non-zero.
T h eo rem  26 I f  R\  < 1, > 1, t i  < '^ 2  < and
D 2  > m a x +  k ^ m  -  1) ( 1 +  _  a ; ) )  '
[(Mi +  ^l)(-Rl +  P2C2T2{Ri +  1) — 1) +  (m2 +  k2){R2 +  PlClTiÇR^ +  l)  — 1) 
—D i(l — /3iCiTi)]/{l — /?2C2'T2)|', 
then the disease-free equilibrium of system (7.3.20) is locally asymptotically stable. 
P ro o f. The linearization of system (7.3.20) about the disease-free equilibrium
( Q  Q T T \    f  (M2 + -P 2 ) + ^ 2  A 2  A 2 ( M i+ r ^ i)+ A i.D i  n  rj \  •
0 2 , ^ 1 ,  ^ 2 ;  -  \ ^ / x i ( / X 2 + D 2 ) + / i 2 i 3 l  ’ /U 2 (M 1 + £ > i)+ A ‘i £ ) 2
—S'! =  —/3iCi I f i ( t  — s)Li{s)ds — { f . i i D i ) S i D 2 S 2ao j  _oQ
d 7*
—  1S2 =  —^2^2 I  f2{ t  ~  s ) L 2 { s )d s  — (m2 +  D2)S2  +  D l S i
d  7*— Li — i i^Ci I  f i ( t  — s)Li{s)ds — { f j , i k i D i ) L i D 2 L 2dt J _QQ
d 7*—L2 =  /?2C2 J  f2{t — s)L2{s)ds — {fi2 k 2 D 2 ) L 2 D \ L i  (7.3.24)
This yields the characteristic equation U{X)V{X) ~  0, where
U{X) =  +  (mi +  M2 +  Di  +  T>2)A +  Ml ^ 2  4- M2^ i  4- Mi M2
y  (A) =  (A — PiCiF\{X) T  Ml “I” ki 4- Z)i)(A — /?2C2-^(A) 4- M2 4- ^2 +  D 2 ) — D 1 D 2 .
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Both roots of Î7(A) =  0 automatically have negative real parts so it is the second 
factor V  (A) that determines stability.
Now let us note that by the properties of Laplace transforms, jPi(A) and F2 {X) 
are analytic in Re A >  0. They also do not involve Di  or Dg. We denote by d { R )  
the boundary of the semicircle ReA > 0, |A| =  R  and let d ^ { R )  be the circular part 
Re A >  0 and d ‘^ { R )  =  {A =  iy, — R  <  y <  R }  s o  that d { R )  =  d ^ { R )  U  d ‘^ { R ) .  The 
argument principle implies, provided tha t
y  (A) ^  0 when Re A =  0, (7.3.25)
that the number of roots of y  (A) = 0  inside d ( R )  is
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to A and
The number of roots with Re A > 0 is z/(oo) =  liniE-^Qoi^(R) and we wish of course 
to show that this is zero. The fact tha t (7.3.25) is satisfied will become clear later 
in the proof. We will first prove that limij. .^oo 7i(R) =  1. It is clear that
therefore to show that limij_^oo h  (R) =  1 it suffices to show that
Jgl (1(1 \ V { \ )  X )
After some calculation we see tha t ^ is equal to
A(A)A^ +  S(A )A  +  C(A) 
AF(A)
__________________________ A(A)A^ +  B(A)A +  0 (A)__________________________
A{(A — ^iCii^i(A) +  /il +  &i +  Z?i)(A — ^2C2rt{X) +  /i2 +  +  D 2 ) — DiD2y’
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where
A(A) =  -p,c,F[(X) -  j}2C2F^{X),
5(A) =  ^iCijFi(A)/?2C252(A) +  /?! Cl F{(A)^2C2 5 2 (A) +  /0lCi5i(A) +  /?2C2-^(A)
— (M2 +  ^2 +  D 2 ) — (mi T ^1 4" 5 i )  — ^iCi5((A)(m2 +  ^2 4- Df)
—j02C2-52(A)(mi 4- /ci +  5 i) j  
C(A) =  —2(j0iCi5i(A)^2C252(A) —/?iCi5i(A)(m2 4~/k2 4* 7 2^)
—^ 2C252(A)(mi 4- fci +  D\) +  (mi 4 - /ci 4- 5%) (M2 4- A:2 4- D 2 ) — D 1 D 2 ).
Note that A(A), 5(A) and C(A) are all bounded in the right-half plane.
To show that
.. 7 i4(A)A^ +  5(A)A +  C(A)
n-^°°Jd^{R) A y (A)lim /    /TT------------ dX = 0,
we must show that the limit as 5  —>■ 0 0  of each term is zero. This is too unwieldy 
to write out in full here, so instead we will concentrate on showing that the limit as 
5  —>■ 0 0  of the most problematic term is zero, the most problematic term being the 
first one,
In the following calculations we define 71 =  Mi 4- A:i 4- 5 i  and 72  =  M2 4- /c2 4- ^ 2 .
A(AciF{(A)4-Ac25^(A))j ^
ld^{R)
2 Re^^(/3iCiF{{Re^^)P2C2Fi{Re^^))iRe^^dt
I I - i  V{Re“)
f f^ iC i\F i{Re ‘^ )\dtL_ l  ( 5  — /5iCi|5i(5e**)| — 7 i)(5  — /32C2 |5 2 (5 e**)| — 7 2 ) — D 1 D 2  
(plus another similar term, henceforth ignored)
0{1) £ j F [ { R e ' ^ ) \ d t
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<
POO PTT
=  0(1) /  /  se-»«”"f/i(s)dedsJo Jo
r°° rf=  20(1) /  /  s e - ‘'« “''f /i(s )d fd s7o Vo
< 2 y'OO0 (1 ) /  /  f i{s)d^dsJo Jo
=  2 0 ( 1 ) ^ ^  / i ( s ) ( l - e  ‘''*)ds
7T 7 ° °< 0 (1 )— y  / i ( s ) d s - > 0  as 5 oo.
In the above analysis we use the inequality sin^ > ^  which is valid for 0 < ^ < | ,  
It follows that /i(oo) =  1.
Next we look at h i R )  for large R. We have
But V{iR) = V {—iR)  so, using the principal branch |argz| <  tt of the logarithm,
h {R )  =  4 [ a r g l / ( - i i î ) - a r g K ( i i î ) ]
=  — — a i g V ( i l î ) .
7T
We need to know what a rgy (z5 ) tends to as 5  —> oo. Now
17(0) =  02(mi +  ^ i)(l ~  -^i) +  (m2 +  ^2)(1 — "k (Mi 4- ^ i)(l — Ri)}j
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and thus by the inequality on £>2 given in the hypothesis of the theorem, 17(0) > 0.
POO POO
ReV{iR) = —R ? ~ R ^ 2 C2  /  f 2 {t) sm[Rt)dt — R^iCi /  f i{t) sin{Rt)dtJo JoPOO POO
+Acn^2C2 /  fi{t) cos{Rt)dt I f 2 {t) cos{Rt)dt Jo Jopoo POO
~^iCi^ 2 C2  /  f \ {t )sm{Rt)dt  / f 2 {t) sm{Rt)dt  Jo JoPOO
~Aci(M 2 +  ^2 +  D 2 ) I fl{t) cos{Rt)dt Jo
POO
” ^2^2 (mi +  ^1 +  Di) I  f 2 {i') cos{Rt)dt Jo
+  (Mi +  1^ +  -Oi)(m2 4“ ^2 +  5 2 ),
POO
Im l7(z5) =  —R/32C2 I / 2 (t) cos(5t)dt 4 -5 (m2 4 -/c2 4 --D2)Jo/ oo /i(^) cos(^Rt)dt +  R{fJ>i 4~ fti 4" 5 i )Jo
POO p o o
~ I 3 i C i I 3 2 C 2  I  fi{t) cos{Rt)dt / f 2 {t) sin{Rt)dtJo JoPOO POO
-/^ ic if tc 2 /  fi{t) sin{Rt)dt / f 2 {t) cos{Rt)dt Jo Jo
POO
4 -/?iCi(m2 4- k 2  4- D 2 ) /  fi{t) sin{Rt)dt Jo
POO
4-)02C2 (mi 4- fci +  Di) /  f 2 (t) sm{Rt)dt.Jo
When R  is large,
R ey (z5 ) -  - R ^
|Iml7(%R)| <  constant x R.
The above facts, and the fact tha t 17(0) is positive, imply tha t as R  —>■ 0 0 , arg 17(iR) 
tends to an odd multiple of tt, say argl7(zoo) =  (1 — 2 m )7r for some m G  Z. Then 
£2 (0 0 ) =  2m — 1 and the number of roots of 17(A) =  0 in the right-hand half of the
complex plane is z/(oo) =  £1 (0 0 ) +  £2 (0 0 ) =  2 m, so m > 0 and we must show that
m =  0, i.e. tha t argl7(«oo) =  ?r. A sufficient condition to ensure tha t argl7(zoo) =  tt
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is that ImV{iR)  > 0 for all R >  0. In fact,
Im y (ii? ) > 5  4~ D i  +  M2 T 2^ 4~ O2 — /3iCi J  f i { i ) d t
poo poo poo
- P 2 C2 I f 2 { t )d t  - /3iCij32C2 f i { t ) d t  t f 2 { t )d t  J o  J o  J opoo poo poo
-j0iCi^2C2 /  f 2 ( t )d t  t f i { t ) d t  -  i^Ci{lJL2 +  k 2 -\r D 2 ) t f i { t ) d t  J o  J o  J o
~/^2C2(Mi +  1^ 4~-^1) y*
=  5{m i +  ki  -{- D \  +  M2 4" ^2 "h U 2 — 5i(m i 4- k\)  — 52(M2 4- kf)
—/32C2T25i(mi 4- All) — /?iCiTi52(m2 4- k2)
—/3iCiTi{jJ,2 +  A=2 4- D 2 ) — /52C2'72(M1 4" ki +  D i) }
— 5 { ( mi 4- A:i)(l — 5 i  — /?2C2'Z2(5i 4-1))
+(M2 4- k 2 ){l — R 2  — PiCiTi{R2  4-1 )) 4 - 5 i ( l  — PiCiTi)
4-5 2 ( 1  — /?2C27'2)}.
Therefore, provided D 2 is sufficiently large to satisfy
D 2 >  {(mi 4- fci)(5i 4- P2C2T2{Ri 4-1) — 1) 4- (m2 4- k2){R2 4- PiCit1{R2 4-1) — 1)
— 5 i( l  — j0lCiTi)}/(l — /52C272),
we have Im y (z5 ) > 0  for all 5  > 0  and it follows tha t arg y  (zoo) =  tt or m =  0 .  
This completes the proof. □
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have determined to some extent the role of migration on the 
dynamics of tuberculosis transmission. We developed a two patch system represent­
ing the transmission of TB in two countries with movement between the two. In 
section 7.1 we considered the case where there is no movement between countries, 
thus determining a condition under which the disease will die out in each country.
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This result was then used in section 7.2 to represent the situation where the disease 
was under control in country one but endemic in country two.
By determining conditions on D 2  for both linear and global stability of the 
disease-free equilibrium, we were able to demonstrate tha t if the rate of individu­
als moving from a country where the disease is prevalent to a country where it is 
relatively uncommon is sufficiently large, the disease will eventually die out in both 
countries. Initially this seems an unlikely result, one might assume that increasing 
the flow of individuals from a disease-prevalent country would increase the incidence 
of the disease in the targeted country. However, D 2  is a rate and we can conjecture 
tha t if individuals are leaving country two sufficiently quickly, the disease will not 
have a chance to take hold. One must also consider the fact tha t our results refer 
only to the long-term incidence of the disease. It is likely tha t prior to dying out the 
disease will reach a higher peak of incidence for larger values of D 2 . In other words, 
tha t the L  and I  variables will reach large transient values before tending to zero.
Finally, in section 7.3, we generalized the model, replacing the two infectious 
populations by a distributed delay on the latent populations with a general kernel. 
Again, we were able to prove local stability of the disease-free equilibrium for D 2  
sufficiently large.
8
A spatially"dependent model fo r  the spread of  
tuberculosis
In this chapter we extend model (6.1) to incorporate spatial dependence. We add 
Fickian diffusion in one space dimension x  with x  G (—0 0 , 0 0 ). Fickian diffusion 
assumes the individuals are describing a random walk, thus the resulting system is 
inappropriate for the spread of TB in a human population. However, a number of 
animal species are capable of contracting and spreading the disease.
In the U.K., badgers and wild deer are suspected of spreading TB to cattle 
and the same is true of possums in New Zealand. Badgers are fiercely territorial 
animals and as such cannot be modelled by Fickian diffusion. Fickian diffusion is also 
inappropriate to describe the movements of possums, very sociable animals which 
prefer to gather in dens. A more appropriate species for this type of diffusion is the 
Roe deer. This species is widespread throughout the U.K. with many wild colonies 
in different parts of the country. They are found in a wide variety of habitats, 
ranging from open moor to thick cover in conifer or deciduous woodland. They 
are not normally gregarious animals and they are predominately selective browsers, 
needing frequent feeding bouts.
Incorporating the above changes yields the following system of PDFs appropriate
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for describing the spread of TB among a population of Roe deer:
- 5  =  A - p c - - , S ^ D s ^ , S
f) 97=  0c— - i t i  + k)L + D ^ ^ - ^ L  
P  =  k L - i ,  + d)I + D ( ^ I
N  = 5  +  L +  /  (8.0.1)
As in chapter six, the host population is divided into the following sub-groups: 
Susceptibles (5), Latent (L) and Infectious (J). A represents the recruitment rate; 
p  the probability that susceptible individuals will become infected by one infectious 
individual per contact per unit of time; c is the per-capita contact rate; m is the 
per-capita natural death rate; k is the rate at which an individual leaves the latent 
class by becoming infectious; d is the per-capita disease induced death rate.
Typical parameter values, except for the crucial diffusion constants, are given in 
Table 8.
Parameter Value
M 0.067
k 1
p 1.5
d 0.1
c 0.5
A 20
Table 8 Parameters of the model
If, in the absence of any spatial effects, we add these equations we obtain
—W =  A — n N  — d l  
which is the equivalent form for the whole population.
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The spatially homogeneous steady states of system (8.0.1) are
So = ( ^ . 0 , 0 )  (8.0.2)
and
f A(m + d + Aj) K(pck — (m + d)(/i 4" Ac)} K{Pck — (m 4“ d)(/z 4- A:)}\
 ^ \  k{Pc — d) ’ k(fj,-^ k){Pc — d) ’ (m 4 -d)(M 4 -A:)(/9c — d) j
(8.0.3)
Note tha t Ei  is only feasible if Pck > (m 4- d) (m 4- A:). In the spatially uniform 
situation (i.e. when Ds = Dl = Dj 0), we know from the work in the previous 
chapter that when tuberculosis is introduced into a population of healthy people it 
will either eventually disappear (this will occur if Pck < (/i +  d)(/i +  k)) or it will 
remain endemic (if Pck > (m 4- d)(M 4- A;)).
8.1 A travelling wavefront and its speed of prop­
agation
Travelling waves provide a mechanism for a transition from one steady state to 
another. In epidemiological terms one can think of them as a mechanism by which an 
epidemic wave might propagate into a previously uninfected region. It is worthwhile 
to note that this wave of infection is not a moving population of infected individuals, 
but actually a spatial pattern of the distribution of the infection in the animal 
population, propagating as a wave through the conversion of a proportion of the 
susceptibles and latents into infectious individuals.
In order for an epidemic of tuberculosis to occur, it is necessary tha t pck > 
(m 4- A:)(m 4- d). We now look for an epidemic wave solution to system (8.0.1) which 
travels at a constant velocity a into a tuberculosis-free region. If such a solution 
exists it can be written in the form
S{x, t)  = S{z), L{x ,t)  — L{z), I{x , t )  = I{z), z = X + at.
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Such a wave is leftward moving if its speed a > 0 and we will assume here tha t 
a > 0. Substituting this travelling waveform into system (8.0.1), we obtain
a S '  =  A -  1 3 Æ  -  f i S  +  D s S "  
aL' = Pc~^ — (m +  Ai)Z/ +  D lD '  
c l I '  =  k L  —  (m  4~  d ) £  +  D j I ' ^
N  = 5  +  L +  / ,  (8.1.4)
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to z  and where 5  —> L 0
and /  ^  0 as .2? —>• —0 0 , tha t is far ahead of the wave-front. System (8.1.4) has 
two possible positive equilibria, namely E q and Ei, given by (8.0.2) and (8.0.3) 
respectively. A travelling wave solution to (8.0.1) is a trajectory in 6-dimensional 
phase space connecting the equilibria of system (8.1.4), E q to Ei.
Writing system (8.1.4) as a 6-dimensional first order system and linearising about 
the equilibrium E q which is now given by E q = 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ) we obtain
S' = s
s' =  as + Pci)
D s
L' =  I
I' =  ([/i H" Ai]jL-{-oA —/0cJ)D l
I '  =  3
j '  — - : : r ~ { ~ k L [ p , d ] I a j ) .  (8.1.5)
It should be noted tha t the variables in system (8.1.5) are perturbations from the 
equilibrium values and are therefore not the same as the variables in system (8.1.4). 
The characteristic equation of (8.1.5) corresponding to trial solutions proportional
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to 6 ^  is given by
D s D lD j
+(ci^ — +  d) — Di{f.i +  A:))A^  4- <%(2/z +  d +  A;)A
4”(m 4" d) (m 4“ A)) “  pck\. (8 . 1 .6)
The roots of this equation give us the six eigenvalues A%, with i ~  1 , 6, of the 
Jacobian of the linearization about Eq. In the usual way, the solutions of the linear 
system (8.1.5) are linear combinations of the eigensolutions x*exp(A^z) where the 
x.j are the six eigenvectors of the stability matrix (assuming the eigenvalues are 
all distinct). In the original variables (those in system (8 .1 .4 )), we would expect 
travelling wave solutions S{z), L{z) and I{z)  to take the form shown in Figure 8.1. 
L{z) and I(z)  are expected to behave like a positive exponential near z =  —oo, and 
therefore we need at least one positive eigenvalue A% with corresponding eigenvector 
Xj pointing in an appropriate direction in . By an inappropriate direction we mean 
one such that the corresponding solution goes negative and is therefore infeasible. 
In higher order systems examining the eigenvectors is as im portant as examining 
the eigenvalues. Merely establishing the existence of a positive real eigenvalue is not 
sufhcient.
M 00 W
Figure 8.1: A qualitative graph showing what we expect 5'(z), L{z) and I{z) to look like in a 
travelling wave solution, (a) depicts S(z), (b) depicts L{z) and (c) depicts I{z).
The quadratic factor in (8.1.6) produces two eigenvalues, 
these values is negative and one positive. The other eigenvalues are the roots of the
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quartic
/  (A) :=  D l D j X^  — cl{ D l +  Dj)X^  +  {cP — 5 /,(m  +  d) — 5j(/z. +  k))X^ 
"I" d Au) A 4- (m 4“ d) (/i 4- A:) — Pck — 0.
At first glance the positive root A+ =  a+iOsn quadratic factor in (8.1.6)
appears to give us the trajectory we require. However, whilst it is clearly positive for 
any n > 0, we shall demonstrate that the corresponding eigensolution is not viable,
i.e. tha t the solution emanating along it cannot connect to Ej.
It can be shown that the eigenvector corresponding to A+ is of the form
[1, A+, 0,0,0,0]^. This eigenvector therefore points into the subset
<So =  {(S', s, A, A, / , / )  e  : L  = l = I  = j  = 0}
of M®, which is an invariant set for system (8.1,5). By the stable/unstable manifold 
theorem [116], there exists a one dimensional unstable manifold W I^^(Eq) which is 
tangent to [1, A+,0,0,0,0] at E q. This manifold has a global extension and must 
constitute a trajectory connecting E q to Ey. However (and crucially), the sta­
ble/unstable manifold theorem assures us of the uniqueness of the unstable man­
ifold at a hyperbolic fixed point. By a further application of the stable manifold 
theorem, this time to the restriction of (8.1.5) to S q, we see th a t the unstable man­
ifold Wioc(-^o) and its global extension are entirely in S q. Accordingly the solution 
emanating from E q in the direction of [1, A+, 0,0,0,0] cannot connect to Ei.  Hence 
we must look to the roots of /(A) =  0 to give us a positive eigenvalue which also 
has the property tha t the corresponding eigenvector points into the interior of the 
subset
Si = { { S , s , L , l , I , j )  e  K® : S , s , L , l , I , j  > 0}. (8.1.7)
In other words, we require an eigenvector with all six components positive (or all six 
components negative). Otherwise the corresponding solution will become negative 
and therefore be biologically unrealistic.
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8.1.1 The case where D j  =  0
Animals with infectious TB are known to behave as if they are sedated. As a result, 
they are significantly less mobile than healthy animals and so in this section we 
assume tha t Dr = 0. W ith this assumption,
/ (A) =  —c iD [ jX ^  T  — D jji^jj, T d))A^ T  ci(2 /j, T  d +  Æ)A +  (/u +  Æ)(// -h d) — /0c/c =  0.
Note that /(A) —> —oo as A —)■ oo and /(A) -> oo as A —>■ —oo. Also, when 
/6ck > (jii +  k)(jLi +  d), f(0) < 0 and f  has a positive slope at A =  0. If we fix all 
parameters except the wave speed a, /(A) sequentially takes the forms illustrated 
in Figure 8.2 as a is increased. Thus as long as jSck >  (ju +  d)(|U +  A)), /  has one
Figure 8.2: The eigenfunction cubic /(A), the roots of which are the eigenvalues of the linearized 
system about Eq. The equation /(A) =  0 can either have two complex roots as in (a), one double 
root as in (b) or two positive real roots as in (c).
negative real root and, depending on the wave speed, either two complex roots or 
two real positive roots. Complex roots represent oscillatory solutions which imply 
negative populations so such waves are physically unrealistic. The bifurcation value 
for a, let us call it Uc, between realistic and unrealistic solutions is the value when 
/(A) has a double root as in Figure 8.2(b). Thus the minimum allowable wave speed 
of travelling waves is determined by Ug. We can determine «c by setting /  =  0 and 
^  =  0. The roots of ^  =  0 are
A± = Ug — D l { ij, +  d )  db {o^  — Dj^i^fx +  d ) ) ^  +  3ü g jD f,(2jU, +  d  +  A;)
The maximum of /(A) evidently occurs at the larger of these roots, A+. We then 
solve /(A+) =  0 numerically for a,c. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the increase of critical
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wave speed Oc as both the rate of latent diffusion and of contact increases. Table
D l Critical wave speed D l Critical wave speed
0.00001 0.00229 0.00002 0.00323
0.00003 0.00396 0.00004 0.00457
0.00005 0.00511 0.00006 0.00560
0.00007 0.00605 0.00008 0.00646
Table 8.1.1 Minimum wave speeds for increasing values of D l
0.00ÛC2 0.00004 0.00006 0.00006LâlânLdifluson
Figure 8.3: Critical wave speed Oc as D l increases. All other parameters are as listed in table 8.
8.1.1 details the minimum wave speeds for increasing values of D l .
8.1.2 The case where D j  >  0
W ith Dr > 0, f {X)  sequentially takes the forms illustrated in figure 8.5 as a increases. 
Thus as long as j3ck > {/x d){jj, k), f  has one negative real root, one positive 
real root and either two complex roots or two real positive roots. Numerical studies 
show that the eigenvector corresponding to the positive real eigenvalue does not 
point into the interior of the required subset Si  defined by (8.1.7). The solution 
trajectory emanating from E q along this eigenvector is ecologically unfeasible. Thus 
again the minimum wave speed is determined by the critical value of a that results
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0.4 0 6  0.6
contact rale
Figure 8.4: Critical wave speed a<. as c increases. is fixed at 0.00008. All other parameters 
are as listed in table 8.
Figure 8.5: The eigenfunction quartic /(A), the roots of which are the eigenvalues of the linearized 
system about Eg. The solutions either have two complex roots as in (a), one double root as in (b) 
or two positive real roots as in (c).
in the double root situation illustrated by figure 8.5(b). We were able to find this 
critical value for a by numerical methods. This involved using an iterative procedure 
to find the first value of a for which the eigenvector corresponding to the double root 
eigenvalue has either all positive or all negative components. The Maple procedure 
used is detailed in the Appendix. Table 8.1.2 details the critical wavespceds for 
increasing and Figure 8.6 depicts the change in critical wave speed a as latent 
diffusion D i  is increased.
8 . 2  Num erical sim ulations
Having determined the minimum wave speed, an obvious question is what kind 
of initial conditions 5(x, 0), L(x,0)  and /(x , 0) for the original system (8.0.1) will
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Dl Critical wave speed Dl Critical wave speed
0.00001 0.0038 0.00002 0.0044
0.00003 0.0049 0.00004 0.0054
0.00005 0.0058 0.00006 0.0063
0.00007 0.0067 0.00008 0.0070
Table 8.1.2 Minimum wave speeds for increasing values of D l , with Dj fixed at
0.00001
0-0045
0.00002 0.00004 0.00006 0.00006
Figure 8.6: Critical wave speed a as Dl  increases. All other parameters are as listed in table 8.
evolve to a travelling wave front solution and, if such a solution exists, what is its 
wave speed a and is it the same as the minimum speed found from the linearized 
analysis? We took a numerical approach to this question and used MATLAB to 
model the system. We took our initial conditions to be
A0) =
L{x, 0) =  <
A(/3cfc-(/H-rf)0^ +fe)) > 0 8
k (n 4 .h .V R r-X \ 5
X <  0.8
( + k ) { P c —d) 
0 ,
A(ffcfc—(/x+rf)(M+fc)) (^ +d)(^ +fc)(^ c—c!)
0 ,
X  > 0.8
X  < 0.8
(8 .2 .8)
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thus representing the introduction of the disease at one end of the domain. Ho­
mogeneous Neumann boundary conditions were used. The simulation yielded the 
solution shown in Figures 8.7, 8.8 and 8.9. Thus we see tha t travelling wavefront 
solutions do exist. It remains to determine the speed at which these solutions travel. 
A good way to estimate this is to examine a profile together with another at a later 
time, and to calculate the difference in area between these profiles (see Figure 8.10). 
From this difference in area the wave speed can be accurately estimated from the 
formula
difference in areaa % difference in time x endemic steady state value 
Using MATLAB to calculate the difference in area, the speed of the numerically 
computed front is
=0.0070,10 X  98.7389
which is consistent with the calculated value of 0.0070 tha t the linearized analysis 
predicts.
8.3 Incorporating a focal point into the spatial 
m odel
In modelling system (8.0.1), we assume that the movement of individual animals is 
entirely random. Whilst this assumption may be considered appropriate (if some­
what simplistic) for a species such as Roe deer, such a model is unsuitable for less 
nomadic animals. If we consider two other species capable of transm itting TB, bad­
gers and possums, we find tha t these animals live in setts or dens situated in an area 
appropriate for their needs and whilst they must move away from this focal point to 
forage for food/find a mate etc., they will continually return to it in order to sleep 
or to feed offspring. It therefore follows that movement of such animals is likely to 
comprise of at least two components: movement towards the area containing a set
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S(x.t)
0-2 0.1 0
Figure 8.7: Numerical simulation of system (8.0.1) depicting the susceptible population S. Ds  =  
0.00008, D l — 0.00008 and Di =  0.00001. Initial conditions are given by (8.2.8). All other 
parameters are as listed in Table 8.
L(x,t)
0 SO
Figure 8.8: Numerical simulation of system (8.0.1) depicting the latent population L. Ds  =  
0.00008, D l =  0.00008 and Di =  0.00001. Initial conditions are given by (8.2.8). All other 
parameters are as listed in Table 8.
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l(x.t)
2 0 0 -
1 8 0 -
1 6 0 -
1 4 0 -
1 20 -
1 00 -
8 0 -
6 0 -
4 0 -
2 0 -
0 -
Figure 8.9: Numerical simulation of system (8.0.1) depicting the infectious population / .  Ds  =  
0.00008, D l =  0.00008 and Dj  =  0.00001. Initial conditions are given by (8.2.8). All other 
parameters are as listed in Table 8.
C ro ss -se c tio n  a t 1=40 an d  1=50
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  1=40
  1=50
too
0.1 0.2 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5 0.6 0 .7 0 .9
D istance  x
Figure 8.10: Numerical simulation of system (8.0.1) depicting the infectious population at times 
( = 40 and t =  50. Ds  =  0.00008, D i  =  0.00008 and Df =  0.00001. Initial conditions are given 
by (8.2.8). All other parameters are as listed in Table 8.
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or den and diffusive dispersal.
System (8.0.1) was modelled according to Pick’s law, tha t is the flux J  was taken 
to be
J  =  - D - ^ ,  (8.e;.9)ox
where D  is the diagonal diffusion matrix with diagonal entries Ds, D l and £)/, and 
u is the vector [S', L, 7]^. Modifying the flux to incorporate the tendency to move 
towards a focal point in addition to Fickian diffusion, we have
J  = - D ^  -  C(x)u,
where C{x) is the vector [Ci(æ), C2 (a;), 6 3 (3;)] and Ci(x) are continuously differen­
tiable functions satisfying Q (0) < 0 and C i(l) > 0, î =  1,2,3. In altering the flux 
in this way, we are taking the work of White et al. [115] as a basis (see also [7]). 
The modiflcation yields the following system:
- ^ L  = +  ^ 2 (3? ) ^  +  C ' i (8.3.10)
+  ^ 3 (a ^ )^  +  C3 (æ)/ +  / c L - (/i +  d)7,
subject to the no-flux boundary conditions
0 =  Dg—— h C'i(a;)S' = — k C2 {x)L = D j —— I- C^[x)I.ox ox ox
We study this system numerically using the MATLAB program pdepe (see Ap­
pendix) on the spatial domain x = [0,1]. The parameter values used throughout 
are shown in Table 8.3. The focal point is taken to be in the centre of the domain, 
thus for the purpose of our numerical simulations xd appearing below in (8.3.11) is 
equal to 0.5.
The function
Ci{x) = Q ta n h (1 0 (æ -  æ^)) (8.3.11)
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
P 1.5 c 0.5
k 1 P 0.067
d 0 .1 A 2 0 0
Table 8.3 Parameter values used to simulate system (8.3.10) numerically
Figure 8.11: The graph of the function Cj tanh(10(.'K — 0.5)) for increasing values of the constant 
Ci.
is shown in Fig. 8.11. The function given by (8.3.11) could be appropriate for 
describing the tendency of a species to move towards an area suitable for establishing 
a sett or den. From Fig. 8.11, we see tha t function (8 .3 .11) results in a stronger 
urge to move towards the focal point, the further the animal is away from it. This 
applies up to a certain distance from the focal point at which point the function 
can be considered as having reached its limit. It is also clear tha t increasing the 
constant Q  increases the urge to move closer to the focal point.
By numerically simulating system (8 .3 .10) with different values for the diffusion 
constants D l  and D[ and the constants Ci, C2 and C3 , we can determine the 
effects that both random diffusion and the tendency to move towards a focal point 
have on the behaviour of the system. Fig. 8.12 shows four simulations of system
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(8.3.10) with initial conditions given by
A (^+d+fc) r  <r 0  1k { p c - d )  ’ < ; u . i
0) =  < +  200, 0.1 <  X < 0.3
. ^ > 0 - 3
_  A (^cfc- (/j +  rf)(/j +  ft))
’ [li + d){ii + k){pc -  à) '
This choice of the initial data is essentially the endemic equilibrium of system
(8.3.10) without the Ci{x) terms, with an off-centred perturbation to the susceptible 
population. As expected, increasing the values of C'i,(72 and for fixed values of 
Ds, D l and Dj  increases the density of animals around the focal point. We clearly 
see the high density group dictated by the initial conditions to be between æ =  0 .1  
and X — 0.3 moving towards the focal point at æ =  0.5. In all cases, the populations 
settle down to a steady state. These steady states are shown in more detail in Fig. 
8.13.
On an intuitive level, we would expect a high density of susceptibles to increase 
the level of infection. The steady states shown are consistent with this expectation. 
Increasing the values of Ci, C2 and C3 increases the density of all three populations 
around the focal point x = 0.5 and we can see that increasing the convection con­
stants further will result in a spike. Increasing diffusion whilst keeping the Q  fixed 
spreads the populations out across the domain.
It could be argued that function (8.3.11) does not fully describe the tendency of 
animals to move towards the focal point. At a sufficient distance to the focal point, 
the animal may not be aware that the focal point exists and as a result will have no 
urge to move towards it. A more appropriate function may be
Ci{x) = 25Ci(x -  (8.3.13)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 8.12: Numerical simulations of system (8.3.10) with parameters as in Table 8.3, Ds = 
D l  =  0.0008, Df =  0.0003 and Ci{x) =  tanh(1 0 (z — 0.5)). In (a), C\ = C2 =  0.0008 and 
C3 — 0.0003. In (b). Cl — C2 — 0.005 and C3 =  0.001. In (c), C\ = C2 =  0.01 and C3 =  0.007. In 
(d), Cl — C2 — 0.05 and C3 — 0.01.
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Figure 8.13: Steady-state solutions for system (8.3.10) with parameters as in Table 8.3. 
shown in F ig. 8.14. T his function , which is effectively zero a t points far from
Figure 8.14; The graph of the function 25(7,:(æ — 0.5)e
xd  = 0 . 5 ,  recognises that the diftusion will be essentially Fickian at areas where the 
focal point is so far away that animals are not aware of it. The effects of incorporating 
function (8.3.13) into the model are shown in Fig. 8.15. Qualitatively, this function 
has no appreciable effect on the behaviour of the system. The populations still 
increase at the focal point and the effect of both the convection and the diffusion 
constants remain the same. However, the new function does affect the populations 
towards the outer edges of the domain. It has the effect of increasing the population 
towards the boundary of the domain, and decreasing it between the centre and the 
boundary. This is consistent with what we would expect. Diffusion has the effect 
of pushing animals out from the centre and those animals reaching the vicinity of
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(«)
(b)
(c)
(d) —'
Figure 8.15: Numerical simulations of system (8.3.10) with parameters as in Table 8.3, Ds  =  
D l  =  0.0008, D,  =  0.0003 and C i { x )  = 2 h C i { x  -  0.5)e-^^('-°^)\ In (a), Cx = C 2 =  0.0008 and 
C3 =  0.0003. In (b), C x = C 2 =  0.005 and C3 =  0.001. In (c), Cx =  C2 =  0.01 and C3 =  0.007. In 
(d). Cl =  C2 =  0.05 and C3 =  0.01.
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the boundary are unaware of the focal points existence and have no urge to move 
towards it.
8.4 Conclusions
By extending a simple model of TB transmission to incorporate spatial dependence, 
we develop a system describing the spread of tuberculosis in an animal population. 
We consider the possibility of travelling wave front solutions of this system and 
determine the minimum speed of such a wave front using a combination of analytic 
and numerical methods. We are able to determine to some extent the role of the 
diffusion constants on the minimum wave speed: numerical results indicate that 
increasing the diffusion constants has the effect of increasing the minimum wave 
speed. This is to be expected as is it logical to suppose that increasing the mixing of 
individuals will increase the speed of the spread of the epidemic. We also investigate 
the wave speed of a travelling wave front solution numerically and find tha t it is 
approximately equal to the minimum wave speed according to the linearized analysis.
By incorporating a function describing the tendency to move towards a focal 
point into the flux, we extend the system further. The resulting diffusion is more 
appropriate for many species of animal and we investigate numerically the contrast­
ing effects of random dispersal and the tendency to move towards a focal point. 
The results are as to be expected, increasing the urge to move towards a focal point 
relative to the random dispersal constant results in an increase in population density 
around the focal point. Increasing random diffusion relative to convection results in 
a more evenly spread population. It should be noted that high density populations 
of susceptibles appear to lead to high levels of infection and latency.
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Conclusions
The prime motivation of the physiological work in this thesis is to investigate the 
effects of time delay on the stability of the equilibrium solution of a system describ­
ing the glucose-insulin interaction in healthy humans. Furthermore, we consider the 
circumstances under which oscillatory solutions are possible. It is well-known that 
healthy individuals exhibit oscillations in both insulin and glucose concentrations 
and by determining the circumstances under which oscillatory behaviour is possi­
ble, we hope to gain some insight into established disorders of the system such as 
diabetes.
In Chapter 3, we made some modifications to a model developed by Sturis et 
al. [101]. We explicitly incorporated a discrete time delay into the model, thus 
negating the need for three auxiliary linear chain equations and their associated 
artificial parameters. We made the further simplification of assuming no distinction 
between insulin in the plasma and insulin in the interstitial fluid. By using an 
approach using comparison principles and an alternative approach using Lyapunov 
functionals we were able to determine sufficient conditions for global asymptotic 
stability of the system. The two different approaches yield two sets of suflftcient 
conditions involving different parameters and as a result, we are able to determine 
the role played by both Tq, the degradation rate of insulin, and r ,  the time delay, in 
determining stability of the equilibrium. Our theorems suggest tha t if r  and/or tq 
is sufficiently small, the equilibrium solution will be globally asymptotically stable.
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Both the approaches adopted suffered from the same drawback: they resulted in 
conditions tha t are merely sufficient and not necessary. They therefore do not give 
a complete picture of the dynamics of the system. Both approaches require the use 
of various inequalities and each time these inequalities were used, more information 
was lost. However, as is normal in complex nonlinear systems, there is no systematic 
way of identifying a set of conditions which are best possible.
Prom numerical simulations, it is immediately apparent tha t the value of delay 
required for this system to exhibit an oscillatory solution is much larger than values 
observed by biological experiment. It appears that this discrepancy is due to the 
merging of the two different insulin compartments into one. The system studied in 
Chapter 4 retains the two insulin compartments and numerical simulations demon­
strate self-sustained oscillations for r  =  36, the experimentally observed time delay. 
The importance of the two separate compartments can be explained physiologically 
by the fact tha t the action of insulin is correlated with the concentration of insulin 
in the interstitial fluid rather than with the concentration of insulin in the plasma. 
This conclusion that two separate insulin compartments are necessary is at variance 
with that of Drozdov and Khanina [33].
The sufficient conditions in the two theorems in Chapter 3 both fail to hold under 
precisely the same circumstances under which other investigators have observed 
oscillations. Physiologically, these circumstances can be interpreted as a lack of 
oscillations due to a low insulin production (this is the fundamental problem in 
sufferers of diabetes) or a low level of glucose infusion.
Chapter 4 extends the work in Chapter 3 to accommodate two insulin compart­
ments, resulting in a three dimensional partially coupled system. Having two insulin 
compartments effectively introduces another delay into the system, albeit implicitly. 
We see the effects of this extra delay on the quantitative dynamics of the system by 
performing some numerical simulations. We find that this reduces the critical value
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of r  for which oscillations occur. Sufficient conditions for global stability of the equi­
librium are established and from these we are able to deduce tha t if the quantities 
the degradation timescales for interstitial and plasma insulin respectively, and 
r ,  the time delay, are sufficiently small then solutions converge globally to an equi­
librium solution. For larger delay, oscillatory solutions become possible as a result 
of a Hopf bifurcation. These conclusions are comparable to those of Chapter 3.
Physiologically, the same conclusions as Chapter 3 can be drawn with the addi­
tion tha t if hepatic glucose production rate is low, oscillations are unlikely to occur.
The two-dimensional system studied in Chapter 3 was modified in Chapter 5 
to represent a person being administered periodic infusions of both glucose and in­
sulin. The model system is examined in some detail with the main mathematical 
technique being a degree theoretic approach to rigorously proving the existence of 
periodic solutions in the presence of periodic input. We also consider the case when 
infusions are constant and find tha t oscillations are possible due to a Hopf bifurca­
tion. Numerical simulations are conducted to reinforce this result and we investigate 
numerically what happens when the infusions are chosen to have a frequency ex­
tremely close to the natural frequency of the system (the frequency with constant 
infusion). Under these circumstances a much wilder periodic solution with a very 
low minimum level of glucose concentration results. Physiologically, these low levels 
of glucose would result in an extremely dangerous hypoglycaemic episode, thus we 
see tha t the frequency of periodic infusions is of critical importance.
Whilst using only one insulin compartment does have the advantage of simpli­
fying the analysis in this chapter, an obvious drawback is the large value of delay 
required to produce a Hopf bifurcation. As discussed earlier, an improved model 
with two insulin compartments is likely to generate a Hopf bifurcation at a lower, 
more realistic, value of the delay. The degree theoretic approach to proving the 
existence of periodic solutions would still be applicable.
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In Chapter 7 we consider the effect of migration on the transmission dynamics 
on the spread of tuberculosis. Our work is based on a simple SEIR model developed 
by Castillo-Chavez and Feng [25]. Initially, we modify the system to represent the 
transmission of TB in two countries with movement between the two. This results 
in a simple partially coupled two patch model. By considering the case under which 
there was no movement between the countries, we were able to obtain conditions 
under which the disease free equilibrium of each country is locally asymptotically 
stable. For this particular case we have only included a proof of linear asymptotic 
stability (l.a.s.), although it seems probable tha t the same condition also holds for 
global asymptotic stability (g.a.s.) since the full system appears to be bounded by 
the linear system. This condition for l.a.s. of the disease free equilibrium of each 
country can be interpreted as the condition required for the disease to be “under 
control” in each country. Using this result, we then investigate the situation where 
the disease is under control in country one but endemic in country two.
We were able to show that for values of £>2 , the migration rate from country 
two into country one, sufficiently large, global asymptotic stability of the disease 
free equilibrium was assured. In other words, that if there was sufficient migration 
from a country where TB was rife to a country where it was relatively uncommon, 
the disease would eventually die out in both countries. We presented a possible 
explanation for this seemingly counter-intuitive result and discussed the possible 
effects of such migration on the incidence of the disease. We obtained sufficient 
conditions for g.a.s. of the disease free equilibrium but were able to derive a necessary 
condition for its l.a.s.. Again, we believe tha t this condition may also be a necessary 
condition for g.a.s. as a result of the system being bounded by its linearized version.
By incorporating the implicit time delay in the system explicitly, we reduced the 
system to a four dimensional system with distributed delay. To generalize the system 
we incorporated a general kernel which would require only minimal assumptions for
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use in asymptotic analysis. However, to allow comparison with the previous results 
we made some further assumptions on these kernels. Using techniques from complex 
analysis, we were able to derive conditions sufficient for l.a.s. of this more general 
system. Again, it seems tha t the sufficient conditions we have obtained are probably 
capable of being weakened considerably. Our analytical results tell us that if D 2  is 
larger than a certain value then the disease dies out in both countries. The numerical 
results indicate tha t in fact the disease dies out in both countries even with much 
smaller values of £>2 . It therefore needs to be stressed tha t the conditions given in 
our theorem are sufficient conditions only, and are far from necessary. It might also 
be advantageous to obtain conditions giving more information on the role the delay 
plays in stability of the disease free equilibrium.
In chapter 8  we extended the simple model developed by Castillo-Chavez and 
Feng [25] to incorporate spatial dependence. We added Fickian diffusion in one space 
dimension and considered the resulting system as a possible simple model for the 
spread of TB in an animal population. We investigated the possibility of a travelling 
wave front solution of the resulting system and determined the minimum speed of 
such a solution. Using numerical simulations we showed that the wave speed of a 
travelling wave front solution was approximately the same as the minimum speed 
found from linearized analysis. By varying the rates of diffusion, we were able to 
determine tha t increasing the rates of diffusion will increase the minimum wave 
speed.
The system was then extended to incorporate the tendency to move towards a 
focal point into the diffusion. The effects of this modification on the behaviour of the 
system were investigated numerically and we were able to determine tha t increasing 
the tendency to move towards a focal point resulted in not only a higher density of 
the susceptible population at the point but also a higher level of the disease.
A potential interesting problem related to this area is the spread of tuberculosis
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among cattle. Bovine tuberculosis is an infectious and contagious disease affecting 
cattle populations across the world. In the U.K. it is known that badgers spread the 
disease and this represents a major impediment to eradicating the disease in cattle. 
A system describing such a situation could be of great help in identifying some of 
the problems facing veterinary officials in this country.
A number of possible future directions are suggested by this research. Incor­
porating spatial effects into the systems describing the glucose-insulin interaction 
seems a natural progression to the work in Chapters 1 , 2 and 3. Currently the ex­
change between the two insulin compartments represents a form of diffusion. It may 
be more appropriate to describe this diffusion of plamsa insulin across the capillary 
wall into the intra-cellular space using PDEs on a prescribed domain.
Extending the epidemic model of the dynamics of tuberculosis in Chapter 7 
to include a higher number of patches would be an appropriate way of studying 
the global spread of TB. W ith the increase in global travel and the rise in the 
numbers of refugees, migration between just two countries must certainly be an over­
simplification of the real situation. Increasing the number of patches gives rise to 
further questions. Can any individual in any patch migrate to any other patch or are 
they only able to move to neighbouring patches? The transport function mimicking 
simple diffusion may need to be adapted in such cases. Further modifications might 
include using reaction-diffusion equations to model movement within each patch and 
incorporating some form of seasonality into the transport function. In creating more 
complex models, one might also include the multi-resistant strains of TB known to 
be particularly prevalent in certain countries.
Future research might also consider incorporating alternative forms of diffusion 
in the models contained within chapter 8 . The simple form of Fickian diffusion used 
is known to give rise to infinite propagation speeds and one way to avoid this is 
to replace the constant D  in the flux term (8.3.9) by a variable depending on the
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population size N  such tha t D  increases with N. That is
A typical form for D {N) is where m > 0 and D q and N q are positive
constants. Extending classical diffusion in this way relates to an increase in diffusion 
due to population pressure.
^ 1 0  —
Appendix
In this Appendix we give details of the Runge-Kutta technique for numerical inte­
gration of ODEs and we provide in full a MAPLE program used in chapter 8  for 
determining the minimum wave speed of a travelling front.
1 0 . 1  ODE integration
For the integration of the various systems of ODEs used in this thesis, a fourth order 
Runge-Kutta [90] scheme was employed. In this scheme At is the discrete time step 
used. Given the continuous dynamics,
x  =  G (x),
in E", we define the following four vectors rrii, mg, m 3 and m^ as
m i =  A t X  G (x(t)),
mg =  A t X G  ^x(t) +  ,
m 3 =  At X G ^x(t) +  ,
m 4  =  At X G (x(t) +  m 3 ) ,
and the updating formula for x(t) to x (t -F At) is
x(t +  At) =  x(t) -f- —(m i -f 2mg +  2 m 3 +  IÏI4 ).
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This is the scheme we use to integrate the systems of ODEs in both Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 7.
10.2 D D E integration
The systems of delay differential equations in this thesis are integrated numerically 
using dde23, a MATLAB program developed by Shampine and Thompson [95] with 
the aim of making it as easy as possible to solve the wide range of DDEs with 
discrete delays encountered in practice. It is capable of solving systems of the form
y'(t) = f{ t ,  y{t),y{t -  n ) ,y ( t  -  Tg),..., y{t -  T&)),
solved on the interval a < t < b with given history y{t) =  S{t) for t  < a. The 
program is based on a second order Runge-Kutta method along with a continuous 
extension based on cubic Hermite interpolation. dde23 is used to integrate DDE 
systems in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
10.3 Integrating PD E s
Numerical integration of PDEs in this thesis is performed using the standard pdepe 
solver in MATLAB. pdepe solves initial-boundary value problems for systems of 
parabolic and elliptic partial differential equations in one space variable and time. 
These equations are of the form
d u \ d u  Z' , d u \ \  , (  , duF - y â ï  = a ; ,
The PDEs hold for ito <   ^ and a < x < b. The interval [a, 6] must be
finite, m  can be 0,1, or 2, corresponding to slab, cylindrical or spherical symmetry 
respectively. /  ( a;, i, u, ) is a flux term and sf æ, t, ti, #  | is a source term. ThedX )  O  . U,, U,;
coupling of the partial derivatives with respect to time is restricted to multiplication 
by a diagonal matrix . For t = to and all x, the solution components
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satisfy initial conditions of the form u { x , t o )  =  Uq{x) .  For all t  and either x  =  
a  or  X = the solution components satisfy a boundary condition of the form 
p { x ,  t ,  u )  +  q ( x ,  t ) f  t ,  u ,  =  0.
The ODEs resulting from discretization in space are integrated to obtain ap­
proximate solutions at times specified by the user. This method of solving partial 
differential equations numerically waa used in Chapter 8.
10.4 D eterm ining the m inim um  wave speed of a 
travelling wavefront
As explained in Chapter 8, in order to determine the minimum wave speed a  of 
a travelling wavefront solution, it was necessary to use an iterative procedure to 
find the first value of a  for which the eigenvector corresponding to the double root 
eigenvalue has either all positive or all negative components. In order to do this, we 
used the following MAPLE procedures: 
crita:=proc(n)
global mu,beta,c,k,d,a,L,J,vais,mat; 
local i; 
a:=0; i:= l; 
while i> 0 do
mu:=0.067;beta:=1.5;c:=0.5;k:=l;d:=0.1;L:=L;J:=0.00001; 
mat:=Matrix(4,4,[[0,l,0,0],[(mu+k)/L,a/L,-beta*c/L,0],[0,0,0,l],[-k/J,0, 
(m u+d)/J,a/J]j); vais : ^ eigenvectors (mat) ;
if vals[l][3][l][l]< 0 and vals[l][3][l][2]< 0 and vals[l][3][l][3]< 0 
and vals[l][3][l][4]< 0
or vals[2][3][l][l]< 0 and vals[2][3][l][2]< 0 and vals[2][3][l][3]< 0 
and vals[2][3][l][4]< 0
or vais[3] [3] [!][!]< 0 and vals[3][3][l][2]< 0 and vals[3][3][l][3]< 0
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and vais [3] [3] 
or vais [4] [3] [1 
and vais [4] [3] 
or vals[l][3][l 
and vais [1] [3] 
or vais [2] [3] [1 
and vais [2] [3] 
or vais [3] [3] [1 
and vais [3] [3] 
or vais [4] [3] [1 
and vais [4] [3] 
then i:=0; 
else a:=a+0.0001;
fi;
[1][4]< 0
][1]< 0 and vals[4][3][l][2]< 0 and vals[4][3][l][3]< 0 
[1][4]< 0
][1]> 0 and vals[l][3][l][2]> 0 and vals[l][3][l][3]> 0 
1][4]>0
][1]> 0 and vals[2][3][l][2]> 0 and vais [2] [3] [1] [3] > 0 
[1][4]> 0
][1]> 0 and vals[3][3][l][2]> 0 and vais [3] [3] [1] [3] > 0 
[1][4]> 0
][1]> 0 and vals[4][3][l][2]> 0 and vals[4][3][l][3]> 0
[1][4]> 0
od;
RETURN(a)
end:
changingL:=proc(n) 
global L,a,xz;
local i; xz:=vector(2*n);L:=0.00001; i:= l; 
while L < =  0.00001*n do 
xz[2*i-l]:=L; 
xz[2*i]:=evalm(crita(l)); 
L:=L+0.00001; 
i:= i+ l;
od;
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RETURN (xz) ; 
end:
Effectively the first procedure, crita, starts with a wave speed a =  0. It 
then evaluates the eigenvectors of the given matrix and determines if one exists 
with all of its components positive or negative. If not, it increases the value of a 
by .0001 and repeats the process. In this way, we find the critical value of a to 
a reasonable degree of accuracy. The second procedure, changingL, uses the first 
procedure to calculate the minimum wave speed as the latent diffusion constant D l 
increases.
Glossary
ad ipose  tissu e  Connective tissue containing masses of fat cells.
am ino  acid  One of a large group of organic compounds marked by the presence of 
both an amino group {N H 2 ) and a carboxyl {COOH) group. They are the 
building blocks of which proteins are constructed and are the end results of 
protein digestion or hydrolysis. Approximately 80 amino acids are found in 
nature; only 20 are necessary for human metabolism and growth.
c a rb o h y d ra te s  A group of chemical substances that contain only carbon, oxygen 
and hydrogen. They are a basic source of energy.
d isaccharide  A carbohydrate composed of two monosaccharides.
d o w n -regu la te  To inhibit or suppress the normal response of an organ or system.
e n te ra l Within or by way of the intestine.
en d o crin e  An internal secretion.
feedback  The return of some output to the place of origin by the system that 
receives it. Feedback may be negative or positive. Thus, a positive feedback 
signal indicates tha t more glucose needs to be made available when blood 
sugar level falls. Conversely, a negative feedback signal occurs when the blood 
sugar level rises to normal, indicating that production of blood sugar should 
be reduced or stopped.
fo reg u t First part of the embryonic digestive tube from which pharynx, esophagus, 
stomach and duodenum are formed.
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g lucagon A polypeptide hormone that has the property of increasing the concen­
tration of glucose in the blood. It is secreted by the alpha cells of the human 
pancreas.
glucose A sugar and the most important carbohydrate in body metabolism. It 
is formed during digestion from the hydrolysis of di- and polysaccharides, 
especially starch. Nervous tissue is dependent upon glucose as its source of 
energy.
ho rm ones A substance tha t originates in an organ, gland, or part and is conveyed 
through the blood to another part of the body, stimulating it by chemical ac­
tion to increase functional activity or to increase secretion of another hormone.
hydro lysis  Any reaction in which water is one of the reactants, more specifically 
the combination of water with a salt to produce an acid and a base.
in fusion  A liquid substance introduced into the body via a vein for therapeutic 
purposes.
in su lin  A hormone secreted by the beta cells of the islets of Langerhans in the 
pancreas. It is essential for the proper metabolism of blood sugar (glucose) 
and for maintenance of the proper blood sugar level. Inadequate secretion of 
insulin results in improper metabolism of carbohydrates and fats and brings 
on diabetes. The secretion of insulin is primarily dependent upon the concen­
tration of blood glucose, an increase of blood sugar bringing about an increase 
in the secretion of insulin.
in te rs ti t ia l  fluid Fluid tha t surrounds cells.
in  v itro  In glass, as in a test tube. An in vitro test is one done in the laboratory, 
usually involving isolated tissue, organ or cell preparations.
isle ts  o f L an gerhans (Paul Langerhans, Ger. pathologist, 1847-1888) Clusters of 
cells in the pancreas. They are of three types: alpha, beta and delta cells. The 
beta cells are found in greatest abundance and produce insulin.
lip id  Any one of a group of fats or fatlike substances, characterized by their in­
solubility in water and solubility in fat solvents such as alcohol, ether, and 
chloroform. The term is descriptive rather than a chemical name such as 
protein or carbohydrate.
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m etab o lism  The sum of all physical and chemical changes tha t take place within an 
organism; all energy and material transformations tha t take place within living 
cells. It includes material changes and energy changes, i.e., all transformations 
of chemical energy of foodstuffs to mechanical energy or heat.
m etab o lize  To alter the character of a food substance by metabolic reactions.
m onosaccharide  A simple sugar tha t cannot be decomposed by hydrolysis, such 
as fructose, galactose or glucose.
pacem ak er Anything tha t influences the rate and rhythm of occurrence of some 
activity or process.
p e p tid e  A class of substances prepared by synthesis from amino acids and inter­
mediate in molecular weight and chemical properties between the amino acids 
and proteins.
p la sm a  The liquid part of the lymph and of the blood. In the blood, corpuscles and 
platelets are suspended in plasma. It consists of serum, protein, and chemical 
substances in aqueous solution and it serves as the medium for transporting 
these substances to various structures. At the same time, it transports waste 
products to sites of clearance.
p o ly p e p tid e  A union of two or more amino acids.
po ly sacch arid e  One of a group of carbohydrates that upon hydrolysis yield more 
than two molecules of simple sugars. They are complex carbohydrates of high 
molecular weight and they contain two groups: starch and cellulose.
p ro te in  One of a class of complex nitrogenous compounds tha t occur naturally in 
plants and animals and yield amino acids when hydrolyzed. Proteins provide 
the amino acids essential for the growth and repair of animal tissue. They are 
also a source of heat and energy to the body.
re c e p to r  A cell component tha t combines with a drug, hormone, or chemical me­
diator to alter the function of the cell.
so m a to s ta tin  An inhibitor of insulin and glucagon.
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